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P R E A M B L E 
This agreement, between the Company and the 
Union, evidences the desire of the parties hereto to 
promote and maintain harmonious relations 
between the Company and its employees, and the 




PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO THE ENTIRE 
MULTI-PLANT BARGAINING UNIT 
Section 1 - Recognition and Jurisdiction 
(A) For the period of this Agreement, Lockheed 
Martin Aeronautics Company - Marietta, some-
times hereinafter referred to as "LM Aero -
Marietta", recognizes the International Association 
of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, AFL-CIO, 
sometimes hereinafter referred to as the 
"IAM&AW", and its Local Lodges 709, 1027, and 
2386 thereof as the exclusive representative of 
hourly-paid employees in the multi-plant collective 
bargaining unit consisting of the following groups 
of employees, as hereinafter defined, for purposes of 
collective bargaining' in respect to rates of pay, 
wages, hours of employment, or other conditions of 
employment: 
(1) Marietta Plant Represented Employees, as 
defined in Part B of this Agreement; 
(2) Clarksburg Plant Represented Employees, 
as defined in Part C of this Agreement; 
(3) Meridian Plant Represented Employees, as 
defined in Part I of this Agreement. 
All of the employees in the three groups of employ-
ees referred to above constitute a single multi-plant 
collective bargaining unit. The three employee 
groups which constitute this multi-plant collective 
bargaining unit and which are each defined in the 
Parts of the Agreement referred to above are some-
times hereinafter referred to as the "Contract 
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Administration Groups", or individually as a 
"Contract Administration Group". 
(B) If, during the term of this Agreement, LM Aero 
- Marietta establishes, within any of the fifty states 
of the United States except the State of Georgia, a 
new "feeder plant" which produces aircraft assem-
blies for use in the aircraft assembled at the Marietta 
Plant of LM AERO - MARIETTA, the IAM&AW 
will make a written claim that it represents, and LM 
AERO - MARIETTA will recognize the IAM&AW 
as the exclu-sive collective bargaining representa-
tive for, the hourly-paid employees of LM AERO -
MARIETTA who work at that new feeder plant and 
who are employed in one of the represented job 
classifications covered by Parts C or I of this 
Agreement and such other new production and 
maintenance job classifications as may be initially 
established at the new "feeder plant", provided that 
no such representation will be claimed and no such 
recognition will be extended .where such recognition 
would constitute a violation of the law. For the pur-
poses of this initial representation and recognition 
and to evidence the intention of all of the parties to 
this Agreement that the represented employees at 
any such new feeder plant are to be added to the 
multi-plant bargaining unit to which this Agreement 
is applicable, the parties to this Agreement agree 
that the IAM&AW shall be deemed to also be acting 
on behalf of the Local Lodges which are parties to 
this Agreement. After such recognition has been 
accomplished, the IAM&AW shall charter a sepa-
rate Local Lodge to automatically become a party to 
this Agreement and shall, along with that Local 
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Lodge, enter into negotiations with LM AERO -
MARIETTA, to the extent hereinafter provided, for 
the purpose of adding another Part to this 
Agreement and of making only related and neces-
sary changes in this Part A, such as adding an addi-
tional Contract Administration Group. This added 
Part shall be applicable to the employees at the new 
feeder plant and shall be interpreted and applied in 
the same manner as provided for Parts B through I 
in Section 2 of this Part A. Any Local Lodge which 
becomes a party to this Agreement shall have rights 
and duties under this Part A comparable to the rights 
and duties which this Part A provides for Local 
Lodge 2386. Notwithstanding the foregoing, all of 
the parties to this Agreement now agree that the pro-
visions of Part 1 of this Agreement shall constitute 
the basic provisions to be included in the Part to be 
added to this Agreement, except that all changes that 
are necessary to make those Part I provisions appli-
cable to the new plant, Contract Administration 
Group, and Local Lodge shall automatically be 
made in those Part I provisions and that the 
IAM&AW and the new Local Lodge to be chartered 
as hereinbefore provided shall negotiate with LM 
AERO - MARIETTA concerning the wages, job 
classifications, and local hospital and medical bene-
fits (to be substituted for the group insurance bene-
fits provided for in Part I) and shall include these 
newly negotiated terms of employment in the added 
Part in place of the wages, job classifications, and 
local hospital and medical benefits provided for in 
Part I. Furthermore, the provisions of Part C, Article 
I, Section 9, entitled "Union Security", shall also be 
automatically included in any new Part added to this 
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Agreement pursuant to this Subsection (B) unless 
the inclusion of the provisions of that Section or 
compliance with those provisions would be a viola-
tion of an applicable law. 
(C) If, during the term of this Agreement, LM 
AERO - MARIETTA establishes, within the State 
of Georgia, a new "feeder plant" which produces air-
craft assemblies for use in the aircraft assembled at 
LM AERO - MARIETTA, Local Lodge 709 and the 
IAM&AW will make a written claim that they rep-
resent, and LM AERO - MARIETTA will recognize 
Local Lodge 709 and the IAM&AW as the exclusive 
collective bargaining representative for, the hourly-
paid employees of LM AERO - MARIETTA who 
work at that new feeder plant and who are employed 
in one of the represented job classifications covered 
by Parts C through I of this Agreement and such 
other new production and maintenance job classifi-
cations as may be initially established at the new 
"feeder plant", provided that no such representation 
will be claimed and no such recognition will be 
extended where such recognition would constitute a 
violation of the law. For the purposes of this initial 
representation and recognition and to evidence the 
intention of all of the parties to this Agreement that 
the represented employees at any such new feeder 
plant are to be added to the multi-plant bargaining 
unit to which this Agreement is applicable, the par-
ties to this Agreement agree that Local Lodge 709 
and the IAM&AW shall be deemed to also be acting 
on behalf of all of the other Local Lodges which are 
parties to this Agreement. After this recognition has 
been accomplished, Local Lodge 709 and the 
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IAM&AW shall enter into negotiations with LM 
AERO - MARIETTA, to the extent hereinafter pro-
vided, for the purpose of adding another Part to this 
Agreement and of making only related and neces-
sary changes in this Part A, such as adding an addi-
tional Contract Administration Group. The added 
Part shall be applicable to the employees at the new 
feeder plant and shall be interpreted and applied in 
the same manner as provided for Parts B through I 
in Section 2 of this Part A. Local Lodge 709 shall 
have rights and duties, under this Part A and with 
respect to the new feeder plant, which are compara-
ble to the rights and duties which this Part A pro-
vides for Local Lodge 709 with respect to the 
Marietta Plant Represented Employees. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, all of the parties to 
this Agreement now agree that the provisions of Part 
I of this Agreement shall constitute the basic provi-
sions to be included in the part to be added to this 
Agreement, except that all changes that are neces-
sary to make those Part I provisions applicable to the 
new plant, the new Contract Administration Group, 
and Local Lodge 709 shall automatically be made in 
those Part I provisions and that the IAM&AW and 
Local Lodge 709 shall negotiate with LM AERO -
MARIETTA concerning the wages, job classifica-
tions, and local hospital and medical benefits (to be 
substituted for the group insurance benefits provid-
ed for in Part I) and shall include these newly nego-
tiated terms of employment in the added Part in 
place of the wages, job classifications, and local 
hospital and medical benefits provided in Part I. 
Local Lodge 709 and the IAM&AW shall have 
authority to administer and enforce the provisions of 
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this Subsection (C). 
(D) In the event that LM AERO - MARIETTA dur-
ing the period of this Agreement establishes or 
acquires and operates a new plant in the State of 
Georgia other than the Marietta Plant, the Lockheed 
Nuclear Products Plant, the Lockheed Industrial 
Products Plant, or a feeder plant, and such plant is 
engaged in the manufacture or modification of air-
frames, missiles, or components of either airframes 
or missiles, aircraft, spacecraft or items necessary to 
the functions of aircraft, missiles, spacecraft, Anti-
submarine Warfare and Ocean Systems and related 
products, Local Lodge 709 and the IAM&AW will 
claim the bargaining rights for hourly-paid person-
nel employed at such new plant to work in any job 
classification covered by Part B of this Agreement. 
LM AERO - MARIETTA will recognize Local 
Lodge 709 and the IAM&AW as the exclusive rep-
resentative for purposes of collective bargaining in 
respect to rates of pay, wages, hours of employ-
ment, or other conditions of employment for such 
personnel at such new plant, except where another 
collective bargaining agent has established collec-
tive bargaining rights in the affected unit at such 
new plant. LM AERO - MARIETTA will negotiate 
with Local Lodge 709 and the IAM&AW the terms 
and conditions of a separate agreement covering 
employees in the bargaining unit referred to in this 
Subsection (D). Except that any such facility as 
defined in this Paragraph (D) acquired and operated 
within a one-hundred (100) mile radius of the 
Marietta Plant within the State of Georgia, represen-
tation rights shall be extended to Local Lodge 709 
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and the IAM&AW and the current Labor Agreement 
shall apply. Local Lodge 709 and the IAM&AW 
shall have authority to administer and enforce the 
provisions of this Subsection (D). 
Section 2 - Interpretation and Application 
(A) This Agreement consists of Four (4) Parts. 
These Parts are designated as Parts A, B, C, and I. 
This entire Agreement resulted from joint negotia-
tions between LM AERO - MARIETTA and the 
IAM&AW and each of the Local Lodges listed in 
Section 1 of this Part A of the Agreement. The 
entire Agreement was approved by the cumulative 
votes of the individual members of each of those 
Local Lodges. It is understood that the printing of 
certain Parts of this Agreement separately from 
other Parts of this Agreement is for convenience 
only and is not intended to create separate collective 
bargaining units. 
(B) For the purposes of interpretation, application 
administration and enforcement, all of the provisions 
of this Agreement except Section 1 of this Part A, 
shall be interpreted and applied separately but uni-
formly to each of the three separate Contract Admin-
istration Groups. The provisions of this Part A are 
applicable to each of the Contract Administration 
Groups. Only Part A and one other Part of this 
Agreement shall, however, be applicable to each of 
the three separate Contract Administration Groups. 
The following rules shall be used to determine which 
Part of the Agreement other than this Part A shall be 
applicable in any particular situation: 
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(1) Part 8 shall be applicable only to Marietta 
Plant Represented Employees; 
(2) Part C shall be applicable only to Clarksburg 
Plant Represented Employees; 
(3) Part I shall be applicable only to Meridian 
Plant Represented Employees. 
(C) The IAM&AW and LM AERO - MARIETTA 
shall have full and exclusive authority to administer 
and enforce the provisions of this Part A of the 
Agreement, except as otherwise provided in Section 
1 (C) and (D) and Section 3 (C) of this Part A. 
Section 3 - Period of Agreement and Procedure 
for Amending or Replacing Agreement 
(A) This Agreement shall remain in full force and 
effect from April 29, 2002, until and through 
March 1, 2005, and thereafter from year to year 
unless either the IAM&AW or LM AERO - MARI-
ETTA gives notice in writing to the other party to 
this Agreement during the period from 12:01 a.m., 
December 17, 2004, through midnight December 
31, 2004, or during a like period in any subsequent 
year proposing modifications or amendments to this 
Agreement. Such notice shall specify the modifica-
tions or amendments desired. Ail of the parties to 
this Agreement agree to commence negotiations 
within fifteen (15) days after the giving of such 
notice and it is the intent of the parties to confine 
negotiations to such modifications or amendments 
as are specified in such notice, in the event of a failure 
of the parties to reach an Agreement upon such 
modifications or amendments by March 1, 2005, or 
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by March 1st of any subsequent yearly period for 
which this Agreement remains in full force and effect, 
either the IAM&AW or LM AERO - MARIETTA, at 
any time thereafter, may terminate this Agreement 
upon five (5) days written notice to the other. 
(B) The Negotiating Committee which shall repre-
sent the IAM&AW and each of the Local Lodges 
which are parties to this Agreement in the negotia-
tions contemplated under Subsection (A) of this 
Section shall consist of four (4) LM AERO - MARI-
ETTA employees who are members of Local Lodge 
709 plus the President of Local Lodge 709 plus one 
(1) representative from each of the other Local 
Lodges which is a party to this Agreement plus one 
(1) or two (2) Grand Lodge Representatives. This 
Negotiating Committee is sometimes hereinafter 
referred to as the Union Negotiating Committee. In 
votes taken by the representatives of the Local 
Lodges, the vote of each such representative shall be 
weighted in proportion to the number of employees 
he represents. Accordingly, the vote of each such 
representative shall have the same relative weight in 
the count of the total votes of all of such representa-
tives of the Union Negotiating Committee as the 
number of employees represented by that member 
bears to the total number of employees included in 
the multi-plant bargaining unit to which this 
Agreement is applicable. For this purpose each of 
the five (5) representatives of Local Lodge 709 on 
the Union Negotiating Committee shall be deemed 
to represent one-fifth (1/5) of the Marietta Plant 
Represented Employees and each of the representa-
tives from each of the other Local Lodges shall be 
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deemed to represent the employees in the Contract 
Administration Group which his Local Lodge repre-
sents for the purpose of administering this 
Agreement. The Negotiating Committee which 
shall represent LM AERO - MARIETTA in these 
negotiations, sometimes hereinafter referred to as 
the Company Negotiating Committee, shall consist 
of no more members than the number of members 
on the Union Negotiating Committee. By mutual 
agreement the Union and Company Committees 
may establish such special subcommittees as (hey 
deem appropriate to recommend and advise them 
concerning specific and specialized subjects, and 
the persons comprising such subcommittees shall be 
permitted to participate in discussions concerning 
the subject of their speciality but shall have no vote. 
After the Union Negotiating Committee and the 
Company Negotiating Committee have reached 
agreement on all amendments and modifications to 
this Agreement or have entered into a new 
Agreement to replace this Agreement, all such 
amendments and modifications or the new 
Agreement in its entirety shall be accepted or reject-
ed as a whole without acceptance or rejection of 
parts thereof, and the ratification and final accep-
tance or the rejection, by the IAM&AW and by each 
of the Local Lodges listed in this Part A, Section 1, 
of such amendments or modifications or of a new 
Agreement, as the case may be, shall be by a major-
ity of the total pooled votes from throughout the 
multi-plant bargaining unit of all employees who are 
eligible to and who actually vote in each of the three 
(3) Contract Administration Groups enumerated in 
Part A, Section 1, of this Agreement. 
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(C) In the event of instructions from the Federal 
Government to alter or change the working schedule 
now in effect, LM AERO - MARIETTA may, upon 
fifteen (15) days' written notice, reopen negotiations 
with the IAM&AW and the affected Local Lodge or 
Lodges for the purpose of amending such sections 
of this Agreement as pertain to hours of work and/or 
overtime payment for the sole purpose of consider-
ing objectives desired by the Government. The 
affected Local Lodge or Local Lodges and the 
IAM&AW shall have authority to administer and 
enforce the provisions of this Subsection (C). 
(D) Any notice given under this Section of the 
Agreement shall be effective only if mailed, postage 
prepaid, by registered or certified maii, return 
receipt requested, and if addressed: 
{1J When given to LM AERO - MARIETTA, to 
the Site General Manager of LM AERO -
MARIETTA, 86 South Cobb Drive, Marietta, 
Georgia 30063, or 
(2) When given to the IAM&AW, to the 
General Vice President of the International 
Association of Machinists and Aerospace 
Workers who has jurisdiction over Local Lodge 
709 at the address which has been furnished to 
LM AERO - MARIETTA by the IAM&AW. 
The date of receipt shown on the registered or certi-
fied mai! return receipt shall be deemed to be the 
date on which the related notice is given and 
received for all purposes under this Agreement. 
I I 
PARTB 
PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO 
MARIETTA PLANT REPRESENTED 
EMPLOYEES ONLY 
ARTICLE I - GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Section 1 - Jurisdiction and Definitions 
(A) The phrase "Marietta Piant Represented 
Employees," as used throughout this Agreement, 
shail mean the following groups of employees of the 
Company who work at the Marietta, Georgia, Plant 
of LM AERO-MARIETTA: 
(1) Production, Maintenance and Plant Clerical 
Unit, as certified by the National Labor 
Relations Board, October 2, 1952, in Cases 
Nos, 10-RC-1909, 10-RC-1918, 10-RC-1951, 
and including the Electrical Unit as certified in 
the NLRB Case No. 10-RC-3381, March 29, 
1956, and such other job classfications listed in 
Supplement A of Part B of this Agreement, and 
such new factory jobs established pursuant to 
the provisions of Part B, Article VIII, Section I, 
(2) of this Agreement; and 
(2) Office and Technical Unit, as certified by 
the National Labor Relations Board, October 2, 
1952, in Cases Nos. 10-RC-1909, 10-RC-1918, 
10-RC-1951, and such other job classifications 
listed in Supplement B of Part B of this 
Agreement, and such new Office and Technical 
jobs established pursuant to the provisions of 
Part B, Article VIII, Section i, (2) of this 
Agreement, and including employees of the 
Identification Bureau of the Plant Protection 
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Department, but excluding employees in the 
Statistical and Investigation groups of the 
Personnel Records Section. 
(B) The words "employee" and "employees", as 
used in this Part of the Agreement, shall include 
only those persons who are members of the group 
referred to as the Marietta Plant Represented Em-
ployees, unless another meaning is specifically and 
expressly stated in the provision in which the word 
"employee" or "employees" is used. 
(C) The word "Union", as used in this Part of the 
Agreement, shall mean Local Lodge 709 and the 
IAM&AW only, unless another meaning is specifi-
cally and expressly stated in the provision in which 
the word "Union" is used. 
(D) The word "Company" and the word "plant", as 
used in this Part of the Agreement, shall mean or 
refer only to the Marietta, Georgia, Plant of LM 
AERO - MARIETTA, unless another meaning is 
specifically and expressly stated in the provision in 
which the word "Company" or "plant" is used. 
(E) Bargaining Unit Work: 
Non-represented employees of the Company shall 
not perform duties which constitute an erosion of 
bargaining unit work. A non-represented employee 
shall not perform work covered by this Agreement 
except in the following types of situations: 
(a) In cases of emergency such as where imme-
diate action is required in order to prevent 
injury to employees or damage to Company or 
customer property or equipment. 
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(b) To properly instruct employees. 
(c) When such work is incidental to and essen-
tial to the performance of the non-represented 
employee by that non-represented employee. 
Section 2 - Authority of Union 
The Union shall have full authority to administer 
and enforce the provisions of this Part B of the 
Agreement and to exercise the full authority of the 
collective bargaining representative with regard to 
the Marietta Plant Represented Employees during 
the period of this Agreement, except that this author-
ity shall not be exclusive with regard to the negotia-
tion and acceptance of an agreement to amend or 
replace this Agreement pursuant to Part A, Section 
3, of this Agreement. 
Section 3 - Sole Agreement 
This Agreement, when accepted by the parties here-
to, and signed by their duly authorized agents, shall 
constitute, except for the Lockheed Martin 
Corporation Retirement Plan for Certain Hourly 
Employees as in effect on March 1, 2002, as amend-
ed by the Retirement Plan Amendment Agreement 
effective April 29, 2002; the Lockheed Martin Basic 
Benefit Plan for Hourly Employees as amended 
April 29, 2002; the Lockheed Martin Hourly 
Employee Savings Plan Plus as in effect on March 
1, 2002; as amended by the Hourly Employee 
Savings Plan Plus Amendment Agreement effective 
April 29, 2002, with contribution increases effective 
June 21, 2002, and the Agreement for Flexible 
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Benefits Plan and Dependent Care Account Plan as 
in effect on March 1, 1996, as amended on April 22, 
1996, the sole agreement between them. 
Section 4 - Performance Required 
The Company and the Union agree that they will 
administer this Agreement in accordance with the 
true intent of its terms and provisions and will give 
each other fullest cooperation to the end that harmo-
nious relations may be maintained in the interest of 
both the Company and the Union. It shall be the 
duty of the Company and its representatives and the 
Union and its representatives to comply with and 
abide by all the provisions of this Agreement. 
Either party hereto shall be entitled to require spe-
cific performance of the provisions of this 
Agreement. Time is the essence of this Agreement. 
The waiver of any breach or condition of this 
Agreement by either party shall not constitute a prece-
dent for any further waiver of such breach or condition. 
Section 5 - Successors and Assigns 
This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to 
the benefit of any successor or assignee of all or sub-
stantially all of the Company's business or assets 
unless prohibited by law or regulation; however, this 
Agreement is not otherwise assignable without the 
mutual consent of the parties. 
Section 6 - Right to Manage Plant 
The Company has and will retain the right and 
power to manage the plant and direct the working 
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forces, including the right to hire, to suspend or 
discharge for just cause, to promote, demote and 
transfer its employees, subject to the provisions of 
this Agreement. Any claim that the Company has 
exercised such right and power contrary to the 
provisions of this Agreement may be taken up as 
a grievance. 
Section 7 - Apprenticeship Agreement 
Any apprenticeship agreement shall be the subject 
of a separate agreement between the Company and 
the Union. 
Section 8 - Strikes and Lockouts 
For the duration of this Agreement the Union agrees 
that it shall not cause or engage in any strike, slow-
down, or stoppage of work, and the Company agrees 
that it shall not cause or engage in any lockout. 
Either party hereto shall be relieved of this obliga-
tion in the event of failure of the other party to com-
ply with an arbitration award made within the 
authority of this Agreement. 
Section 9 - Union Responsibility 
The Union agrees with the objective of achieving 
the highest level of employee performance and effi-
ciency consistent with safety, good health and sus-
tained effort, and will not take, authorize, or con-
done any action which interferes with the attainment 
of such objective. 
In the event of a breach by the Union of the provi-
sions of Article I, Section 8 of this Agreement, the 
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Company may abrogate this entire Agreement. Any 
action by a Union Steward or Committeeman which 
is not authorized, concurred in, or supported by the 
Union, will not constitute a breach of this 
Agreement on the part of the Union for purposes of 
this paragraph. 
Section 10 - Deductions from 
Earnings for Union Dues 
1. The Company will deduct from his wages and 
turn over to the Union, the Union Membership Dues 
of each employee who individually and voluntarily 
authorizes the Company in writing to make such 
deductions. The term "Union Membership Dues", 
as used herein shall include Union initiation fees or 
reinstatement fees of employees rehired by the 
Company, with or without seniority, when such 
employees are reinstated or rejoin the Union. Such 
deductions shall be made in accordance with the fol-
lowing provisions: 
(a) Such deductions shall be made only in 
accordance with instructions upon authoriza-
tion cards which shall be in a form mutually 
agreed to between the Company and the Union. 
In order to be effective, such authorization 
cards shall be delivered by the Union to the 
Payroll Accounting Department of the 
Company. Such authorization shall be revoca-
ble at will. 
(b) Deductions from that portion of the Union 
Membership Dues consisting of Union initia-
tion fees or reinstatement fees, as provided 
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above, shall be made from the employee's pay-
check weekly in the amount and from the num-
ber of such checks as specified by the employ-
ee on the authorization card. 
(c) Deductions for other Union Membership 
Dues shall be made from the employee's pay-
check weekly, for fifty-two (52) weeks of the 
calendar year. Such deductions shall be in the 
amount certified to the Company by the Union. 
Any change in the amount of deductions for 
such Union Membership Dues shall be made 
effective for the weekly pay period following 
two (2) full weeks' written notice of such 
change by the Union to the Company. In the 
event a deduction for such dues is not made 
from one or more consecutive weekly pay-
checks due to insufficient earnings by the 
employee, then on the next paycheck that the 
employee has sufficient earnings, a retroactive 
deduction shall be made. 
(d) To be effective as of a weekly payroll peri-
od, dues deduction authorizations must be 
received by the Payroll Accounting Depart-
ment of the Company by 4:45 p.m. on the sec-
ond Tuesday preceding the Friday ending such 
payroll period. 
(e) The Company's obligation to make such 
deductions shall terminate upon receipt by the 
Company of written revocation by the employ-
ee of such authorization by registered or certi-
fied mail, or in the event the employee shall 
cease to be an employee as defined in Article I, 
Section 1 of this Agreement, except that deduc-
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tions shall be continued for employees tem-
porarily transferred from the bargaining unit for 
a period of twenty-four (24) weeks or less 
unless such dues deductions are revoked by the 
employee as stated above, 
(f) Revocations shall be made effective on 
employees' paychecks for the first weekly pay 
period following receipt of notice as herein set 
forth. To be effective on such period, revoca-
tions must be received in the Payroll 
Accounting Department of the Company by 
4;4S p.m. on the second Tuesday preceding the 
Friday ending such payroll period. 
(g) Deductions for Union Membership Dues 
(with a maximum pickup of four (4) weeks plus 
the current week) shall be resumed by the 
Payroll Accounting Department in the follow-
ing situations unless written revocation notice 
from the employee has been received by the 
Company in accordance with Sub-paragraph (e) 
of this Section: 
(1) Upon recall from layoff. 
(2) Upon return from prolonged leave of 
absence. 
(3) Upon return to the bargaining unit with 
seniority after transfer to a non-bargaining 
unit job. 
(4) Upon return to the bargaining unit with 
seniority by any other employee who 
leaves the bargaining unit on or after the 
effective date of the Agreement. 
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(2) The Company will mail a check to the Union for 
the deductions referred to in this Section within ten 
(10) days following the pay day in which such 
deductions are reflected in the paychecks. 
The Company shall provide the Union with a 
monthly record of dues deductions, with such record 
to be on the basis of the Company's accounting 
months. 
Section 11 - Separability 
Should any part hereof or any provision herein con-
tained be rendered or declared invalid by reason of 
any existing or subsequently enacted legislation or 
by a decree of a court of competent jurisdiction, 
such invalidation of such part or portion of this 
Agreement shall not invalidate the remaining por-
tions hereof and they shall remain in full force and 
effect. In event of any such invalidation, the 
Company and the Union shall meet promptly for the 
purpose of resolving such invalidation. 
Section 12 - Security Regulations 
The Union recognizes that the Company has certain 
obligations in its contracts with the Government 
pertaining to security, and agrees that nothing con-
tained in this Agreement is intended to place the 
Company in violation of its security agreements 
with the Government. 
Therefore, in the event that the U. S. Air Force, U. 
S. Navy, or other Government agency duly con-
cerned with Lockheed Martin Corporation security 
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regulations, advises the Company in writing that any 
employee in the Union bargaining unit h restricted 
from work on or access to classified information and 
material, the Union will not contest such action as 
the Company may take pursuant to such advice to 
comply with its security obligations to the 
Government. In the event such Government 
Agency, following the taking of such action, advis-
es the Company in writing that such an employee is 
no longer restricted for work on or access to classi-
fied information and material, the Company shall, 
promptly after receipt of such written advice from 
such Government Agency, reinstate with seniority 
and subject to the provisions of Article IV such an 
employee, if he promptly applies for such reinstate-
ment, to the same job classification and rate of pay 
he held at the time such action was taken, and will 
join such employee and/or the Union, at such 
employee's request, in an application to such 
Government Agency for restoration by the 
Government of lost pay. 
Section 13 - Non-Discrimination 
The Company and the Union agree that there will be 
no discrimination in the application of this 
Agreement because of age, race, color, creed, reli-
gion, sex, national origin, disability, or status as a U. 
S. Military Veteran or Disabled U. S. Military 
Veteran. The intent of the parties is to comply with 
all Federal, State, and Municipal employment laws 
as may apply to the workforce. 
The masculine gender provisions which are con-
tained in this Company-Union Agreement are 
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intended to apply to both males and females and 
there is no intent to limit any rights of an employee 
based upon the sex of that employee. 
Section 14 - Subcontracting 
The Company agrees that it will not subcontract 
maintenance work (as distinguished from new con-
struction or major modification or rehabilitation 
work) to be performed on Company premises when 
the work operations involved have normally been 
performed by employees in the bargaining unit, 
except in the following instances: 
(a) Where peculiar skills or specialized equip-
ment are involved which are not available with-
in the Company.. 
(b) Where short-term or peak requirements 
necessitate the need for additional assistance 
because of an insufficient number of employees 
then available possessing the necessary main-
tenance skills to perform such work operations 
within the time required. 
(c) Where unusual or one-shot jobs are required 
which are not usually performed by the 
Company. 
(d) Where the volume of work on any particu-
lar job precludes the possibility of its comple-
tion within scheduled time limits. 
It is not the intent of the Company to use on-site 
contractors for the purpose of reducing or transfer-
ring work ordinarily performed by maintenance 
employees in the bargaining unit. 
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ARTICLE n - UNION-COMPANY RELATIONS 
Section 1 - Union Stewards and Committeemen 
(A) Number of Stewards and Committeemen: 
(1) As designated by the Union there shall be in 
the departments of the Plant, on every shift, a 
Committeeman for every eighty-five (85) 
employees, or major fraction thereof, and a 
Steward for each department provided, howev-
er, that a department consisting of less than 
eighty-five (85) employees may be represented 
only by a Steward. Each Steward or 
Committeeman shall be an employee other than 
a Lead, regularly assigned to work in the same 
department and on the same shift as the 
employees he represents. 
(2) In unusual circumstances, particularly as 
may be presented in departments covering more 
than one location, the required number and 
location of Union Stewards and Committeemen 
may be adjusted by agreement between the par-
ties, At a time mutually agreed upon, the 
Company shall permit all employees who are 
Union members to vote on Company property 
and during working hours once each year for 
Stewards and once each year for 
Committeemen. Additionally, when the merger 
of departments or the addition of a department 
or a shift makes necessary the election of a 
Union Steward and/or Committeeman, such 
election may be held on Company property and 
during working hours. The voting shall be con-
ducted under rules and regulations agreed to 
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between the Company and the Union. 
(3) In the event there are more Union 
Committeemen in a group or department than 
are provided for in this Section, the Company 
shall furnish to the Union a list of all Commit-
teemen in the locations where the surplus 
exists. The Union shall promptly designate the 
Committeemen who are to remain in the capac-
ity, provided, however, that if the Company has 
not received written notification of such desig-
nation from the Union within six (6) calendar 
days subsequent to the Company's notification, 
the Committeemen, in the locations where the 
surplus exists, who have the most seniority, 
automatically shall retain their status as 
Committeemen and the remaining Committee-
men shall lose their status as Committeemen. 
(B) Time Off From Work: 
(1) A Steward will be permitted to take the nec-
essary time off from work without loss of pay 
for discussion with the Department Head of 
complaints or grievances of employees. 
(2) A Steward will be permitted to take the nec-
essary time off from work without loss of pay 
for the following Company-Union business 
within his department: 
(a) For so much of one hour of the shift at 
a time mutually agreed upon by the 
Steward and the Department Head (nor-
mally the one-half hour immediately pre-
ceding the Steward's lunch period and the 
last one-half hour of the shift) as is 
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required for the Steward to contact a 
Committeeman or to contact an employee 
who has a complaint or grievance. 
(Effective January 1, 1978, Paragraph (B) 
(2) (a) amended as follows: Steward des-
ignates which hour. Designation to be for 
one week. If Steward does not designate 
and no mutual agreement, then last hour 
of shift.) 
(b) For discussion within the department 
with an authorized Business Repre-
sentative of the Union when the latter finds 
it necessary to contact a Steward on 
employee complaints or grievances, or on 
matters arising out of the application of this 
Agreement. 
(3) A Committeeman will be permitted to take 
the necessary time off from work without loss 
of pay for the following Company-Union busi-
ness within his department: 
(a) For so much of one-half hour of the 
shift at a time mutually agreed upon by the 
Steward and the Department Head (nor-
mally the last one-half hour of the shift) as 
is required for the Committeeman to con-
tact his Steward or to contact an employee 
who has a complaint or grievance. 
(Effective January 1, 1978, Paragraph (B) 
(3) (a) amended as follows: Steward des-
ignates which one-half hour. Designation 
to be for one week. If steward does not 
designate and no mutual agreement, then 
last one-half hour of shift.) 
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(C) Steward and Committeeman Status on Transfers: 
A Union Steward or Committeeman of whose status 
as such Steward or Committeeman the Company has 
received written notice, with such status to be effec-
tive on the second work day following the date the 
Labor Relations Office has received written notice 
from the Union, shall not be transferred from one 
department to another, or one shift to another except 
with the consent of the individual Steward or 
Committeeman concerned, provided he is compe-
tent to perform the work remaining on the shift and 
warranting his classification. If a Steward or 
Committeeman is to be transferred to a different 
department or shift, the Company will give the 
Union seven (7) working days' written notice of 
such transfer. At the annual election of Union 
Stewards and Committeemen as provided for in 
Article II, Section 1, (A) (2), of this Agreement, 
upon written notice to the Company, such status 
shall become effective immediately. 
(D) Union Representation on an Overtime Day: 
In the event a group of employees in the same 
department are required to work on the sixth or sev-
enth day of their work week, or on one of the holi-
days recognized in Article VI, Section 3 of this 
Agreement, the Steward may designate one of the 
employees within that group as an Alternate 
Steward, by so notifying the Department Head. 
During overtime hours, the union representative 
(Steward, Committeeman or Alternate Steward) will 
only be permitted to take the necessary time off 
from work without loss of pay for discussion with 
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the Department Head of employee complaints or to 
contact employees who have complaints, which are 
of such urgent nature that they cannot properly await 
discussion on the next regular work day. 
It is the intent that the Company give prompt notice 
to the Steward of those employees who will be 
assigned to work on the sixth or seventh day or on 
holidays recognized by this Agreement. 
Section 2 - Union Officials and Business 
Representatives 
The President, Vice-President and Business 
Representatives of the Union shall have access to 
the Labor Relations Department Office for the pur-
pose of contacting Labor Relations personnel and 
shall have access to the departments of the 
Company's plant to which they are assigned for the 
sole purpose of contacting the Union Steward or 
Committeeman concerning employee complaints or 
grievances or matters arising out of the application 
of this Agreement. Such visits shall be subject to 
such regulations as may be made from time to time 
by the Company. The Company shall not impose 
regulations which will render ineffective the pur-
pose of this Section. Before entering the Com-
pany's plant for the above purpose, the President, 
Vice-President, or a Business Representative shall 
notify the Labor Relations Department of the date 
and time he will be in the plant, and the name of the 
Union Steward or Committeeman he will contact. 
The President, Vice-President or Business 
Representatives shall not discuss any problem with 
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employees (other than the Steward and Committee-
man) or with the supervision of any department. 
Section 3 - Cooperation 
The Union and its members agree to report to the 
Company any acts of sabotage, subversive activities. 
theft, damage to or taking of any employee's, 
Company's and/or Government's property or work 
in process or materials, or any known threat of sab-
otage, subversive activities, or damage to or taking 
of such property, and the Union further agrees if any 
such acts occur to use its best efforts in assisting the 
Company and the Government to determine and 
apprehend the guilty party or parties. 
Section 4 - Bulletin Boards and Posting Notices 
Space shall be provided on Company property at 
prominent locations agreed upon for Union bulletin 
boards (to be supplied by the Company) for the 
posting of the following types of notices:: 
(1) Notices of Union recreational, social and 
welfare activities; 
(2) Notices of Union elections; 
(3) Notices of Union appointments and results 
of Union elections; 
(4) Notices of Union meetings; 
(5) Such other notices as may be mutually 
agreed upon by the Company and the Union. 
The Union shall not distribute or post, nor authorize 
its members to distribute or post, any material any-
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where on the Company's property except as herein 
provided. The Company may remove such bulletin 
boards in the event of repeated violation of this 
Section. The Union may distribute each edition of 
its newspaper, The Organizer, outside all 
Headhouses and employee entrances to the Plant. 
Following distribution all excess copies will be 
placed in appropriate containers, furnished by the 
Union at these points. Within twenty-four (24) 
hours thereafter, the Union will pick up and dispose 
of all remaining copies. 
Section 5 - Solicitation of Memberships 
Employees and Union representatives shall not 
solicit Union memberships or collect dues on 
Company property on the Company time of any 
employee, although such activities may be conduct-
ed by employees on Company property on the free 
time of the employees. 
Section 6 - Reports and Other Information to be 
Furnished to the Union 
(A) The Union may request the following reports 
which are to be furnished as soon as possible; such 
request shall be made only by the President or the 
Financial Secretary of the Union: 
(1) Upon the request of the Union, the 
Company shall certify to the Union the number 
of employees that are in the various occupa-
tional classifications recognized by this 
Agreement. 
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(2) Upon the request of the Union, the Company 
shall furnish the Union with lists of employees 
in their respective departments, showing rates, 
classifications, and dates of hiring and shifts. 
Such lists of employees shall be coded in a 
manner which will indicate employees who 
have, since the last previous such list: 
(a) Received a promotion from within his 
same department, 
(b) Received a promotion other than under 
(a) above, 
(c) Received a lateral reclassification in 
lieu of layoff, 
(d) Received a lateral reclassification other 
than (c) above, 
(e) Been downgraded other than in lieu of 
layoff, 
(f) Been recalled from downgrade in lieu of 
layoff, 
(g) Been downgraded in lieu of layoff, 
(h) Been the subject of a Change of Status 
correcting and superseding prior reclassifi-
cation, downgrade, or promotion. 
(3) Upon hiring an employee, the Company 
shall mail a copy of the hiring notice to the 
Union office in Marietta within twenty-four (24) 
hours of the commencement of his employment. 
(4) Each week the Company will furnish to the 
Union a report reflecting interdepartmental 
transfers made during the preceding week. 
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(5) The Company will provide the Union a 
semi-monthly report reflecting employees on 
recall status to represented classifications. 
(6) Upon request of the Union, the Company 
shall furnish the Union with lists of employees 
having on file written placement requests for 
promotion. 
(7) The Company will furnish the Union a list 
of all bargaining unit employees on the active 
payroll showing the last known address given 
to the Company. Such list to be furnished as 
often as published and no less frequently than 
quarterly. 
(8) The Company will provide the Union a 
weekly report reflecting employee requisitions 
in open hire by represented classifications. 
(9) The Company will notify the Union in writ-
ing of the name, seniority date, classification, 
and department of each salaried employee 
returned to the bargaining unit. 
(10) The Company will provide the Union a 
monthly report showing the latest address of 
employees provided to the Company during the 
preceding month. 
(B) On a General Layoff the Company will furnish 
the following: 
(1) At the time of the application of the General 
Layoff, a copy of the seniority roster used by 
the Company in applying such General Layoff; 
such seniority roster will list employees in the 
affected occupations in order of their seniority. 
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(2) Seniority roster by occupation of all laid-off 
employees as of a date immediately after the 
application of the General Layoff. 
(3) Insofar as is practicable, prior to the date 
of the layoff, the anticipated date, and the 
approximate size of each probable occupation 
affected. 
(C) On an Emergency Reduction of the Working 
Force the Company will furnish the Union with the 
following after adjustments have been made in 
accordance with the General Layoff procedure: 
(1) Seniority roster by occupation of employees 
in the service of the Company in the occupa-
tions affected as of a date immediately preced-
ing the adjustments; 
(2) Seniority roster by occupation of employees 
in the service of the Company in the occupa-
tions affected as of a date immediately after the 
adjustments; 
(3) Seniority roster by occupation of all laid-off 
employees as of a date immediately after the 
application of the General Layoff procedure. 
(D) The Company will furnish the Union a monthly 
list of employees dropped from lists (B) (2) and (C) 
(3) by reason of loss of seniority. 
(E) The Company will, upon request from a Steward 
to his Department Head, make available to such 
Steward reasonable and pertinent information (such 
as information from the affected employee's kardex, 
change of status notice, reviews, and employee per-
formance notices) concerning a grievance. 
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Disputes arising out of the furnishing of such infor-
mation will be referred to the Labor Relations 
Department. 
(F) The Company will furnish the Union with a list 
of job classifications to be filled by open hire as 
published. 
ARTICLE III - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
AND ARBITRATION 
Section 1 - Method of Handling Employee 
Grievances 
Any employee who believes the interpretation 
and/or application of the terms of this Agreement 
have been violated may make such alleged viola-
tion the subject matter of a grievance to be 
processed in accordance with the provisions of this 
Article III. 
The parties recognize the desirability of early 
resolution of employee grievances and the value 
of thorough discussion in the grievance resolu-
tion process. Accordingly, employees may take 
up with their supervisor any situation which may 
result in a grievance. If the problem is not 
resolved, it may be taken up with the appropriate 
next level of management by the Shop Steward. If 
the matter is not resolved, it may be reduced to writ-
ing in the form of a written grievance, delivered to 
the Steward and processed in accordance with Step 
I of the grievance procedure. Although discussion 
of the problem is an essential component of the 
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grievance resolution process and is encouraged, 
each grievance must be considered on its merit. 
Failure to discuss a grievance with supervision 
will not be the basis of denying any claimed 
agreement violation. 
It is the desire of the Union and the Company that 
employee grievances be settled as quickly as possi-
ble, at the lowest possible step of the grievance pro-
cedure, and that settlements are consistent with the 
spirit and intent of this Agreement. The parties 
also recognize that honest resolution of grievances 
is dependent on early and truthful disclosure of the 
facts of the case. To facilitate this process, settle-
ments made at Step 1 shall be non-precedential 
in nature. 
The Company shall not confer with an employee 
with respect to a written grievance filed by the 
employee unless the employee's Steward has been 
notified and given an opportunity to be present. 
Failure of the Union to proceed within any time 
limit set forth in the procedure, hereinafter stated, 
shall constitute a waiver of the grievance unless 
such time limit has been mutually extended. 
If a retroactive adjustment is involved in an employ-
ee's grievance based upon a change in his job clas-
sification, such retroactivity shall not exceed thirty 
(30) calendar days prior to the date the employee's 
written grievance was presented, unless extended by 
mutual agreement of the Company and the Union. 
Failure of the Company to act within the time limit 
set forth in any Step shall entitle the Union to pro-
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ceed to the next Step. In a particular case, any time 
limit specified hereinafter may be extended by 
mutual agreement in writing between the Company 
and the Union. 
Employee grievances shall not be filed in the 
employee's personnel folder. 
(A) The procedure on employee grievances, except 
on grievances arising out of discharge, layoff and 
recall from layoff, as hereinafter provided, shall be 
as follows: 
Step 1. If discussions with supervision by the 
employee and Shop Steward do not result in 
the resolution of the violation, an employee 
who wishes to present a grievance shall state 
his grievance in writing on a form to be mutu-
ally agreed upon by the Union and the 
Company, which shall be dated and signed by 
the employee and shall set forth a complete 
statement of the grievance, the facts on which it 
is based, the time of their occurrence, and the 
remedy or correction desired. The employee's 
Steward shall deliver such grievance to the 
Department Head. Unless the written griev-
ance signed by the Employee has been deliv-
ered to the appropriate manager within twenty 
(20) calendar days after the occurrence upon 
which the grievance is founded, the grievance 
shall be deemed to be waived. The manager 
shall meet and discuss the grievance with the 
Steward and attempt settlement. Upon request 
by either the Steward or the Appropriate 
Manager, the employee's supervisor and/or the 
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employee shall be present in the Step 1 griev-
ance meeting. 
Upon request by either the Steward or the 
Department Head within the seven (7) working 
days for the Manager to answer, the appropriate 
Labor Relations Representative and the appro-
priate Business Representative shall meet with 
the parties in Step 1 within fifteen (15) days of 
the request to provide assistance toward reach-
ing settlement of the grievance. 
Following the foregoing discussions, manage-
ment will give its written answer to the griev-
ance as soon as possible and in any event with-
in seven (7) working days after receipt of the 
written grievance. 
If a settlement has not been reached, the 
Department Head and the Steward shall prepare 
a statement setting forth the specific pertinent 
points upon which the Company and the Union 
are in agreement, those points upon which the 
Company and the Union are in disagreement, 
and the issue or issues remaining in dispute. 
Such statement shall be signed by the 
Department Head and the Steward. This state-
ment shall constitute the factual basis for fur-
ther processing of the grievance. 
If a settlement has not been reached and the 
Union desires to proceed further with the griev-
ance, the Union, within seven (7) working days 
after the receipt of management's answer, shall 
proceed in accordance with Step 2. 
If this statement of facts and issues is incom-
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plete, either party may remand the grievance to 
the first step of the procedure for more complete 
information. 
The written grievance of an employee on the 
active payroll arising out of the application of 
Article IV, Section 9 - Promotion and 
Upgrading, and Article IV, Section 3(A) 5(a) 
shall be submitted by the Steward to the appro-
priate manager within twenty (20) calendar days 
after the occurrence on which the grievance is 
founded. Without negotiations or any attempt to 
settle, the manager shall promptly sign and date 
the grievance and return such grievance to the 
Steward. Within five (5) working days after 
return to the Steward, if the Union desires to 
proceed further with the grievance such griev-
ance shall be submitted by the Union directly 
from Step 1 to Step 3. The Union shall present 
such grievance to the Generalist Office or Labor 
Relations Office for receipt and processing by 
the Company. 
Grievances arising out of the application of 
Article IV, Section 3 (A) 5(a) involving layoff 
shall be processed directly to Step 3 in accor-
dance with Section 1, Paragraph (B) of this 
Article III. 
Grievances arising out of the application of 
Article VIII, Section 1 (2) involving substantial 
change only shall be processed in accordance 
with Letter #50 by the Classification Grievance 
Committee. 
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Step 2. The Union shall deliver to the Labor 
Relations office a copy of the written grievance. 
Within fifteen (15) working days, a meeting 
will be scheduled for consideration of the griev-
ance by a Representative of the Human 
Resources Branch, the Appropriate Manager 
and the Business Representative. The time lim-
its for meeting may be mutually extended by 
the parties. 
If a settlement is not reached at Step 2, the 
Company will provide a written answer to the 
grievance within five (5) working days. 
If the Union desires to proceed further with the 
grievance, the Union, within five (5) working 
days after the receipt of such answer, shall pro-
ceed in accordance with Step 3. 
Step 3. The Union shall deliver to the Labor 
Relations office written notice of certification 
that it desires to proceed with the grievance to 
Step 3. Unless the grievance, within thirty (30) 
working days after receipt by the Labor 
Relations office of said written notice, has been 
scheduled for and heard by the appropriate 
Committee, such grievance shall be deemed to 
be waived. During such period the Union and 
the Company will continue their efforts to 
resolve those grievances which remain unset-
tled. It is the desire of the parties to have only 
grievances of substance heard by the 
Committee. To achieve this end, the Union 
Labor Relations Committee/Classification 
Grievance Committee will review all pending 
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grievances subject to their jurisdiction prior to 
scheduling such grievances to be heard 
at Step 3. 
Jn order to expedite the hearing of grievances, 
involving continuing liability, the Company 
may request the Union to schedule a third step 
meeting on any such grievance by notifying the 
President of Local Lodge 709 in writing and the 
Union will schedule the grievance before the 
appropriate Committee within fifteen (15) 
working days. Thereafter, if the case is not 
scheduled for hearing at the Company-Union 
Labor Relations Committee within the fifteen 
(15) day period, liability on the case will be 
waived beginning with the date of that meeting 
and continuing until such time as the case is 
heard by the Company-Union Labor Relations 
Committee. Liability will not be waived for 
any period during which the Company is 
unwilling or unable to meet. 
On the days that the Committee is scheduled to 
meet, such Committee shall meet for a full 
working day provided ail grievances scheduled 
to be heard by such Committee have not been 
mutually dispositioned. If such Committee 
after a full day's meeting does not hear a case 
which has been scheduled, the time limits here-
in set forth shall be extended to the time of the 
next meeting. 
Scheduled grievances shall be presented before 
the appropriate Committee in the following pri-
ority order: 
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(1) Grievances arising out of discharge, layoff, 
recall from layoff and other such grievances 
involving reinstatement. 
(2) Grievances held over or remaining from a 
previous Committee which were scheduled for 
but not heard by such Committee. 
(3) All other grievances scheduled for the 
Committee. 
Grievances in each of the above priorities shall 
be heard in the order of their date of filing. 
(B) The procedure on grievances arising out of dis-
charge, layoff, or recall from layoff, shall be as fol-
lows: 
(1) Discharge and Layoff 
The employee shall deliver his signed grievance 
to the Union who may deliver such written 
grievance to the Labor Relations office and pro-
ceed as set forth in Step 2 of this Section. 
Unless the written grievance signed by the 
employee has been delivered to the Labor 
Relations office within ten (10) calendar days 
after the discharge or layoff complained of, the 
grievance shall be deemed to be waived. 
(2) Recall from Layoff 
The written grievance of an employee on layoff 
arising out of recall from layoff should be deliv-
ered promptly by the Union to the Labor 
Relations office following the recall com-
plained of, but in no event shall such employee 
be permitted to file such grievance beyond 
twenty (20) calendar days from the date he 
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returns to work from such layoff. Any mone-
tary adjustment involved in such grievance shall 
in no case commence prior to thirty (30) work-
ing days prior to the date the grievance is deliv-
ered to the Labor Relations office. 
Section 2 - Method of Handling Multiple 
Grievances 
In some instances, an action by the Company 
may affect multiple employees causing them to 
be aggrieved. In these cases, to avoid multiple 
grievance filings, a grievance may be designated 
as a multiple grievance where a single grievance 
may be filed representing the interests of multi-
ple affected employees. This may be done by the 
Union by attaching a list of names and dated sig-
natures of employees who believe they are 
aggrieved to a single grievance form and indicat-
ing on the form that it is a multiple grievance. 
Thereafter, other affected employees may be 
added to the group by agreement between the 
parties. 
Additionally, where the parties believe that mul-
tiple grievances are being filed on the same sub-
ject. the Company/Union may close out such 
grievances in favor of the settlement of the mul-
tiple grievance. When this is done, any remedy 
applied to the original grievance will be applica-
ble to all employees whose grievances have been 
closed in favor of the group grievance. In cases 
where grievances have been closed in favor of a 
single group grievance, either party may cite and 
rely on the facts of each and all of the cases in 
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presenting its arguments. Once a group griev-
ance has been filed it will be processed in line 
with the steps of a normal employee grievance as 
specified in this Article HI. 
Section 3 - Union Grievances 
The Union may file a grievance with the Company 
with respect to the application or interpretation of 
any of the terms or provisions of Part B as follows: 
Article I (except Sections 1, 6 and 13), Article II, 
Article V (except Section 1), Section 5 of Article VI, 
and Sub-Section (2) of Section 1 of Article VIII. 
Such Union grievance shall be delivered to the 
Labor Relations office within fifteen (15) working 
days after the occurrence upon which such griev-
ance is founded, and shall first be discussed by the 
Union and the Labor Relations office. Within seven 
(7) working days after receipt of such grievance the 
Labor Relations office shall deliver to the Union its 
answer in writing. If a settlement has not been 
reached and the Union desires to proceed further 
with the grievance, the Union within five (5) work-
ing days after receipt of such answer shall deliver to 
the Labor Relations office a written notice that it 
desires to present the grievance to the Labor 
Relations Committee. 
The grievance shall be scheduled for and heard by 
the Labor Relations Committee within thirty (30) 
calendar days from the date of such written notice. 
If the Committee does not hear a Union grievance 
which has been scheduled, the time limits herein set 
forth shall be extended to the time of the next meet-
ing. If that Committee fails to settle the grievance, 
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the Union may proceed in accordance with Section 
6 of this Article. Failure of the Union to proceed 
within the time limits herein set forth shall consti-
tute a waiver of the grievance. 
Section 4 - Labor Relations Committee 
There shall be established a Labor Relations 
Committee which shall consist of representatives of 
the Union and the Company. The representatives of 
the Union shall consist of a board of five (5) mem-
bers, at least four (4) of whom shall be full-time 
employees of the Company. The representatives of 
the Company shall consist of a like number, at least 
four (4) of whom shall be full-time employees of the 
Company. This Committee may establish sub-com-
mittees on a permanent or temporary basis. 
The Labor Relations Committee shall review and 
attempt to settle all grievances which remain unset-
tled after the procedure set forth in Section 1 of this 
Article has been followed, and all disagreements 
concerning rates for jobs established by the 
Company after the procedure set forth in Article 
VIII, Section 1, (2) of this Agreement has been fol-
lowed. 
The decisions of the Labor Relations Committee 
shall be considered as final if a majority of the 
Union representatives and a majority of the 
Company representatives concur. 
A meeting of this Committee shall be held weekly, 
or by mutual agreement more frequently if the vol-
ume of unresolved grievances at the third step war-
rants such additional meetings. 
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The Company will pay for one-half of the time of 
Union members of the Labor Relations Committee 
(who are full-time employees of the Company) up to 
a maximum of four (4) hours on days during the reg-
ular work week when they meet with the Company 
on Company-Union business. 
Section 5 - Classification Grievance Committee 
There shall be established a Classification 
Grievance Committee which shall consist of three 
members of the Union and three representatives of 
the Company. The Committee shall meet once each 
week except when no grievances are pending. The 
Committee will consider any employee grievance in 
which the employee alleges that by reason of the 
performance of certain duties he is entitled to a clas-
sification different from the one he holds, when such 
grievance has been processed through the previous 
steps of the grievance procedure without having 
been settled. If the Committee acts affirmatively on 
the employee's request, it shall have the authority to 
determine the employee's rate in the new classifica-
tion, if such rate is an issue in the grievance. 
The agenda for each meeting shall consist of those 
grievances on which written notice has been 
received by the Labor Relations office as provided 
in Section I of this Article. 
The Classification Grievance Committee shall meet 
two (2) days quarterly for the purpose of mutual 
review of classifications, classification usage and to 
consider grievances pursuant to Letter 50. The 
schedule for such meetings will be at a mutually 
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agreed time. 
By mutual consent of the parties, any meeting may 
be cancelled, or a special meeting called. 
Section 6 -Arbitration 
Any grievance, which has not been settled pursuant 
to Sections 1 through 5 or 7 of this Article, may be 
referred to arbitration. 
The party seeking arbitration must deliver to the 
other party written notice of such intent to proceed 
to arbitration within five (5) working days after the 
Labor Relations Committee or the Classification 
Grievance Committee has rendered its decision. 
Within ten (10) working days from the date of deliv-
ery of the notice, an arbitrator shall be selected by 
mutual agreement, or the parties shall request the 
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service to sub-
mit a list of five (5) persons from which the arbitra-
tor shall be chosen. Within five (5) working days 
following the receipt of such panel from the Federal 
Mediation and Conciliation Service the parties shall 
select an arbitrator in the following manner: The 
Union and the Company shall alternately strike one 
(1) name from such panel (the right to strike the first 
name having been determined by lot) until only one 
(1) name remains and that person shall be the arbi-
trator. The parties may, during the term of this 
Agreement, agree to an alternative method of select-
ing an arbitrator. 
Upon receipt of acknowledgement by the arbitrator 
of his willingness to act, the parties shall, within five 
(5) working days, schedule the arbitration to be 
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heard within the next thirty (30) calendar days. If 
the arbitrator cannot hear the case within such thir-
ty (30) days, it shall be scheduled at the earliest date 
thereafter agreeable to the arbitrator, or, by the 
mutual agreement, the parties may agree to select a 
new arbitrator or request a new panel in accordance 
with the procedure and within the time limits speci-
fied above. Failure by the party seeking arbitration 
to proceed within any of the time limits herein set 
forth shall result in a waiver of the grievance. 
The parties shall execute a submission agreement. If 
the parties fail to agree upon a joint submission each 
party shall submit a separate submission and the 
arbitrator shall determine the issue or issues to be 
heard, provided that said issue or issues are arbitra-
ble in accordance with this Section. The joint or the 
separate submission shall state the issue or issues 
and the specific clause or clauses of this Agreement 
which the arbitrator is to interpret or apply. 
The arbitrator shall have the authority to interpret 
and apply the provisions of this Agreement includ-
ing the authority to determine under Article VIII, 
Section 1, (2), a basic rate of pay for a modified or 
newly established job. In consideration of cases 
involving employees off the payroll and in cases 
involving pay rates, the arbitrator's authority will be 
limited to award no more than two hundred and 
forty (240) calendar days pay or pay adjustment in 
remedy of any grievance. The arbitrator shall not 
have the authority to amend or modify this 
Agreement or to establish new terms and conditions 
of this Agreement. The decision of the arbitrator 
shall be final and binding upon the Company, the 
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Union, and the employee, and shall be complied 
with expeditiously. 
In the event an arbitrator is selected and a hearing 
date scheduled and agreed upon by both parties and 
either party subsequently cancels such hearing, the 
party so canceling shall pay any cost assessed by the 
arbitrator. Except as provided above, the compen-
sation and expenses of the arbitrator and arbitration 
shall be divided equally, provided, however, that 
each party shall bear the expenses in respect to its 
own witnesses and that the cost of any report or 
transcript shall be divided equally only if furnished 
by mutual consent. Each party shall pay one-half of 
the aggrieved employee's time lost from work for 
appearance at the arbitration proceedings. 
The parties recognize that honest resolution of griev-
ances is dependent on early and truthful disclosure of 
the facts of the case. Accordingly, arbitrators are 
instructed to give greater weight to facts that are doc-
umented in case records early in the procedure and 
lesser weight to those facts that are raised later in the 
procedure. Specifically, facts or contentions that are 
raised for the first time before the arbitrator, that have 
not been considered by the parties, are to be entirely 
discounted and not considered by the arbitrator. 
Section 7 - Alternative Resolution Process 
During the life of this Agreement, either party may 
request the other party to enter into a program 
exploring the use of resolution, fact finding and/or 
conciliation techniques to assist the parties in 
addressing their disputes. 
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Should the Company/Union Negotiating 
Committees mutually agree to implement any of the 
aforementioned processes, implementation ground 
rules will be established by mutual agreement, 
including at which step of the grievance procedure 
these techniques will be used. 
ARTICLE IV - SENIORITY 
Section 1 - Basis of Seniority 
Seniority shall be the relative status of employees in 
respect to length of service with the Company, sub-
ject to the following qualifications: 
(1) An employee who, before February 7, 1955, 
was hired within the Marietta Plant of LM 
AERO - MARIETTA, or transferred to such 
Plant to work within it, shall have seniority dat-
ing from his original hire or rehire with the 
Corporation. An employee hired on or after 
February 7, 1955, within the Marietta Plant of 
LM AERO - MARIETTA, or transferred to 
such Plant to work within it, shall have seniori-
ty dating from his original hire or rehire with, or 
transfer to the Marietta Plant of LM AERO -
MARIETTA. An employee who is transferred 
for regular employment to another Plant or 
Division of the Corporation, who thereafter is 
transferred back from such other Plant or Divi-
sion to immediate employment with the 
Marietta Plant of LM AERO - MARIETTA, 
shall have seniority dating from his original hire 
or rehire. 
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(2) An employee heretofore or hereafter trans-
ferred from an occupation covered by this 
Agreement to a salaried occupation within the 
Company, shall continue to accumulate seniority 
and in case of transfer to an occupation covered 
by this Agreement such seniority shall apply. 
A salaried employee possessing seniority in 
accordance with the above may be placed in any 
previously-held classification covered by this 
Agreement provided such salaried employee 
possesses greater seniority than the most senior, 
qualified employee on the recall list for such 
classification. In the event such salaried employ-
ee possesses six (6) years' or more seniority and 
may not, due to insufficient seniority, be placed 
in the classification held immediately prior to his 
most recent transfer to a salaried occupation nor 
in any previously-held classification lateral 
thereto or higher, such salaried employee shall 
be considered as surplus in the classification held 
immediately prior to his transfer to a salaried 
occupation and will be afforded placement rights 
under Section 3, Paragraph (A) (5) of this Article 
IV. Placement of a salaried employee under 
these provisions shall be into the highest of any 
such job classifications. If such salaried employ-
ee has been laid off his right to placement in an 
occupation covered by this Agreement shall be 
subject to the same provisions as are set forth in 
Section 8 of this Article. 
(3) An employee transferred from an hourly 
occupation (except from an hourly occupation 
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represented by another union) to an occupation 
covered by this Agreement shall have seniority 
dating from his original hire or rehire by the 
Company, except that any period of time spent 
by such employee in the employ of another 
Division of the Corporation shall not be includ-
ed in the establishment of such seniority. An 
employee hired on or after October 1, 1974, 
into a non-represented hourly classification and 
thereafter transfers into a classification covered 
by this Agreement shall have seniority from the 
date of such transfer. 
(4) A part-time employee shall be entitled to 
credit for length of service in the same propor-
tion that time regularly worked by such part-
time employee bears to the time regularly 
worked by a full-time employee except for pur-
poses of layoff and recalling from layoff. For 
purposes of layoff, part-time employees shall 
not be considered to have acquired seniority. 
(5) In order to facilitate the training and devel-
opment of especially qualified individuals, par-
ticularly those with an appropriate academic 
background for executive, administrative and 
professional positions, the Company may clas-
sify employees as Special Trainees. The num-
ber so classified shall not exceed fifteen (15) at 
any one time. Special Trainees may be hired or 
selected from the work force and given assign-
ments in available openings without regard to 
Sections 4, 9, 10, and 11 of this Article. In 
selecting trainees, preference shall be given to 
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those individuals already in the employ of the 
Company who possess the necessary qualifica-
tions. They shall be paid within the rate range 
established for the job classification which they 
are assigned to perform, and shall not hold the 
classification of Special Trainee for a period in 
excess of two (2) years. 
Section 2 - Establishment of Seniority Rights 
Ninety (90) calendar days after an employee starts 
to work, he shall acquire seniority rights, and his 
seniority shall be retroactive to his starting date. 
During the first ninety (90) calendar days of his 
employment, he shall be considered probationary, 
and his retention as an employee shall be entirely 
within the discretion of the Company. On matters 
other than discharge or layoff, such employee shall 
be entitled to the same representation as other 
employees as set forth in Article I, Section 1. 
If an employee is laid off during his probationary 
period and subsequently rehired any seniority accu-
mulated during the twelve (12) months immediately 
preceding his rehire date shall be counted toward his 
probationary period. If such service is not continu-
ous, the employee's seniority date shall be esta-
blished as of a date ninety (90) calendar days prior 
to the completion of the probationary period. 
An employee who is hired and begins work at the 
Company within thirty (30) calendar days following 
his termination at another plant of the Lockheed 
Martin Corporation or subsidiary thereof, or during 
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the period such employee is on layoff and possesses 
recall rights to such other plant, shall not be required 
to serve a probationary period. 
Section 3 - Layoffs 
(A) General Layoff: 
(1) An employee who has acquired seniority 
rights pursuant to the provisions of Section 2 of 
this Article shall not be laid off under the gen-
eral layoff provisions of this Sub-Section (A) 
unless all employees in his occupation who 
have not acquired seniority rights pursuant to 
the provisions of Section 2 of this Article have 
been laid off. In a department where a surplus 
in an occupation develops and employees in 
such department and occupation who have 
acquired seniority rights and possess the same 
seniority date become vulnerable to layoff, such 
employee possessing the highest Company 
employee number shall be laid off first. 
(2) (DELETED 1986 NEGOTIATIONS) 
(3) Employees who have acquired seniority 
rights shall be laid off in order of seniority 
applied by occupation, within the Company, 
where ability, skill and efficiency are substan-
tially equal. This provision shall be applied as 
follows: 
(a) Where ability, skill and efficiency are 
substantially equal, employees within the 
surplus group shall displace the least senior 
employees in the occupation in the 
Company. 
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(b) Employees in a department where a 
surplus in an occupation develops whose 
seniority makes them vulnerable to layoff 
from the occupation shall be included with-
in the group considered as surplus within 
the department. 
(4) An employee who has acquired seniority 
rights scheduled for layoff shall be placed in 
any lower-rated classification previously held 
or in any lateral classification previously held 
by such employee, provided that he is qualified 
to perform the work of any less senior employ-
ee in such classification in the department 
where the least senior employee in such classi-
fication is located and provided further that 
such less senior employee, whose work the sur-
plus employee is qualified to perform is, him-
self, qualified to perform the work of the least 
senior employee in such classification. In this 
event such less senior employee shall displace 
the least senior employee in such classification. 
(5) (a) An employee with a seniority date 
before January 1, 1978, with six years' or 
more seniority scheduled for layoff shall be 
placed in any lateral or lower-rated classifi-
cation if he is qualified to perform the 
major duties set forth in the job description 
for such lateral or lower-rated classification 
which distinguishes such classification 
from other classifications. 
The word "qualified" as used in this Sub-
paragraph (5) (a) means that an employee 
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must be able, without a training or learning 
period, to perform the major duties as set 
forth in the job description for such classi-
fication which distinguishes such classifi-
cation from other classifications; however, 
such employee, placed in a classification 
not previously held, will be given orienta-
tion normally provided employees displac-
ing in the classification not previously held. 
In order to be considered for placement 
consideration under this Sub-paragraph (5) 
(a), the employee must have on file with 
the Company full and factual information 
substantiating his qualifications for such 
lateral or lower-rated classification. 
Such employee with six (6) years' or more 
seniority shall be considered as qualified 
for functional line placement. 
(1) In a lower-rated classification in 
the same functional line of the job 
family as his current classification. 
(2) In a lower-rated classification than 
that previously held in the same func-
tional line of the job family as such 
previously held classification, provid-
ed such classification is lateral to or 
lower than his current classification. 
(3) Such employee with six (6) years' 
or more seniority shall have functional 
line placement rights in accordance 
with Paragraph (5) (b). 
(b) An employee with a seniority date after 
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January 1, 1978, with one (1) year or more 
seniority scheduled for layoff shall be con-
sidered as qualified for functional line 
placement and shall be placed in a lateral 
or lower-rated classification in the same 
functional line of the job family as his cur-
rent classification or in a lateral or lower-
rated classification in the same functional 
line of the job family of a previously held 
classification provided he possesses greater 
seniority than the least senior employee in 
such lateral or lower-rated classification. 
Functional line placement consideration 
under this Sub-paragraph (5) (b) shall be 
limited to the agreed upon Functional Line 
Charts. 
(C) Rehired LM AERO - MARIETTA Plant 
employees who have acquired seniority 
both currently and during prior employ-
ment shall have surplus placement rights to 
jobs previously held during current or pre-
vious tenure with the Company. Recall 
rights to any such jobs must be earned 
under current tenure as contractually 
defined. 
In effecting placement under Sub-paragraphs 
(4) and (5) (a), (b), and (c) above, the Company 
shall, insofar as it is practicable, place the em-
ployee in the highest of any such classifications. 
If such classifications are lateral (i.e., the same 
maximum rate), he shall displace in the classifi-
cation occupied by the least senior employee. 
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(6) An employee who has completed the 
Lockheed Martin Apprenticeship Program and 
who is scheduled for layoff shall have place-
ment rights in any lower-rated job in the func-
tional line of the job family of the classification 
for which he served his apprenticeship, provid-
ed he is qualified to perform the work of the 
least senior of any less-senior employees in 
such classification. 
(7) A surplus employee who has attained sen-
iority will be placed in a lateral or lower-rated 
classification for which he is qualified if there is 
an available opening in such classification. 
(8) The Company shall have three (3) working 
days in which to correct, without liability, any 
improper layoff resulting from a surplus 
employee accepting a job involving displace-
ment of another employee and then declining 
such job within twenty-four (24) hours prior to 
the effective date he was scheduled to displace 
such other employee. Employees displacing 
into any classification shall be given the same 
guidance and instruction as given existing 
employees on new tools or processes added 
since they last held the occupation. 
(9) The Company shall make the displacements 
provided for in Sub-paragraphs (4) and (5) as 
rapidly as possible. It is recognized, however, 
that circumstances may occur, particularly in 
layoffs involving more than one and one-half 
per cent (1-1/2%) of the employees in the bar-
gaining unit which will make it necessary for 
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the Company to lay off such employees for not 
longer than five (5) working days, until place-
ment can be effected. 
(10) Downgrade from a higher grade to a lower 
grade of an occupation, except for Lead, shall 
be made within the Company on the basis of 
seniority, where ability, skill and efficiency are 
substantially equal. 
(11) In the event that a Lead becomes surplus 
the downgrade shall be made within the small-
est unit under full-time supervision where the 
surplus occurs. Where ability, skill and effi-
ciency are substantially equal the least senior 
Lead leading the same occupations within such 
smallest unit as the surplus Lead shall be down-
graded. 
(12) An employee scheduled for downgrade 
within the occupation (unless the downgrade 
results from inability to perform the higher 
grade work) or scheduled for downgrade in lieu 
of layoff, may at the time such downgrade is 
offered, elect to take layoff in its place. 
Provided, however, an employee in an occupa-
tion within a department having a surplus may 
request and receive a layoff provided such 
employee is more senior than a lower senior 
employee within the department scheduled for 
surplus from the occupation and provided a 
written request for such layoff is received by the 
department manager at least five (5) full work 
days prior to the effective date of the surplus or 
the date the affected employee is notified of 
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the surplus declaration whichever is later. Such 
employee's recall rights will be limited to the 
classification involved in the current layoff, and 
any recall rights to classifications higher than 
the classification from which voluntary layoff 
was taken to which the employee was entitled 
prior to the current layoff. Provided, however, 
that the recall rights of an. employee who takes 
voluntary layoff shall be suspended for the clas-
sification from which laid off for a period of 
twelve (12) consecutive months immediately 
subsequent to the employee's layoff date with-
out extending the employee's recall rights. 
Such employee shall not be considered to be on 
the recall list for the classification from which 
layoff was taken during this twelve (12) month 
period but shall remain on recall to higher clas-
sifications to which the employee had estab-
lished recall rights prior to the current lay-off. 
At the end of the twelve (12) month period 
immediately subsequent to the current layoff 
date, the employee's recall rights shall automat-
ically be reactivated and the employee will at 
that time be eligible for recall to the classifica-
tion for which recall rights were suspended. 
Such employee, by electing voluntary layoff, 
shall forfeit recall rights to any lateral or lower 
classifications including recall rights to Labor 
Grades 1 thru 4 granted to them under Article 
IV, Section 4, Paragraphs (7) and (9). 
Provided further that an employee on voluntary 
layoff from a classification where recall has 
been exhausted prior to twelve (12) months 
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expiring since the granting of the voluntary lay-
off, will be offered the opportunity for recall in 
order of seniority. An employee who elects not 
to return at the time of such recall will not lose 
seniority. 
If the employee refuses the first opportunity for 
recall, the employee will not again be recalled 
prior to expiration of his twelve (12) month vol-
untary layoff period unless he notifies the 
Company in writing that he wishes to be con-
sidered for any subsequent recall. 
(13) The word "occupation" includes all grades 
and Lead within an occupation, for example: 
Motor Rewinder is an occupation and includes 
Motor Rewinder Lead, Motor Rewinder A and 
Motor Rewinder B. 
The word "classification" designates an occupa-
tion and in addition a specific grade of that 
occupation, as for example: Motor Rewinder A. 
Where there is only one grade in an occupation, 
such grade is assumed to be the A grade unless 
otherwise designated, for example: General 
Machinist. Classifications in the same labor 
grade are considered "lateral classifications". 
Downgrading within an occupation refers to a 
movement from one grade of the occupation to 
a lower grade of the same occupation, as for 
example: Motor Rewinder A to Motor 
Rewinder B. 
A downgrade in lieu of layoff refers to a move-
ment from one classification to a lower-rated 
classification in a different occupation, for 
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example: General Machinist to Machinist-
Mill/Machine Tools Set up. 
(B) Temporary Layoff: 
Temporary layoffs may be made for periods of 
not exceeding twenty (20) working days. Such 
layoffs shall be made in order of Company-
wide seniority applied by occupation within the 
particular unit of organization, work unit or 
project affected where ability, skill and efficien-
cy are substantially equal. An employee shall 
not be temporarily laid off under this provision 
more than once in any calendar year until all 
other employees in the same classification 
within the affected group, as defined above, 
shall have been temporarily laid off once. 
(C) Emergency Reduction of the Working Force: 
Step 1. When an Emergency Reduction of the 
Working Force which involves the layoff of 5% 
or more of the employees in the bargaining unit 
is necessary, the first step in the Emergency 
Reduction of the Working Force shall be the 
layoff of employees affected, without regard to 
the General Layoff Procedure for the period of 
time necessary to put into effect Step 2. 
Step 2, The second step of the Emergency 
Reduction of the Working Force shall be the 
carrying out of the Genera! Layoff procedure. 
Such assignments shall not be governed by the 
Recall from Layoff procedure and shall be 
made as promptly as is reasonably possible. 
(D) Top Seniority for Purposes of Layoff: 
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(1) For the purposes of applying the Temporary 
and General Layoff procedures, the following 
employees shall be deemed to have top seniority: 
(a) Union Stewards and Committeemen of 
whose status as such the Company has had 
seven (7) calendar days' written notice. Upon 
written notification to the Company by the 
Union of the Stewards and Committeemen 
elected at the annual election of Union Stewards 
and Committeemen as provided for in Article II, 
Section 1, (A), (2) of this Agreement, in such 
instance the seven (7) calendar days' written 
notice provided for herein shall be waived. 
(b) Union Representatives on the Labor 
Relations Committee not to exceed five (5) 
in number. Such representative shall not be 
transferred from one shift to another, 
except with his consent, provided he is 
competent to perform the work remaining 
within his classification on the shift in the 
department. 
(c) Two (2) employees of the Company who 
are the permanent Union Repre-
sentatives on the Classification Grievance 
Committee. Effective January 1, 1986 the 
number of members is increased to three (3). 
(2) During the period of a temporary layoff, the 
number of Committeemen shall not be reduced 
below the number allowed under the provisions 
of Article II, Section 1, as applied to the num-
ber of employees remaining. 
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A Steward shall not be laid off on a temporary 
layoff provided he is able and willing to per-
form the work remaining within the department 
and shift in the labor grade in which his classi-
fication falls or in a lower labor grade. During 
a temporary layoff and during the period 
between the first and second steps in an 
Emergency Reduction of the Working Force, 
the terms of office of laid-off Union Stewards 
and Committeemen shall continue. 
If a department or a shift within a department is 
shut down for a period not to exceed one-hun-
dred-twenty (120) days, the Steward in such 
department or on such shift shall upon its 
reopening have top seniority in his occupation 
and shift for purpose of recall. 
Section 4 - Recall 
(A) Recall: 
Employees shall be recalled from the recall list into 
the classification in which the opening exists in 
order of seniority, where ability, skill and efficiency 
are substantially equal. Upon recall to a classifica-
tion of employees who become eligible for recall 
and who possess the same seniority date, such 
employee with the lowest Company employee num-
ber shall be recalled first. The recall list shall 
include: • 
(1) Those employees laid off from the occupa-
tion in which the opening exists; and 
(2) Employees who in lieu of layoff accepted 
placement in a lateral classification or down-
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grade from the classification in which the open-
ing exists or who at the time of downgrade in 
lieu of layoff had displacement rights in accor-
dance with Section 3 of this Article into such lat-
eral or lower classification previously held and 
in which the opening exists and were not placed 
in such classification because of insufficient 
seniority; provided that regardless of the method 
of entry into his current classification (except in 
circumstances where the employee was placed 
into his current classification as a result of later-
al recall) each employee shall have lateral recall 
rights to previously held lateral classifications 
provided a written request is filed with the 
Company by the employee within seven (7) cal-
endar days of his most recent placement in a job 
lateral to the requested classifications; and 
(3) Those employees who, in lieu of layoff, 
accepted downgrade from the classification in 
which the opening exists and who were subse-
quently laid off. Such employees shall remain 
on layoff with recall rights to the job from 
which downgraded for a maximum of ninety 
(90) months; and 
(4) Those employees on layoff who at the time 
of their layoff had displacement rights in accor-
dance with Section 3 of Article IV, into such 
lateral or lower classification previously held 
and in which the opening exists, but, because of 
insufficient seniority, were not placed into such 
classification; and 
(5) Those employees who, in lieu of layoff, 
accepted downgrade and at the time of such 
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downgrade had displacement rights, in accor-
dance with Section 3 of Article IV, into such lat-
eral or lower classification previously held and 
in which the opening exists, but were not placed 
in such classification because of insufficient 
seniority, and who were subsequently laid off. 
Such employees shall remain on layoff with 
recall rights to such jobs for a maximum of 
ninety (90) months. 
(6) Those employees on layoff or downgrade in 
lieu of layoff, who at the time of layoff or 
downgrade in lieu of layoff, possessed dis-
placement rights in accordance with the agreed 
upon Functional Line Charts into a lower or lat-
eral classification in which the opening exists, 
but because of insufficient seniority were not 
placed into such classification. 
(7) Employees with three (3) or more years' 
seniority at the time of layoff who are on layoff 
and have recall rights to any Factory classifica-
tion^), shall have recall rights to all Factory 
classifications in Labor Grades 1 through 4. 
(8) Each employee with three (3) or more years 
of seniority at the time of downgrade in lieu of 
layoff who has recall rights to any Factory clas-
sification^), shall have recall rights to all 
Factory classifications in Labor Grades 1 
through 4 which are higher rated than his/her 
current classification. 
(9) Employees with three (3) or more years' 
seniority at the time of layoff who are on layoff 
and have recall rights to any Technical and 
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Office classification(s), shall have recall rights 
to all Technical and Office classifications in 
Labor Grades 1 through 4 with the following 
exceptions: 
Typist (834-3). 
(10) Each employee with three (3) or more 
years of seniority at the time of downgrade in 
lieu of layoff who has recall rights to any 
Technical and Office classification(s), shall 
have recall rights to all Technical and Office 
classifications in Labor Grades 1 through 4 
which are higher rated than his/her current clas-
sification with the following exceptions: 
Typist (834-3). 
(11) Employees who have held both Factory 
and Technical and Office Classifications shall 
have recall rights to both Factory and Tech-
nical and Office Classifications as set forth in 
Paragraphs (7), (8), (9), and/or (10) above. 
Any employee recalled to the active payroll from 
layoff other than temporary recall shall be retained 
for not less than four (4) weeks or paid in lieu there-
of. This paragraph is not to be construed as giving 
any such employee placement, displacement or 
retention rights different from or in addition to those 
provided elsewhere in this Agreement. 
An employee on layoff status may refuse recall to a 
job of temporary duration without losing his place 
on the recall list or his right to be considered for the 
next permanent opening for which he is eligible to 
be recalled. Employees refusing recall of temporary 
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duration may be excluded from consideration for 
subsequent temporary recall for the following six 
(6) month period. A job of temporary duration, for 
the purpose of this paragraph, is defined as a job 
which, in the opinion of the Company at the time the 
offer is made, is of an anticipated duration of ninety 
(90) days or less. It is understood that the Company 
will use its best judgment in making such a determi-
nation, but will in no event be liable for errors in 
judgment in so determining. 
If a laid-off employee fails to report for an interview 
for work by the second day after the date on which 
the Company shall have sent a notice by wire, or on 
the third day if notice is by certified mail, to such 
employee at his last address filed with the Company, 
or at such other date thereafter as the Company may 
designate, the employee shall not be entitled to the 
job but shall be entitled to hold his place on the sen-
iority list and to be considered for the next vacancy 
for which he is eligible. 
(B) Relinquishment of Recall Rights: 
An employee who becomes surplus under the 
General Layoff provisions of the Agreement and 
who is subsequently placed on layoff, shall, upon 
his election as provided below in paragraphs (1), (2), 
and (3). relinquish his recall rights to such previous-
ly-held, lower-rated classifications as set forth there-
in: 
(1) A surplus employee, who at the time of 
layoff possesses displacement rights in 
accordance with Section 3 of Article IV into a 
lower classification previously held, and who 
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elects layoff in lieu of such placement, by such 
election automatically relinquishes recall rights 
to the classification in which placement was 
declined and to classifications which are lateral 
to or lower than the classification into which 
placement was declined. 
(2) A surplus employee, who at the time of 
layoff possesses displacement rights in 
accordance with Section 3 of Article IV into a 
lower classification previously held, but who 
cannot exercise such placement rights at the 
time of layoff because of insufficient seniority, 
may elect prior to placement on layoff to relin-
quish recall rights to such lower classification 
and by such election automatically relinquishes 
recall rights to classifications lateral to or lower 
than the classification to which recall rights 
were declined. Such employee must, prior to 
placement on layoff, advise the Personnel 
Representative of such intent and complete the 
necessary form relinquishing his recall rights to 
such lower classification previously held. 
(3) A surplus employee placed on layoff while 
on Prolonged Leave of Absence, without the 
opportunity to exercise the rights provided in 
(B)(1) and/or (B) (2) above, may elect to exer-
cise such rights by notification of such in writ-
ing to the Employment Office of the Company 
within one week following the effective date of 
his layoff. 
(4) A surplus employee with three (3) or more 
years' seniority at the time of layoff may elect 
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prior to placement on layoff to relinquish recall 
rights to classifications in Labor Grades I 
through 4 contractually earned under Article IV, 
Section 4, Paragraphs (7) and/or (9). Such 
employee must, prior to placement on layoff, 
advise the Personnel Representative of such 
intent and complete the necessary form relin-
quishing his recall rights to such classifica-
tions. 
Section 5 - Physically Handicapped Employees 
(1) Physically handicapped employees (blind, those 
who are deaf and mute, or have similar disabilities) 
may be retained or reinstated regardless of the sen-
iority principles stated in this Article in accordance 
with such mutual agreement as hereafter may be 
entered into between the Company and the Union. 
(2) An employee who becomes physically limited as 
a result of an injury, or illness, incurred in the course 
of his employment with the Company and deter-
mined by the Workmen's Compensation Board or 
the Company to be occupational, shall be retained or 
reinstated in a classification where an opening exists 
if he is qualified to perform such work, provided he 
applies for such reinstatement within thirty (30) cal-
endar days after he is qualified to perform such work 
and further provided he has greater seniority than 
the most senior employee who has established pri-
ority rights under Article IV, Section 10 of this 
Agreement. He shall be paid at a rate within the 
classification applicable to the type of work to 
which he is assigned. 
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Section 6 - Employees Entering Armed Forces 
Employees (other than temporary employees) who 
leave the employment of the Company for the pur-
pose of entering the Armed Forces of the United 
States, shall be reemployed by the Company in 
accordance with the provisions of the Selective 
Service Act of J 948, as amended by the Universal 
Military Training and Selective Service Act of 1951, 
the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952, and the 
Reserve Act of 1955, and as such Act may be here-
after amended. 
It is understood and agreed that no liability for the 
violation of any provision of this Agreement shall be 
predicated on any act done or omitted under the 
aforesaid Act, if such action or omission was in 
accord with any then in effect regulation, order, rul-
ing, court decision, or administrative interpretation 
thereof, issued by any authorized person or agency 
or court of competent jurisdiction. 
Any employee ordered by Selective Service to 
report for a preinduction physical or any employee 
ordered by the Military Reserve to report for a phys-
ical examination preparatory to and in connection 
with being ordered to military training and service 
and thereby required to be absent from work, shall 
be granted pay for lost time, which pay shall not 
exceed pay at the regular rate for eight (8) hours pro-
vided: 
(1) The day of absence from work is necessary 
to enable the employee to report to the Selective 
Service Board or Military Reserve Station as 
ordered; and 
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(2) The absence falls within the employees' 
regular work shift period; 
(3) The absence is to be temporary, following 
which the employee will return to work; and 
(4) The absence does not involve an overtime 
day. 
Section 7 - Information to be Furnished the Union 
See Article H, Section 6. 
Section 8 - Loss of Seniority 
An employee shall lose his seniority upon the hap-
pening of any one of the following events: 
(1) Resignation (a five-day unreported absence 
on scheduled work days without a reasonable 
explanation for failure to notify the Company 
shall be considered a resignation); 
(2) Discharge for just cause; 
(3) If, after a layoff, the employee is notified to 
report for an interview for work, by certified 
mail, or telegram, addressed to him at his 
address on record at time of layoff (or to the last 
subsequent address delivered by certified mail, 
telegram, or in person to the Employment 
Office of the plant on the form designated for 
that purpose), and fails within one (1) week 
after notification or such additional time as the 
Company may grant either to report for an 
interview or to deliver to the Company a rea-
sonable excuse for failure to report; 
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(4) Failure, after an interview, to report for work 
at the time designated by the Company or to 
furnish to the Company a reasonable excuse for 
failure to report; 
(5) Layoff for a period of ninety (90) consecu-
tive months. 
(6) Failure to return from prolonged absence 
within five working days of prolonged absence 
expiration. 
Section 9 - Promotion and Upgrading 
(1) On promotion to Lead consideration shall be 
given to all employees under the first full-time 
supervision where the opening exists; then within 
the department; then within the division; then within 
the Company. 
(2) Each employee may file upgrade requests for 
promotion to as many as five (5) higher rated 
classifications, excluding trainee classifications. 
Laid off employees will be considered at Labor 
Grade 4 for purposes of administering this 
Agreement. Upgrade requests, which may be 
filed either in writing on forms provided by the 
Company or electronically, will allow for the 
employee to document his previous job experi-
ence, education, training, and other qualifica-
tions. Requests shall be filed with the Company 
as provided herein at least fifteen (15) calendar 
days prior to the date such promotion or upgrad-
ing is made. A standard employee background 
resume, jointly developed by the parties, may be 
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completed in conjunction with the employee's 
request for upgrade. This form will be used to 
augment available records or used in lieu of per-
sonnel records that are unavailable to the parties. 
After application, the candidate's records will be 
evaluated against the established criteria for 
placement into the classification. The Union's 
Labor Relations Committee and a committee of a 
like number of Company Representatives will 
meet as often as necessary, but no less than twice 
per month to consider alf employee requests for 
promotion. Employee applications will be 
reviewed in seniority order for placement on the 
qualified list. The Committee, at each meeting, 
will review only the number of upgrade requests 
necessary to maintain a sufficient number of 
qualified employees to fill openings anticipated 
before its' next meeting. If, after review, the 
applicant is found to be qualified, he will be 
added to a list of other qualified employees for 
future placement and the initial upgrade request 
for that classification will be removed from the 
upgrade system. If the parties agree that the 
employee does not meet the established criteria 
for placement, the employee will be notified in 
writing and informed as to what part of the crite-
ria he did not meet. If an employee is found not 
to meet the criteria for a classification, his 
upgrade request will be removed from the 
upgrade request system and he will not be 
eligible to reapply for that classification for six 
months and then only if he has made a substantial 
change in his qualifications through additional doc-
umented education, training or job experience. 
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(a) If the parties cannot agree as to the employ-
ee's qualifications for placement, the third party 
review process outlined in paragraph (c) of this 
section wiil be used. 
(b) Thereafter, when an opening occurs, 
employees from the qualified list will be 
offered the promotional opportunity in seniori-
ty order, with employees from the department 
where the opening occurs being given an addi-
tional twelve (12) months credit in calculation 
of their seniority, 
All employees who have applied and been 
deemed qualified will be candidates for place-
ment. If there are no qualified applicants or if 
the Committee(s) have failed to review candi-
dates for concurrence, the Company will utilize 
available resources to fiil the vacancy. In cases 
where the Union has been given background 
information on an individual and a decision on 
the persons qualification has not been finalized 
in fifteen (15) working days, the Company will 
attempt to select internal candidates who, in the 
company's opinion, meet the established crite-
ria. The parties can agree to increase the days 
by mutual agreement. Thereafter, the Company 
will go to open hire. AH remaining employees 
who have active upgrade requests for the occu-
pation and who were not reviewed will be con-
sidered for future openings. New hires must 
meet the criteria established by the Company. 
(c) When the parties cannot agree that an 
employee is either qualified or not qualified, the 
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dispute will be submitted to a permanent third 
party arbitrator for resolution. The arbitrator 
will be limited in authority to only decide 
"qualified" or "not qualified". 
Each sixty (60) days, or more often if needed, 
the arbitrator will be scheduled to hear cases. 
Six (6) cases per day will be scheduled, with the 
oldest disputed upgrade request being heard 
first. Each party will be given one half hour to 
present such evidence, documents or testimony 
it sees fit, Only evidence which had previously 
been considered by the parties shall be consid-
ered by the arbitrator. The Company will not 
raise the fact in arbitration that the Union had 
reviewed and discussed the criteria with the 
Company and provided suggested input regard-
ing its content. After consideration of the evi-
dence, within seven (7) calendar days, the arbi-
trator will rule that the applicant is either "qual-
ified" or "not qualified". 
The arbitrator will be selected for a twelve-
month duration, subject to extension by agree-
ment between the parties. The method of selec-
tion of the permanent arbitrator shall be the 
same as called out in Article III, Section 6 of 
this Agreement. 
A set fee for hearing cases under these guide-
lines will be negotiated with the arbitrator and 
those fees will be equally split between the 
Company and the Union, 
(d) The Union's Classification Grievance 
Committee and the Company will review, dis-
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cuss and provide input into criteria for place-
ment into existing jobs that are currently in 
place. 
When new jobs are placed in the bargaining 
unit, the Union's Classification Grievance 
Committee and the Company will discuss crite-
ria for placement into the new job. 
The Company will not increase or reduce the 
criteria for any job without discussion with the 
Union's Classification Grievance Committee 
and allowing appropriate time for their input 
regarding the proposed changes. 
Any reasonable time spent by the Union mem-
bers of the Classification Grievance Committee 
in performance of these functions will be paid 
for one half by the Union and one half by the 
Company to a maximum of four (4) straight 
time hours per day. 
(e) Criteria for each job and lists of qualified 
applicants will be made available electronically 
and will be posted in the plant at each location 
where seniority lists are provided and at the 
union hall. 
(f) An employee who is placed on a qualified 
list shall remain on that qualified list until the 
employee is placed in the classification request-
ed or in a lateral or higher classification, or until 
the employee withdraws his request or refuses 
an offer of placement into the requested job 
classification. However, an employee shall not 
be permitted to again submit an upgrade request 
for placement into a refused classification or a 
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classification from which his application was 
withdrawn after filing a grievance for place-
ment on the qualified list, for a period of six (6) 
months. 
(g) Decisions regarding employee promotion 
made as a result of this process, including deci-
sions of the permanent arbitrator, protested 
under Article III of this Agreement, will be 
resolved by the Union pursuant to the provi-
sions of this Agreement. 
(3) In selecting an employee for such promotion or 
upgrading to an available opening the following 
standards shall apply: 
(a) Availability for Release. Operational 
requirements will be considered insofar as they 
pertain to the release of an employee from his 
present job. The Company will not unreason-
ably deny an employee a release for upgrading. 
(b) Where ability, skill and efficiency are sub-
stantially equal, preference shall be given to the 
most senior qualified employee within the 
applicable unit. 
(4) Preference shall be given to the promotion of 
qualified employees eligible under this section 
before open hire. Prior to represented jobs being 
released for outside hire, the Company shall 
advise employees of such openings through the 
Human Resources Voice System for a period of 
seven (7) calendar days. Promotion requests for 
represented jobs being released for outside hire 
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must be tiled with the Company within seven (7) 
calendar days following the electronic posting 
period. . 
(5) Employees participating in a Lockheed Training 
Program will not be placed in any other Lockheed 
Training Program until the employee has completed 
such program or the program has been discontinued. 
(6) Where practicable, the parties may mutually 
agree on classifications where automatic progres-
sion into higher classifications can be accomplished. 
Once identified, employee selection for placement 
into these occupations will be made by selecting the 
most senior employee(s). 
Section 10 - Priority in Filling Available Openings 
In filling available openings in a job classification, 
employees in the following groups shall be com-
bined and preference shall be given to the most sen-
ior qualified employee where ability, skill and effi-
ciency are substantially equal: 
(1) Employees who are surplus in a higher-rated 
or lateral classification and who are scheduled 
for placement in the job classification in which 
the opening exists. 
(2) Employees on the recall list of the occupa-
tion in which the opening exists as defined in 
Section 4 of this Article. 
A transfer within a classification may be made with-
out reference to the priority above stated. A full 
time work assignment in a lateral or lower classifi-
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cation without change in classification may be made 
for a period not to exceed twenty (20) working days. 
Such period may be extended an additional twenty 
(20) working days provided such employees being 
so reassigned possess greater seniority than any 
employee on the recall list for such lateral or lower 
classification to which assigned. The affected 
Steward shall be notified at the time of any lateral or 
lower work assignment made under this paragraph. 
Downgrading into classifications which have a 
recall list may be made upon mutual agreement of 
the Company and the Union for the following 
groups of employees provided such employees have 
greater seniority than any employee on the recall list 
for such lower classification: 
(a) Physically limited employees who are 
unable to do the work of their current classifi-
cation but are able to do the work in a lower-
rated classification; 
(b) Employees who, after normal instruction 
are trying to perform their job assignments but 
are unable to do so, and whose work records 
indicate that they would be satisfactory employ-
ees in a lower-rated classification. 
(c) In the event no job opening exists,- an 
employee included in one of the groups speci-
fied in (a) or (b) above, may, upon mutual 
agreement of the Company and the Union, dis-
place the least senior of any less-senior employ-
ees in a lower classification if he is qualified to 
perform the work in such lower classification. 
(d) An employee who has taken a downgrade 
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due to medical conditions shall, upon request, 
be returned to the classification from which 
downgraded upon being deemed physically fit 
by their physician, seniority permitting, after 
examination by the Lockheed Martin Medical 
Department. Should a difference of opinion 
arise between their physician and the Medical 
Department, a third party physician in the 
field of said medical condition, who is inde-
pendent of both parties shall by examination, 
paid for by the company, make the final deter-
mination of their medical condition as to 
placement into the higher rated classification. 
Section 11 - Transfers 
On transfers to openings, preference will be given 
within the applicable unit as stated below on the 
basis of seniority to employees who are competent 
to fill the openings. All transfers will be subject to 
and made on the basis of operational requirements 
of the Company. Consideration will be given first to 
such employees within the department; then within 
the division; then within the applicable major orga-
nizational unit of the Company; then within the 
Company. The word "transfer" as used herein does 
not apply to promotion to higher-rated jobs; to 
upgrading from lower grades to higher grades in an 
occupation or to downgrading to lower-rated jobs. 
Section 12 - Job Opportunities 
Any bargaining unit employee on layoff with recall 
rights to any bargaining unit job, will be given pref-
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erence for any pre-hire training that is offered before 
it is offered to non-employees. 
ARTICLE V - EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS 
Section 1 - Sanitary, Safety and Health Conditions 
The Company agrees to maintain sanitary, safe and 
healthful conditions in all its plants and working 
establishments in accordance with applicable laws. 
Proper and modem safety devices and protective 
safety equipment such as but not limited to rubber, 
asbestos or leather gloves or aprons, canvas arm pro-
tectors, rubber boots, safety goggles and respirators 
will be provided where warranted by the hazards of 
the work. 
No employee shall be discharged or otherwise disci-
plined for refusing to work on a job not made rea-
sonably safe or sanitary for him, or that might undu-
ly endanger his health, 
Employees who are injured on the job and as a result 
are unable to complete their shift, shall receive pay 
at their regular hourly rate for the balance of this 
shift on which the injury occurred. 
Prescription ground safety glasses broken during the 
performance of an employee's job duties shall be 
replaced by the Company. 
The Union may select five (5) representatives to 
serve on the Company's General Safety Committee. 
Upon request, members of the General Safety 
Committee will be given one (1) copies of the final 
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accident report and recommended corrective action 
and two (2) copies of data obtained from air, noise, 
hazard, or toxicity studies as affects the working 
environment at LM AERO - MARIETTA. 
Section 2 - Hiring Age 
The Company agrees that there shall be no estab-
lished maximum age limit in the hiring or retirement 
of employees. 
Section 3 - Employment Not Jeopardized 
Union membership or legitimate Union activity will 
not jeopardize an employee's standing with the 
Company or opportunity for advancement. 
ARTICLE VI - EMPLOYEE PRIVILEGES 
Section 1 - Vacations 
(A) Vacation Service and Privileges of an Employee 
on the Active Payroll of the Company; 
(1) An employee's vacation begins to accrue on 
the first day of hire. Vacations will be accrued at 
the monthly rate shown below for any calendar 
month or partial calendar month. Employees' 
vacation balances will be credited with the pre-
ceding months vacation accrual on the first 
workday of the month following the month of 
accrual. 
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(2) Vacation Accrual Schedule for Full-time 
Employees: 
COMPLETED YEARS 
OF SENIORITY OR 
CONTINUOUS SERVICE VACATION ACCRUAL 
Less than 10 years 6.67 hours per month 
10 years to 19 years 10.00 hours per month 
20 years or more 13.34 hours per month 
(3) Pay for each week of vacation for a full-time 
employee means pay for forty (40) hours at the 
employees' regular base rate of pay at the time 
vacation is taken. An employees' regular base 
rate of pay does not include overtime, shift 
bonus, or any other premium, except that pay 
for a vacation for night shift employees shall 
include the night shift bonus in effect during the 
period of such employee's vacation. 
(4) Vacation for an employee who is working 
on a part-time basis will accrue monthly at a 
ratio based on their hours worked compared to 
a forty (40) hour schedule. For example, an 
employee with less than ten (10) years of serv-
ice, working a twenty (20) hour per week 
schedule during the month, would accrue 3.34 
hours of vacation for that month. 
(5) An employee who is laid off, retires, termi-
nates or enters the Armed Forces pursuant to 
Article IV, Section 6, of this agreement, may be 
paid their accrued vacation hours upon written 
request from the employee. The accrued vaca-
tion balance of a deceased employee will be 
paid to the employee's estate. 
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(6) An employee who is hired and begins work 
at the Marietta Plant of the Company within 
thirty (30) calendar days following his termina-
tion at another plant of the Lockheed Martin 
Corporation or subsidiary thereof, or during the 
period such employee is on layoff and possess-
es recall rights to such other plant, shall have 
his vacation accrual rate based upon the total 
active seniority accumulated by such employee 
with the Lockheed Martin Corporation or sub-
sidiary thereof. 
(7) Time lost, not to exceed six (6) months, due 
to occupational injury or occupational illness 
shall be counted for the purpose of vacation 
accrual if the employee returns to the active 
payroll of the Company. 
(B) Scheduling of Vacations; 
(1) Each employee may accumulate vacation up 
to a maximum of 400 hours. Vacation will con-
tinue to be accrued beyond the maximum with 
all vacation above the maximum paid out at 
year-end at the employees current base rate. 
(2) An employee may request up to ten (10) 
vacation days each year which may be taken in 
half-day increments (excluding lunch). The 
request must be made for either the first or the 
last half of the shift. Vacation may also be taken 
in one (1) hour increments. Employee request 
for a full single day, half day or one (1) hour 
increment vacation must be made no later than 
the end of the requesting employee's regularly 
assigned shift on the work day preceding the 
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vacation requested. Advance employee requests 
for vacations will not be unreasonably denied. 
(3) Vacations shall be taken when they interfere 
least with production. So far as is practicable, 
vacation time preference will be given to 
employees with the greatest seniority. 
Section 2 - Sick and Injury Leave 
(A) Sick and Injury Leave Benefits of an Employee 
on the Active Payroll: 
{1) A seniority employee may accrue up to 
forty-eight (48) hours of sick and injury leave 
with pay per year that may be used in the event 
of his absence from work because of occupa-
tional or non-occupational sickness or injury, or 
in the event of his absence from work because 
of death or serious illness in his immediate family. 
(2)(a)Sick and injury leave benefits accrue 
monthly beginning with the employee's 
first day of acquisition of seniority. Sick 
and injury leave will be accrued on the 
monthly rate shown beiow for any calen-
dar month or partial calendar month 
worked by the employee. Employees' 
sick and injury leave balances will be 
credited with the preceding months 
accrual hours on the first workday of the 
month following the month of accrual. 
(b) When a newly hired or rehired employee 
completes their probationary period, they 
will automatically be credited with 
twelve (12) hours of sick leave pay. 
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Sick and Injury Accrual Schedule for Full-time 
Employees: 
SICK AND INJURY 
LEAVE ACCRUAL 
Full Time Employees 4 hours per month 
(3) Sick and injury leave may be taken in either 
a one (1), two (2), three (3), four (4), five (5), 
six (6), seven (7), or eight (8) hour increment. 
(4) A full-time employee means an employee 
who is regularly scheduled to work forty or 
more hours per week. 
(5) Pay for sick and injury leave for a full-time 
employee means pay for eight (8) hours at the 
employee's regular base rate of pay plus shift 
bonus and odd work week bonus, if any, at the 
time sick and injury leave is used. 
(6) Pay for sick and injury leave of a part-time 
employee shall be proportionately reduced. 
(7) At the end of each calendar year, each 
employee shall be paid for the hours of unused 
sick and injury leave to which he has become 
entitled under Section 2 of this Article. Pay for 
such hours of unused sick and injury leave shall 
be at the employee's base rate plus shift bonus 
and odd work week bonus, if any, in effect at 
the end of the calendar year. 
Effective with service years ending on or after 
March 10, 1999, such unused sick and injury 
leave may, upon appropriate notice to the 
Company, be deferred for a maximum accumu-
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lation of six hundred seventy two (672) hours. 
Any deferred sick and injury leave may be used 
in the subsequent years as sick and injury leave, 
payable at the current rate, as defined in 
Paragraph (A) (5) above, or the employee may 
receive pay for such deferred sick and injury 
leave during the subsequent year(s) at one of 
the following times: 
(1) At the time vacation is taken; 
(2) At any time with administrative approval 
(normally, after two (2) weeks' notice); 
(3) After termination for any reason; 
(4) At the end of such service year(s) if still 
accumulated and unused. 
Pay for deferred sick and injury leave which is 
not utilized during the following service years 
as sick and injury leave will be paid at the cur-
rent rate as defined in Paragraph (A) (5) above. 
(B) Accrued hours of sick and injury leave shall be 
paid to an employee who terminates, is terminated 
or dies. Laid off employees and those who are 
placed on Leave of Absence may be paid their 
accrued sick and injury leave hours upon written 
request from the employee. Time lost, not to exceed 
six (6) months, due to occupational injury or occu-
pational illness shall be counted for the purpose of 
accruing sick and injury leave benefits. 
(C) Verification and Notification: 
All sick and injury leave is subject to verification by 
the Company's Medical Department. An employee 
shall make every effort to notify his Department 
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Head in advance of his scheduled reporting lime, of 
his forthcoming absence from work because of ill-
ness or injury or death or serious illness in his 
immediate family. 
(D) Prolonged Disability; 
An employee shall not be terminated by the 
Company because of a prolonged continuous illness 
or injury, provided the period of disability is not 
longer than sixty (60) months and, upon being pro-
nounced physically and mentally fit by the 
Company, shall be reinstated to the same or sub-
stantially equivalent job if such job is available to 
him m accordance with his seniority rights. 
Employees on prolonged absence must contact the 
Company and update their status at least once every 
ninety (90) calendar days unless they have a current 
PROI which specifies a date of return to duty. 
An employee on prolonged absence because of 
occupational illness or injury shall not be terminat-
ed from the Company because of such absence, 
regardless of its duration and such employee shall 
continue to accumulate seniority until his reinstate-
ment. 
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Section 3 - Holidays 
(1) The Company recognizes the following holiday 
schedule during the period of this Agreement: 
2002 January through December 
May 27 Memorial Day 
July 4 Independence Day Holiday 
July 5 Day after Independence Day 
Sept. 2 Labor Day 
Nov. 28 Thanksgiving Day 
Nov. 29 Thanksgiving Holiday 
Dec. 24 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec. 25 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec. 26 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec. 27 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec. 30 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec. 31 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
2003 January through December 
Jan. 1 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
May 26 Memorial Day 
July 4 Independence Day 
Sept. 1 Labor Day 
Nov. 27 Thanksgiving Day 
Nov. 28 Thanksgiving Holiday 
Dec. 24 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec. 25 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec. 26 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec. 29 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec. 30 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec, 31 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
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2004 January through December 
Jan. I Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Jan. 2 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
May 31 Memorial Day 
July 5 Independence Day Holiday 
Sept. 6 Labor Day 
Nov. 25 Thanksgiving Day 
Nov. 26 Thanksgiving Holiday 
Dec. 24 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec. 2? Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec. 28 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec. 29 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec. 30 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
Dec. 31 Christmas-New Year's Holiday 
(2) Full pay (eight (8) hours at straight time includ-
ing shift bonus and odd work week bonus, if any) 
shall be paid to employees for each of these holi-
days regardless of the day of the week upon which 
the holiday falls, in addition, two times the regular 
rate of the employee shall be paid for hours 
worked on holidays. 
(3) In order to be eligible for holiday pay, an 
employee must have worked or have been on a vaca-
tion or a paid leave (other than paid sick leave) on 
the last work day before or the first work day after 
the holiday; except that when the holiday falls on the 
day before employment or the day after termination, 
or during an employee's leave, no pay under this 
Section shall be granted. 
(4) Should a recognized holiday fall upon a Sunday, 
the Monday immediately following such shall be 
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observed as the holiday. Should a recognized holi-
day fall upon a Saturday, the Friday immediately 
preceding such Saturday shall be observed as the 
holiday unless the work schedule of the majority of 
employees includes Saturdays, in which event the 
holiday shall be observed on such Saturday. Should 
a holiday fall upon the sixth or seventh day of the 
work week of an employee assigned to an odd work 
week, the preceding or the following day, respec-
tively, shall be considered a holiday for such 
employee. 
(5) An additional day's pay shall be granted to an 
employee on vacation if a holiday for which he 
would have been paid had he been working falls 
during his vacation. 
Section 4 - Leaves Without Pay 
Leaves of absence without pay may be granted 
employees for a period not to exceed twenty (20) 
working days during the year. Such request shall 
not unreasonably be denied, however, if the request 
is not granted, the Department Manager shall give 
the employee written notice why the request is 
denied. In the event an employee protests the 
Department Head's refusal to grant such a leave of 
absence, the matter will be referred to supervision at 
the office manager level for final determination. For 
good and sufficient reason the Company may extend 
the period of the leave. The leave of absence shall 
not in any way jeopardize the employee's standing 
with the Company. 
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On all leaves of absence of ninety (90) calendar days 
or less, an employee shall accumulate seniority. On 
leaves of absence exceeding ninety (90) calendar 
days, seniority shall continue to accumulate after 
ninety (90) days, for up to a maximum period of 
sixty (60) months while on such leaves only for em-
ployees on prolonged leave for medical reasons; 
provided, however, that on leaves of absence hereto-
fore or hereafter granted for Union business the 
employee shall accumulate seniority during such 
leaves. 
Upon employee request, leaves of absence will be 
granted female employees because of pregnancy 
through the third month following delivery. Such 
employee, who has acquired seniority as provided in 
Article IV, Section 2, may commence the leave of 
absence at the end of the third month of pregnancy. 
The effective date of leaves of absence for medical 
reasons normally will be the last day worked except 
where the last day worked is the day before a holi-
day, in which event the holiday will be considered as 
the last day worked. 
If, however, the employee has earned unused vaca-
tion or sick leave and requests payment for same 
prior to being placed on medical leave of absence, 
the effective date of the leave will be the last day of 
such vacation and/or sick leave. 
The Union may request, and the Company will 
grant, leaves of absence of three (3) days or more 
without pay, and excused absences of less than three 
(3) days without pay to Union members for Union 
business of Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 
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709. All such leaves and excused absences will be 
requested only in reasonable numbers and at reason-
able times upon twenty-four (24) hours' written 
notice to the Company except when such notice is 
waived by mutual agreement. 
Leaves of absence for a period not to exceed six (6) 
months will be granted to not more than two (2) 
employees for business of the 1AM&AW other than 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709, except 
that by mutual agreement of the Union and the 
Company leaves of absence for a longer period or 
for additional employees may be granted. 
Section 5 - Rest Periods 
A ten-minute rest period at times designated by the 
Company at or near the mid-point of each half of the 
Day and Night shifts shall be given to all employees 
assigned to such shifts. 
Employees working overtime shall be allowed to 
observe the regular rest periods provided for herein 
which occur during such overtime period. 
Additional rest allowances shall be permitted under 
the following conditions: 
1. Whenever an employee is called to work two 
(2) or more hours prior to the beginning of his 
shift he shall normally be given a ten-minute 
rest allowance before starting his regular shift. 
2. Whenever an employee will be working two 
(2) or more hours beyond the end of his regular 
shift he shall normally be given a ten-minute 
rest allowance prior to starting such work. 
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Exceptions may be made under I and 2 above with 
respect to when and for how long such rest 
allowances will be where work operations, includ-
ing the handling and operation of equipment and 
machines, are of such a nature that the work needs 
to be continued without interruption. Under these 
conditions supervision should still endeavor to allow 
an employee ten minutes rest during the work peri-
od outside the shift, 
Section 6 - Jury Duty 
When an employee is absent from work in order 
to serve as a juror or to report to the court in per-
son in response to a jury duty summons, he shall 
be granted pay for those hours for which he is for 
such reason absent from work during his regular 
eight (8) hour day or regular five (5) day work 
week. 
Pay for such work time lost shall in no event 
exceed, for any one employee, a total of twenty 
(20) regular eight (8) hour work days in any one 
calendar year. In extraordinary circumstances 
such period of time may be extended. Pay for 
such work time lost shall be computed at the 
employee's regular base rate of pay at the time of 
such absence excluding any overtime, shift 
bonus, or any other premium except the Cost-of-
Living Bonus which shall be included. In no 
case will payment be made for jury duty per-
formed on the sixth or seventh day of an employ-
ee's regular assigned work week or for hours in 
excess of the employee's regular eight (8) hour 
work day. 
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If an employee assigned to the night shift or 
graveyard shift is absent from his work on such 
shift on the calendar day he serves as a juror, 
such absence shall be deemed to be an absence 
from work in order to serve as a juror. 
To receive pay for work time lost an employee 
must promptly present his Department Head with 
the notice the employee receives to report for 
jury duty and a statement signed by an official of 
the court certifying as to the employee's service 
as a juror or appearance in court for that purpose 
and, the date or dates of attendance. 
When an employee is absent from work in order 
to serve as a witness in a case in a court of law to 
which he is not a party either directly or as a 
member of a class and where such absence is in 
response to a legally valid subpoena he shall be 
granted pay for those hours for which he is for 
such reason absent from work during his regular 
eight-hour day or regular five-day work week. 
Such employee may be required to submit evi-
dence of such service as a witness to the 
Company in order to qualify for such payment. 
Pay for absence due to service as a witness shall 
be computed in the same manner as pay for 
absence due to jury duty as provided above. 
Pay for work time lost for jury duty or service as 
a witness as provided above shall together not 
exceed, for any one employee, a total of twenty 
(20) regular eight (8) hour days in any one calen-
dar year. In extraordinary circumstances such 
period of time may be extended. 
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Section 7 - Employees' Group Insurance Plan 
(A) The benefits provided by the Lockheed Martin 
Employees' Group Insurance Plan and the Dental 
Plan, as currently in effect, shall continue to be 
made available to employees covered by this 
Agreement either by presently provided means or by 
other means. The schedule of benefits in effect 
March 10, 1999, as amended and approved April 28, 
2002, shall continue to be made available to 
employees covered by this Agreement. 
(B) Employee contributions for employees and for 
eligible dependent coverage will be as stipulated. 
(C) In accordance with regulations published or to 
be published under the Health Maintenance 
Organization Act of 1973, the Company will make 
such arrangements for alternative health mainte-
nance services as may be required to comply with 
the Act. Employees who enroll in an HMO will be 
required to make contributions for coverage effec-
tive up to the stipulated maximum. The Company 
agrees to offer employees and their eligible depend-
ents effective February 1, 1981, the option of elect-
ing medical coverage through one each of the two 
types of federally qualified health maintenance 
organizations, where they exist, in lieu of coverage 
through the Group Insurance Plan. 
Effective January 1, 1994, the Flex Benefit Plan will 
include alternative Medical, Dental, Life Insurance, 
Accidental Death & Dismemberment, and Weekly 
Disability Benefit Coverage and a Health Care 
Account. 
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(D) DELETED - 1989 NEGOTIATIONS. 
(E) Interpretation or application of the Plans shall 
not be subject to the provisions of Article III of this 
Agreement. 
Section 8 - Educational Facilities 
An employee satisfactorily completing an outside 
training course which has been approved in writing 
by the Company prior to the employee's beginning 
such course will be reimbursed by the Company in 
an amount equal to one hundred percent (100%) of 
the approved tuition fee paid by the employee. 
The Company will be responsive to employee 
requests for educational facilities and instructors in 
order to receive training to enhance the employees 
opportunity for advancement. Such training to be 
on the employees own time and for jobs and in num-
bers of employees where it is reasonable to assume 
that there is or will be a foreseeable need for such 
job and for such number of employees. 
Upon successful completion of training, employees 
will be given a Certificate of Completion and such 
training shall be a factor in selecting employees for 
promotion or upgrading to available openings in 
accordance with the provisions of Article IV, 
Section 9 of this Agreement. 
Section 9 - Military Reserve Training Leave 
An employee on the active payroll of the Company 
who is required to engage annually in two consecu-
tive weeks (up to fourteen consecutive days) of mili-
tary reserve training, including National Guard, and 
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who has at least twelve (12) months of military 
reserve service credit immediately prior to com-
mencement of the training period, shall, upon the 
employee's request, be granted a leave of absence 
for the period of training, and shall be paid the dif-
ference between the pay received for the training 
period (excluding subsistence, travel and quarters 
allowance) and the amount of wages the employee 
would have received during the training period had 
the employee worked his normal work schedule 
(excluding overtime) during the training period. 
Such employee will be paid for up to ten (10) work-
ing days during a calendar year which may be taken 
in increments of one (1) to ten (10) days. The 
"amount of wages" shall be determined on the basis 
of a forty (40) hour weekly work schedule (thirty-
two and one-half (32-1/2) hours if the employee's 
normal work schedule was on graveyard shift) at the 
employee's regular rate in effect on the last day 
worked immediately preceding the date the training 
leave commences. The "regular rate", for purposes 
of this provision, shall include the employee's base 
rate plus shift bonus and other premium payments 
applicable to his normally scheduled working hours 
excluding overtime, to the extent such bonuses or 
premiums would have been applicable had the 
employee worked the same shift and weekly work 
schedule to which he was assigned during the last 
payroll period ending immediately preceding the 
date the training leave commences. To obtain pay-
ment under this provision the employee shall submit 
certification of participation in the training period 
and of the amount of pay received for the training 
period. (This provision effective December 1, 
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1974.) 
ARTICLE VII - PAY PROVISIONS 
Section 1 - Wage Rates and Performance Reviews 
The following provisions governing wage rates and 
performance reviews shall apply to all employees 
unless stated otherwise in the Guaranteed Personal 
Rate provisions. 
(A) Automatic Rate Progression: 
Automatic Rate Progression Increases shall be 
effective the Second Saturday in January, May and 
September for all active employees who are below 
the maximum of their classification. The base rate 
of pay shall be increased twenty-five ($.25) per hour 
on the above dates (or such lesser amount as is nec-
essary to bring the rate to the maximums) until the 
applicable maximum for the classification is 
reached. 
(B) Downgrades: 
(1) An employee downgraded to a classification 
in a lower labor grade shall be paid the maxi-
mum rate of the range for such classification, or 
the employee's current rate, whichever is lower. 
(C) Performance Reviews: 
A performance review will be given annually during 
the month of June upon request of the employee and 
a copy of such review shall be given to the employee. 
Employee request for a review must be made in 
writing during the preceding month of May. 
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(D) Pay Rale on Promotion: 
An employee promoted will be paid at either the 
minimum of the classification to which promoted, or 
ten cents (100) per hour above his rate prior to pro-
motion, whichever is greater, and his automatic 
wage increase will proceed from that rate. However, 
if an employee's promotion is effective on the date 
of an automatic wage increase, his base rate will be 
established as follows: 
1. If his base rate is below the maximum of the 
rate range for his classification prior to promo-
tion, his base rate will be increased by the 
amount of the automatic wage increase to 
which he is entitled and such increased base 
rate will be his base rate just prior to promotion. 
2. If his base rate is at the maximum of the rate 
range for his classification prior to promotion, 
his base rate will be increased by ten cents 
(100) or the amount necessary to bring his rate 
to the minimum of the classification to which 
promoted, whichever is greater, or by an 
amount less than ten cents (100) if that will 
bring his rate to the maximum of the classifica-
tion to which promoted. 
Note: In the event that application of the provi-
sions of Supplement F, Code (letter) #9, wou)d 
result in a rate different from the rate obtained 
by application of the foregoing, the rate most 
favorable to the employee shall be used. 
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Section 2 - Rate Retention for Employees 
Accepting Downgrading Under the 
Layoff Procedure 
An employee downgraded to a classification in a 
lower Labor Grade shall have his base rate in the 
downgraded classification established as follows: 
An employee downgraded through application 
of the layoff procedure as set forth in Part B -
Article IV, Section 3, shall have his base rate 
reduced as follows: 
Effective date of 
downgrade 
Three weeks subse-
quent to downgrade 
Six weeks subsequent 
to downgrade 
Nine weeks subsequent 
to downgrade 
Twelve weeks subse-
quent to downgrade 
Fifteen weeks subse-
quent 
Up to ten cents ($.10) 
reduction 
Up to an additional ten 
cents ($.10) reduction 
Up to an additional ten 
cents ($.10) reduction 
Up to an additional ten 
cents ($.10) reduction 
Up to an additional ten 
cents ($.10) reduction 
Any additional amount 
required to downgrade 
to reach the maximum of 
the classification to 
which the employee is 
being downgraded. 
Section 3 - Temporary Promotion 
An employee assigned to a classification in a higher 
labor grade to replace another employee absent on 
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vacation or for a temporary period, shall be paid the 
same rate of pay as that held by the absent employ-
ee. A retroactive wage adjustment shall be made 
upon completion of his assignment. Such tempo-
rary assignment shall not be considered an upgrad-
ing within the meaning of Article IV, Section 9, of 
this Agreement, and upon reassignment of such 
employee to his previously held classification at the 
end of the temporary period he shall not be consid-
ered a downgraded employee within the meaning of 
Article IV, Sections 3 and 10, of this Agreement. 
Seniority will be considered in the selection of 
employees for temporary promotion. 
An employee assigned to replace a Lead who is 
absent on vacation or for a temporary period will be 
selected in accordance with Article IV, Section 9, 
and will be paid in accordance with Section 11 of 
this Article VII. The temporary status of the assign-
ment will be recorded on the employee's change 
document and, upon return of the absent Lead, the 
replacing employee will be returned to his original 
status. 
Section 4 - Overtime Pay 
(1) Hours worked in excess of eight (8) hours in any 
one day of an employee's work week shall be paid 
for at one and one-half times the regular rate of the 
employee, except that hours worked in excess of 
twelve (12) hours in any one such day shall be paid 
for at two (2) times the regular rate of the employee. 
(2) Hours worked on the sixth day of an employee's 
work week shall be paid for at one and one-half (1 
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1/2) times the regular rate of the employee, except 
that such hours worked in excess of twelve (12) 
hours shall be paid for at two (2) times the regular 
rate of the employee. 
(3) Hours worked on the seventh day of an employee's 
work week shall be paid for at two (2) times the 
regular rate of the employee. 
(4) Except for employees on continuous shift opera-
tions, hours worked in excess of six and one-half (6-
1/2) on the graveyard shift shall be paid for at one 
and one-half (1-1/2) times the regular rate of the 
employee, except that hours worked in excess of 
twelve (12) hours in any one such day shall be paid 
for at two times the regular rate of the employee. 
(5) Consecutive hours worked in excess of twelve 
(12) hours shall be paid for at two times the regular 
rate of the employee even though such consecutive 
hours begin in one work day (twenty-four hour peri-
od) and end during the following work day (twenty-
four hour period); provided, however that any hours 
worked during the seventh day of an employee's 
work week shall be at the double time rate. 
Section 5 - Hours and Days of Work 
(1) All employees will be assigned to a five (5) day, 
eight (8) hour shift schedule or an alternating two 
(2) week nine (9) day, eighty (80) hour schedule. 
The nine/eighty schedule is described in the 
Memorandum of Understanding on Nine/Eighty 
Work Schedule, which is attached to this 
Agreement. For employees assigned to a five (5) 
day, eight (8) hour schedule, eight (8) hours shall 
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constitute the standard day's work to be performed 
within nine (9) consecutive hours. 
(2) Employees assigned to work a 9/80 work sched-
ule will be placed by seniority order on these sched-
ules. Thereafter, employees' schedules will not be 
changed without thirty (30) or more day's notice to 
affected employees. For day shift 9/80 employees, 
the Monday through Thursday shift will be 6:30 A. 
M. till 4:00 P. M. and 6:30 A. M. to 3:00 P. M. on 
Fridays. Swing shift employee hours will be from 
4:00 P. M. till 1:30 A. M. Monday through Thursday 
and 4:00 P. M. till 12:30 A. M. on Fridays. These 
starting times may be adjusted by mutual agreement 
between the parties if they prove to be unworkable. 
(3) Except for employees on continuous shift opera-
tions, as provided herein-below, the standard eight 
(8) hour day shift shall be either 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 
p.m., 7:30 a.m. to 4:15 p.m., or 8:00 a.m. to 4:45 
p.m.; the standard eight (8) hour night shift shall be 
from 3:45 p.m. to 12:15 a.m., 4:15 p.m. to 1:00 a.m., 
or 5:00 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. for the janitorial force 
(assignment to which shall be voluntary on the part 
of any employee so assigned); the standard grave-
yard shift shall be from 12:00 Midnight to 7:00 a.m., 
or 12:30 a.m. to 7:30 a.m. 
(4) Certain occupations such as "Plant Stationary 
Engineer" and "Industrial Waste Treatment Plant 
Operator" whose work involves seven (7) day, twen-
ty-four (24) hour coverage, shall be assigned to con-
tinuous shifts. 
(5) An employee commencing his workday between 
the hours of 4:00 A.M. and 10:59 A.M. is considered 
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to be in the day shift rate period. An employee com-
mencing his workday between the hours of 11:00 
A.M. and 8:29 P.M. is considered to be in the night 
shift rate period. An employee commencing his 
workday between the hours of 8:30 P.M. and 3:59 
A.M. is considered to be in the graveyard shift rate 
period. 
{6) For employees on continuous shift operations, 
the standard day shift will be either 7:00 A.M. to 
3:00 P.M. or 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.; the standard 
night shift will be either 3:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M. or 
4:00 P.M. to 12:00 midnight; the standard graveyard 
shift will be either 11:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. or 12:00 
midnight to 8:00 A.M. Employees on continuous 
shift operations shall be on duty during their entire 
shift period. 
(7) All deviations from the standard shift hours shall 
be cleared with the Union and mutually agreed 
upon. 
(8) Five (5) days, Monday through Friday shall con-
stitute the standard work week, unless, or until, the 
Company is instructed by the Federal Government 
to alter or change the work schedule now in effect. 
However, the Company reserves the right to engage, 
alter or rotate Firefighters to work five (5) consecu-
tive days other than those constituting the standard 
workweek. It is specifically agreed that Firefighters 
will not be engaged in production work. Deviation 
from the standard workweek for employees holding 
other job classifications must be mutually agreed 
upon between the Company and the Union. 
(9) Overtime will be divided as equally as practica-
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ble among affected employees. 
(10) If the Memorandum of Understanding on 
nine/eighty schedule is cancelled by either party, the 
contract language of Article VII, Section 5 of the 
1999 Collective Bargaining Agreement will be rein-
stated. 
Section 6 - Premium For Hours and Days of Work 
(1) Night shift employees shall receive a bonus of 
forty cents (400) an hour. 
(2) Graveyard shift employees shall receive eight (8) 
hours' pay plus an eight cents (80) an hour bonus for 
working six and one-half (6-1/2) hours. 
(3) All employees working other than the standard 
work week shall receive a premium of twenty cents 
(200) an hour in addition to other bonuses. 
Section 7 - Payroll Deductions - Company 
Reimbursement 
Payroll deductions may be made to reimburse the 
Company as follows: 
(1) All costs of tools and equipment issued to an 
employee but not returned by him, such cost to 
be subject to wear of the tools. An employee so 
charged shall be reimbursed by the Company in 
the event of the subsequent return of such tools 
and equipment to the Company, provided such 
tools and equipment may be properly identified 
and are in the same condition as when issued to 
the employee. 
Employees checking out special tools shall be 
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released of liability for the same, if, while in use 
on another shift, such tools are lost or damaged. 
(2) For money paid by the Company to a credi-
tor or officer of the law for an indebtedness of 
the employee, provided demand is made upon 
the Company according to law. 
(3) For any indebtedness due to the Company 
covering purchases made by an employee 
through the Company. 
(4) For any loans or advances made to the 
employee by the Company. 
(5) For each employee identification card or 
identification badge lost or destroyed, a sum of 
one dollar ($1.00). 
(6) For a lost key issued within the past five 
years, a sum of one dollar ($1.00). 
Section 8 - Report Time 
An employee called to work shall receive a mini-
mum of four (4) hours' pay in the shift to which he 
is called. In the event an hourly-paid employee 
reports for work on his regular shift without previ-
ously having been notified not to report he shall be 
paid four (4) hours' pay provided, however, that if 
work reasonably within his capacity to perform is 
available, he will be required to perform such work 
to qualify for the four (4) hours' pay. If work is 
unavailable as the result of causes beyond the con-
trol of management, no pay shall be granted under 
this section. 
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Failure on the part of an employee to keep the 
Company informed of his correct address and tele-
phone number relieves the Company of the respon-
sibility of any notification required by this 
Agreement. 
Section 9 - Pay Period 
The pay period shall be from Saturday to and 
including the following Friday. Paychecks to 
employees shall be issued either by direct deposit or 
mail normally on Friday, but no later than seven (7) 
days after the end of the pay period and shall repre-
sent the earnings of the employees during that pay 
period. 
Section 10 - Lost Time 
Deductions for time off, whether due to tardiness or 
other causes, shall be at the rate of one-hundredth 
(l/100th) of an hour's pay for each one hundredth of 
an hour lost from work, rounded to the nearest 
minute. 
Section 11 - Pay for Lead 
The rate of pay for Lead shall be twenty cents (200) 
above the maximum of the highest classification, 
including the Lead's own classification, of any em-
ployee who remains within the group led for not less 
than a major portion of a given pay period. 
Provided, however, the classification of an employ-
ee who is either promoted or recalled and is being 
held within the group or that of an employee work-
ing down into the group for a temporary period not 
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to exceed twenty (20) working days (excluding 
those employees working down for medical limita-
tions) shall not be used in the calculation of lead 
pay, unless the employee is performing the work of 
that classification. 
Section 12 - Field Duty 
(1) An employee shad be considered on Field Duty 
when sent by the Company, on a temporary basis, to 
other places within the 50 United States other than 
the plant or office to which he is permanently 
assigned, when such temporary assignment is at 
such a distance that it requires that the employee 
obtain lodging other than his established residence. 
(2) While an employee assigned to such Field Duty 
is traveling to that Field Duty assignment or return-
ing to his regular work station from such assign-
ment, or is traveling between Field Duty stations, he 
shall be paid as follows: 
(a) With respect to the day of departure and the 
day of arrival, if no work is performed on such 
day he shall be paid eight (8) hours pay at his 
straight time rate for such day when such travel 
occurs on any of the first five (5) days of his 
work week and, when such day of departure 
and/or arrival is on the sixth (6th) or seventh 
(7th) day of his work week, he shall be paid for 
the actual hours of travel time at his overtime 
premium rate for such day but, in no event, shall 
this amount to less than four (4) hours or more 
than eight (8) hours at such overtime rate; or 
(b) With respect to the day of departure and the 
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day of arrival if such employee works during 
such day either prior to departure or after arrival 
he shall be paid for such hours worked on such 
day and, in addition, for such hours of travel 
time on such day which fall within the hours of 
his assigned shift but, in no event, less than a 
total of eight (8) hours' pay for such day; or 
(c) With respect to the day of departure and the 
day of arrival if such employee works during 
such day both immediately prior to departure 
and immediately after arrival he shall be paid 
for such hours worked on such day and, in addi-
tion, for such hours of travel time on such day 
but, in no event, less than a total of eight (8) 
hours' pay for such day, 
(d) With respect to days such employee is trav-
eling, other than the day of departure or the day 
of arrival, he shall be paid eight (8) hours 
straight-time rate (or at his overtime premium 
rate if such day of travel is on the sixth or sev-
enth day of his normal work week). 
(e) Deviation from the standard shift hours on 
the day of departure and the day of arrival may 
be made without obtaining the agreement 
referred to under the provisions of Article VII, 
Section 5, of this Agreement. 
(3) The provisions of Articles VII and VIII of this 
Agreement for shift, odd work week and overtime 
premiums as well as lead differentials, shall apply in 
the same manner as at the employee's regular work 
station. 
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(4) An employee assigned to Field Duty shall be 
allowed a specified per diem for each full day to 
cover subsistence expenses incurred in accordance 
with the following schedule: 
(a) For the first ninety (90) days of such Field 
Duty, $50.00 per day. 
(b) For all days after ninety (90) of such Field 
Duty, $45.00 per day. 
In field duty locations of inordinate residence cost, 
and where advance Company approval has been 
obtained, any expense for room cost that is .more 
than half the specified per diem shall be an allow-
able addition to such per diem. 
As an alternative to the above, an employee may 
elect the following: 
Subsistence expenses, as defined below, shall be 
reimbursed on an actual and reasonable basis up to 
an established limit as set forth in the Government 
Federal Travel Regulations (FTR) rates. 
Subsistence expenses for employees will be reim-
bursed in accordance with current reimbursement 
policy in effect at time of travel for salaried employ-
ees. Lodging will be reimbursed on an actual basis 
up to the rates established by the published 
Government FTR. Original receipts for lodging 
must be furnished to the Company to obtain reim-
bursement. Lodging will be booked for traveling 
employees by the Company Travel Office who will 
be responsible for securing lodging within estab-
lished guidelines. Employees are advised not to 
arrange lodging. If lodging is procured by the trav-
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eler, or not authorized by the LM AERO - MARI-
ETTA Travel Office, any cost exceeding normal 
company prescribed lodging cost will not be reim-
bursed. In addition, the travel itinerary issued with 
the traveler's airline tickets must be attached to the 
travel expense report to document lodging arrange-
ments upon completion of the trip. 
(5) Except as set forth in Paragraph (6) below, an 
employee required to use his own automobile for 
travel on such field duty assignment or an occasion-
al travel for authorized Company business shall be 
reimbursed therefore at the rate of thirty-one cents 
(310) per mile for mileage necessary to the per-
formance of such work. The Company will also 
provide for such an employee on such occasions 
personal liability insurance coverage with respect to 
liability, if any, to other employees who are passen-
gers engaged in such above referred to travel for 
such purpose, except that such insurance coverage 
shall apply only after such employee's own per-
sonal liability insurance has been first applied, in the 
amount uf fifly-thousand-dollars ($50,000.00) max-
imum per person or three hundred-thousand-dollars 
($300,000.00) maximum per accident. 
Employees who are not on Field Duty as defined 
above in this Section 12 but who are on an assign-
ment away from their regularly assigned plant 
which delays their return to their residential area and 
deprives them of having dinner at home at a normal 
hour shall be reimbursed for actual reasonable din-
ner expense incurred. 
(6) An employee assigned to Field Duty who 
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requests and is granted permission to use other 
means of transportation than that offered by the 
Company shall be reimbursed in an amount equal to 
but not in excess of the fare of the provided or 
offered transportation. Such employee shall receive 
no more total per diem allowance and travel time 
pay than that allowed employees using Company 
provided or offered transportation. 
When automobile transportation is provided by the 
Company at a field duty site, no more than three (3) 
employees will be assigned to any one automobile. 
(7) An employee assigned to Field Duty will not be 
subject to surplus or displacement until tour of duty 
is over or 60 days, whichever is the lesser. Such 
employee, upon completion of tour of duty or 60 
days, whichever is the lesser, will be surplus on a 
current basis provided there is a more senior 
employee on recall to his classification. 
The parties may, upon mutual agreement, extend the 
sixty (60) day period. 
Section 13 - Flight Test Pay 
(1) Flight in a propeller-driven aircraft: 
An employee assigned to flight duties in a propeller-
driven aircraft will be paid a bonus of three dollars 
($3.00) per hour in addition to his regular wages. A 
minimum of one (1) hour flight pay shall be paid for 
the first ascension on any calendar day. For addi-
tional flights on the same calendar day, flight pay at 
the rate of three dollars ($3.00) per hour, computed 
to the nearest fifth of an hour, shall be paid. Flight 
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time shall mean the time from take-off to the time of 
landing. 
(2) Flight in a jet-propelled aircraft: 
An employee assigned to flight duties in a jet-pro-
pelled aircraft will be paid a bonus of five dollars 
($5.00) per hour in addition to his regular wages. A 
minimum of one (1) hour flight pay shall be paid for 
the first ascension on any calendar day. For addi-
tional flights on the same calendar day, flight pay at 
the rate of five dollars ($5.00) per hour, computed to 
the nearest fifth of an hour, shall be paid. Flight 
time shall mean the time from take-off to the time of 
landing. 
ARTICLE VIII - PAY RATES 
Section 1 • Job Descriptions and Basic Rates of 
Pay for Classified Employees 
(1) The job descriptions for each of the Factory and 
for each of the Technical and Office classifications 
which were in effect on the date of execution of this 
Agreement, and the job descriptions as a result of 
the job combinations (effective July 27, 2002), or 
job descriptions which are placed into effect pur-
suant to Paragraph (2) hereof, shall be a part of this 
Agreement. 
(2) In the event that a new job or position is estab-
lished or there is a substantial change in the duties or 
requirements of an established job, the Company 
shall develop an appropriate job description and 
establish within the existing rate structure provided 
in Section 2 of this Article the basic rates to apply to 
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such job, as well as its placement within the existing 
agreed upon functional lines. A substantial change 
in job duties is a change which alters the work per-
formed to such a degree that the job has changed 
based on more difficult tasks being performed and 
the level of skills applied being clearly recognizably 
different and resulting in more than a mere change 
in procedure. The Company shall furnish the Union 
with the new job description and shall submit for its 
approval the functional line placement and the rate 
established for such job. In the event that agreement 
is not reached within seven (7) calendar days from 
the date of such submission or within such addition-
al time as may be mutually agreed upon, the 
Company may place the new job description and 
rate in effect in the proposed functional line(s) sub-
ject to continued negotiation. Within five (5) work-
ing days from the date the job is placed into effect, 
the Union may proceed in accordance with Step 3 of 
the grievance procedure established in Article III, 
Section 1 of this Agreement. 
In the event agreement on the rate range and/or 
functional line placement for the newly-established 
job is not reached by the Labor Relations 
Committee, either party may refer the matter to arbi-
tration in accordance with the provisions of Article 
III, Section 5 of this Agreement. The arbitrator shall 
have the authority to determine the proper position 
of the new or amended classification within the 
existing agreed upon rate structure on the sole basis 
of the relationship the new or amended job bears to 
the other jobs in the existing rate structure. Any 
change in the established rate resulting from the 
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negotiations shall be retroactive to the date such rate 
was placed in effect. The arbitrator shall also have 
the authority to determine the proper placement of 
the job within the appropriate functional line(s). 
(3) Job descriptions shall be applied in accordance 
with the Supplement attached hereto and entitled, 
"Joint Statement of Policy for Application of Job 
Descriptions". 
Section 2 - Rate Ranges for Labor Grades 
(1) The placement of job classifications within labor 
grades in effect on April 29, 2002, shall be a part of 
this Agreement. (Note - 2002 Job Combinations 
become effective July 27, 2002.) 
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(2) The following minimums and maximums of the 
Factory labor grades shall be established except for 
those employees with a Guaranteed Personal Rate 
(GPR) as described in Paragraph (4) below: 
FACTORY RATE RANGES 



























































NOTE: These ranges are applicable only to employ-
ees hired or rehired after June 14, 1993. 
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(3) The following minimums and maximums of the 
Technical and Office labor grades shall be estab-
lished except for those employees with a 
Guaranteed Personal Rate (GPR) as described in 
Paragraph (4) below: 
TECHNICAL AND OFFICE RATE RANGES 



























































NOTE: These ranges are applicable only to 
employees hired or rehired after June 14, 1993. 
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(4) Guaranteed Personal Rate 
(A) Eligibility: 
All individuals with bargaining unit rights on 
the active payroll, approved leave of absence or 
on layoff on June 14, 1993, (when subsequent-
ly recalled) shall be eligible for a Guaranteed 
Personal Rate (GPR) while assigned to Labor 
Grades 1 through 14 Factory and Grades 1 
through 16 Technical and Office. 
(B) General Provisions: 
(1) Employees eligible for a GPR as described 
in Subsection A above, and whose base rate is 
below the GPR maximum of the labor grade to 
which assigned, shall progress to the respective 
GPR maximum in accordance with Article VII, 
Section 1, (A). 
(2) Employees eligible for a GPR as described 
in Subsection A above, and whose base rate 
exceeds the GPR maximum for the labor grade 
to which assigned, shall regress to the respec-
tive GPR maximum in accordance with Article 
VII, Section 2. 
(3) Employees with a GPR who are promoted to 
a labor grade for which a GPR maximum has 
been established will progress to the higher 
labor grade's GPR maximum in accordance 
with Article VII, Section 1, (A), provided that 
such employee's rate does not exceed the GPR 
maximum of the new classification. 
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(4) Employees with a GPR, or employees who 
are eligible for a GPR described in Subsection 
A above, who are downgraded by application of 
Article IV, Section 3 layoff procedure to a labor 
grade for which a GPR maximum has been 
established, shall regress to the GPR maximum 
of the labor grade in accordance with Article 
VII, Section 2, if such employee's rate exceeds 
the lower classification's GPR maximum. 
(5) Employees with a GPR who are Leads shall 
be paid at a rate twenty cents ($.20) an hour 
above the maximum of the rate range, or GPR 
maximum where applicable, for the highest 
classification led or twenty cents ($.20) an hour 
above such a Lead employee's own GPR maxi-
mum, whichever is greater. 
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TECHNICAL AND OFFICE RATE RANGES 
For 
GPR Eligible Employees 
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Section 3 - Cost-of-Living 
(1) In addition to the base rate of pay of each 
employee, a Cost-of-Living (COL) Adjustment shall 
be paid to each employee in accordance with the 
provisions of this section. 
(2) (a) Effective January 4, 2003, the current cumu-
lative Cost-of-Living Adjustment payable on 
that date (including the amount effective on that 
date) shall be added to the maximums of the 
rate ranges in Article VIII, Section 2, and to the 
GPR maximums in Article VIII, Section 2. 
(b) Effective January 3, 2004, the difference 
between the current cumulative Cost-of-Living 
Adjustment, and such previous adjustment as 
set forth in Subsection 2(a), if any, payable on 
that date (including the amount effective on that 
date) shall be added to the maximums of the 
rate ranges in Article VIII, Section 2, and to the 
GPR maximums in Article VIII, Section 2. 
(c) Effective January 1, 2005, the difference 
between the current cumulative Cost-of-Living 
Adjustment, and such previous adjustment as 
set forth in Subsection 2(b), if any, payable on 
that date (including the amount effective on that 
date) shall be added to the maximums of the 
rate ranges in Article VIII, Section 2, and to the 
GPR maximums in Article VIII, Section 2. 
On each of the above dates, the employee's base 
rate will increase by the amount of COL being 
received by that employee on that date. 
Employees hired after the date upon which the 
COLA is folded into the base rate shall be eli-
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gible for only that COLA which becomes effec-
tive after their date of hire. 
(3) The Cost-of-Living Adjustment, if any, shall be 
determined in accordance with changes in the 
Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and 
Clerical Workers, (CPI-W), (United States City 
Average-All Items, 1982-1984 = 100), revised by 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics based on the 1982-
1984 Survey of Consumer Expenditures, and pub-
lished monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
U.S. Department of Labor, and hereinafter referred 
to as the "Price Index". 
(4) During the period of the Agreement, COL 
Adjustments shall be made at the following times 
Effective Date of Based Upon Three-Month Average 
Adjustment of The Price Indexes For: 
Pay Period 
commencing on: 
July 6, 2002 March 2002, April, May 
Oclober 5, 2002 June, July, August 
January 4, 2003 September, October, November 
April 5, 2003 Dec. 2002, January 2003, February 
July 5, 2003 March, April, May 
October 4, 2003 June, July, August 
January 3, 2004 September, October, November 
April 3, 2004 Dec. 2003, January 2004, February 
July 3, 2004 March, April, May 
October 2, 2004 June, July, August 
January 1, 2005 September, October, November 
In determining the three-month average of the 
Indexes for each specified period, the computed 
average shall be rounded to the nearest 0.1 Index 
Point. 
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(5) Effective the payroll period commencing July 6, 
2002, the Cost-of-Living Adjustment factor shall be 
determined in accordance with the following table: 
Three Month Average 
BLS Consumer Price Index COL Adjustment Factor 






















And so forth with $.01 for 0.3 point change in the 
Average Index for the appropriate date set forth in 
Paragraph 4 above. 
(6) The amount of any COL Adjustment in effect at 
the time shall be included for all hours worked after 
the effective date of the adjustment and in comput-
ing overtime payments, vacation and sick leave pay-
ments, pay for unused sick and injury leave, military 
leave, holiday, jury duty, jury examination and wit-
ness payments, and for no other purpose. 
(7) In the event that the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
(BLS), United States Department of Labor, discon-
tinues publication of the Price Index described in 
Paragraph (3) above, the Company and the Union 
shall enter into immediate negotiations to determine 
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the appropriate index to be used. The purpose of 
these negotiations shall be to insure that the pay-
ments to be made under this Article will be as 
intended by the parties and shall be no less than that 
which would have occurred had the Price Index 
been continued unchanged in its present form. In 
the event the parties are unable to agree within sixty 
(60) days of the discontinuance of the Price Index, 
this dispute shall be submitted to final and binding 
arbitration as provided for in the Agreement. The 
Cost-of-Living Adjustment, if any, shall be retroac-
tive to the appropriate effective date. 
(8) In the event the Bureau of Labor Statistics does 
not issue the appropriate Price Indexes on or before 
the beginning of one of the pay periods referred to 
in Paragraph (4), any adjustment in the COL 
Adjustment required by such appropriate Indexes 
shall be effective at the beginning of the first pay 
period after receipt of the Indexes. 
(9) No adjustment, retroactive or otherwise, shall be 
made due to any revision which may later be made 
in the published figures for the Price Index for any 
month or months specified in Paragraph (4). 
Section 4 - General Wage Increases and 
Supplemental Cost-of-Living Payments 
Effective May 4, 2002, employees on the active pay-
roll or approved leave of absence shall receive a four 
percent (4.0%) General Wage Increase. The maxi-
mums for all classifications shall also be increased 
by four percent (4.0%). 
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A supplemental Cost-of-Living payment of $600 
will be paid on or before December 20,2002, to each 
employee on the active payroll or approved leave of 
absence of less than one year on December 7, 2002, 
who has completed the probationary period. 
Effective March 8, 2003, employees on the active 
payroll or approved leave of absence shall receive a 
three percent (3.0%) General Wage Increase. The 
maximums for all classifications shall also be 
increased by three percent (3.0%). 
On or before December 19, 2003, a supplemental 
Cost-of-Living payment in the amount of $600 will 
be paid to each employee on the active payroll or 
approved leave of absence of less than one year on 
December 6, 2003, who has completed the proba-
tionary period. 
Effective March 6, 2004, employees on the active 
payroll or approved leave of absence shall receive a 
three percent (3.0%) General Wage Increase. The 
maximums for all classifications shall also be 
increased by three percent (3.0%). 
On or before December 17, 2004, a supplemental 
Cost-of-Living payment in the amount of $600 will 
be paid to each employee on the active payroll or 
approved leave of absence of less than one year on 
December 4, 2004, who has completed the proba-
tionary period. 
The COLA Supplemental Payment may be deferred 
to the Hourly Savings Plan Plus upon completion of 
the appropriate form. 
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SUPPLEMENT "A 
(EFFECTIVE April 29, 2002) 
FACTORY JOB CLASSIFICATIONS 
AND LABOR GRADES 
(Alphabetical) 
Labor 
Code Job Classification Title Grade 
350-3 Air Conditioning Mechanic 18 
399-3 Aircraft Electrical Checkout Mechanic 15 
561 -3 Aircraft Preparation Attendant 6 
576-3 Apprentice - Aircraft Systems Mechanic ' 
357-3 Apprentice • Electronic Systems * 
578-3 Apprentice - Tooting * 
359-3 AssembJer - Precision and Sheet Metal 11 
622-3 Assembler/Repairer/Reworker 
Product Support 13 
351 -3 Assembler/Reworker/Checkout/ 
Welder-Product Support 16 
542-3 Assembly Worker - Structures 7 
606-3 Assembly Worker - Structures Senior 11 
448-3 Automated Machines Maintenance Mechanic . 18 
372-3 Cable Assembler 10 
374-3 Carpenter/Painter 17 
374-4 Carpenter/Cabinet Maker/Woodworker -
Production B 8 
376-3 Chauffeur 9 
483-3 Controlled Materials Crib Attendant 10 
407-3 Controls/Fabrication/Structures 
Development Mechanic 16 
383-3 Crane Rigger 11 
583-3 Crater - Shipping 11 
613-3 Decal Applier 7 
385-3 Detail Assembler 5 
396-3 Electrical and Electronics Mechanic 11 
395-3 Electrical Development Mechanic 17 
397-3 Electrical Wiring Fabricator 7 
644-3 Electrician Helper - Maintenance 5 
369-3 Electronic Systems Experimental Mechanic . 14 
368-3 Electronic Systems Experimental Technician . 18 
506-3 Electronic Systems Technician - Flight 18 
400-3 Electronics Maintenance Mechanic Trainee . . . ." 




CQd<5 Job Classification Title Grade. 
588-3 Engineering Equipment Operator 14 
402-3 Engineering Instrument Certification 
Lab Tech 18 
398-3 Extrusion Cell Operator 13 
531-3 Fabrication Parts Former 13 
406-3 Fabrication Robot Cell Operator 11 
366-3 Final Aircraft Painter 9 
410-3 Firefighter H 
439-3 Fire Prevention Inspector 14 
417-3 Flight Line/Test Electrician 18 
415-3 Flight Line/Test Mechanic 18 
594-3 Fuel Storage-Transport Operator 13 
418-3 Fueling Equipment Mechanic 17 
572-3 Functional Test Equipment Builder A 18 
572-4 Functional Test Equipment Builder B 12 
580-3 Functional Test Equipment Builder - Trainee . 8 
421-3 Grinder - Precision 16 
422-3 Grinder - Tool and Cutter 17 
419-3 Hazardous Waste Worker 14 
426-3 HeatTreater 14 
432-3 Hydraulic Bench Assembler 11 
429-3 Hydraulic-Plumbing-Controls 
Checkout Mechanic 15 
430-3 Hydraulic and Plumbing Development 
Mechanic 17 
645-3 Industrial Electronics/Electrical Technician . . 18 
586-3 tndust Instrument/Electron Test Equipt Tech .18 
434-4 Industrial Instrument Technician B 12 
604-3 Industrial Waste Treatment Plant Operator . . 1 6 
616-3 Inspector - Electronic Systems 18 
618-3 Inspector - Experimental 17 
640-3 Inspector - Fabrication/Processing 13 
632-3 Inspector - Flight 18 
623-3 Inspector - Hydraulic and 
Electrical Bench Test 15 
635-3 Inspector - Machined Parts 18 
627-3 Inspector - Magnetic and 
Fluorescent Penetrant 12 
624-3 Inspector - Nondestructive Test 18 





Cocle Job Classification Title Grade 
629-3 Inspector - Precision and 
Electrical Assemblies 13 
630-3 Inspector - Precisian Gauge and Instrument . 18 
633-3 Inspector - Receiving and Shipping 14 
435-3 Inspector - Structures/Paint 16 
641-3 Inspector - Tool/Liaison - Trainee * 
643-3 inspector - Trainee * 
639-3 Inspector - Ultrasonic 14 
617-3 Inspector - Welded Parts 15 
437-3 Integral Wing Tank Sealer 15 
440-3 Jig and Fixture Builder A 18 
574-3 Laboratory Instrumentation/Flight 
Test Elect Tech 18 
646-3 Lineman 18 
444-3 Locksmith 15 
453-3 Machinist - Boring 16 
525-3 Machinist - CNC Mill 17 
457-3 Machinist - Drill 13 
441-3 Machinist - Engine and Turret Lathe - CNC . . 17 
450-3 Machinist - General 18 
523-3 Machinist - MiH/Machine Tools Set-up 16 
427-3 Machinist - Spar/Skin Mill 16 
451-3 Main Frame Rework Mechanic A 12 
648-4 Maintenance Electrician B 13 
601-3 Maintenance Pipe Welder 15 
558-3 Maintenance Service Worker 4 
474-3 Manufacturing Experimental Mechanic 12 
509-3 Manufacturing Experimental 
Tech/Research Mech 17 
461-3 Mason and Plasterer/Concrete Finisher 14 
682-3 Material Controller 9 
463-3 Mechanic - Automotive 17 
459-3 Mechanic - Maintenance Trainee * 
466-3 Metal Worker - Bench 13 
608-3 Microcircuit Fabricator 9 
610-3 Milling Machine Operator - CNC 13 
470-3 Model Builder - Wind Tunnel 18 
508-3 Model Builder - Wind Tunnel - Trainee 7 
649-3 Motor Rewinder A 18 




Code Job Classification Title Grade 
477-3 Office Machines Mechanic 17 
478-3 Oiler - Maintenance 11 
480-3 Overhead Stacker Crane Operator 11 
367-3 Painter - Finish 13 
520-3 Parts Indentifier 5 
438-3 Plant Service Worker 3 
536-3 Plant Stationary Engineer 17 
471-3 Plaster, Plastic and Template Toolmaker . . . . 18 
487-3 Plastic and Composite Parts Fabricator A . . . 15 
487-4 Plastic Parts Fabricator B 10 
403-3 Plater 9 
489-3 Plumber - Maintenance 18 
488-3 Power Plant Test Mechanic 12 
494-3 Power Sweeper Operator 5 
551-4 Power Trucker B 4 
495-3 Precision and Fabrication Aids Mechanic . . . 1 6 
532-3 Press Operator - Fluid Form 14 
353-3 Printed Wiring Board Assembler 8 
354-3 Printed Wiring Board Processor 10 
597-3 Processing Equipment Serviceman 14 
555-3 Production Worker 4 
503-3 Propeller Service Mechanic 12 
509-4 Research Mechanic B 13 
512-3 Rotary Shaper Operator 11 
516-3 Router/Punch-Nibbler Oper-CNC 12 
519-3 Saw Mechanic 14 
524-3 Sewing Machine Operator 7 
621-3 Sheet Metal Cell Operator 13 
526-3 Sheet Metal Operator 8 
529-3 Sheet Metal Worker - Maintenance 18 
589-3 Shot-Peening Machine Operator 12 
530-3 Sign Painter - Maintenance 13 
533-3 Silk Screen Person 14 
380-3 Special Technology Finisher/Coater 17 
381-3 Special Technology Finisher/Coater - Trainee . 13 
527-3 Speedy Drill Oper - Automated 12 
534-3 Spinning Lathe Operator 14 
535-3 Spot Welder 10 
539-3 Stretch Wrap-Forming Operator . 13 
545-3 Tool and Die Maker A 18 
547-3 Tool Design Technician 16 




Code Job Classification Title Grade 
554-3 Tool Maker - Trainee 10 
591-3 Tool Repairer 13 
548-3 Trimmer 15 
549-3 Truck Crane Operator 13 
550-3 Truck Driver - General 13 
559-3 Tube Bend Data Processor & Setup 
Mechanic 13 
565-3 Welder - Aircraft - Combination 15 
566-3 Welder - Maintenance 15 
587-3 Welder - Tooling 15 
596-3 Yard Conductor 14 
FIELD DUTY ASSIGNMENT CODE 
Employees assigned to Field Duty shall have the fourth digit 
of the code listed for their classification in this Supplement 
designated by the number (9) for the period during which 
they are on such assignment. During such assignment their 
base rate shall be adjusted upward in the amount of thirty-
five cents (35ct) per hour. Upon return from such assign-
ment, their normal base rate shall be established. 
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(EFFECTIVE April 29, 2002) 
TECHNICAL AND OFFICE JOB 
CLASSIFICATIONS AND LABOR GRADES 
(Alphabetical) 
Labor 
£gg§ Job Classification Title Gratfe 
653-3 Accountant - General/Cashier 12 
657-3 Advance Materials Checker 14 
658-3 Aircraft Delivery 12 
885-3 Automated Wiring Data Systems Clerk 7 
848-3 Automotive Parts Attendant 13 
866-3 Benefits Assistant 11 
842-3 Bindery Worker 9 
837-3 Blueprint Control Clerk 7 
800-3 Clerical Typist 7 
883-3 Communications Center Classified 
Document Asst 9 
882-3 Conservation Liaison Investigator 14 
746-3 Customer Prop Processing & Disp Analyst . . 15 
721-3 Data Conversion Specialist 14 
850-3 Data Entry Operator 8 
811-3 Data Processing Specialist 17 
673-3 Department Clerk - Stenographer 8 
670-3 Digitizing/Nesting System Operator 16 
692-3 Engineering Parts Lister 10 
680-3 Engineering Project Clerk 7 
681-3 Engineering Status Clerk 8 




GojSe job Classification Title grafle 
879-3 General Clerk 3 
691-3 Group Insurance Claims Processor 9 
893-3 Identification Clerk 8 
687-3 Illustrator 12 
767-3 Industrial Photographer 15 
780-3 Industrial Radiographer 15 
826-3 Inspector - Tool/Liaison 18 
717-3 Instrumentation Crib Operator 8 
758-3 Labor Distribution Accountant 13 
725-3 Library Attendant ' 7 
701-3 Logistic Support Analyst 18 
722-3 Machine Tool Programmer 18 
729-3 Machine Tool Programming Technician . . . . 14 
710-3 Machine Tool Programming Trainee * 
727-3 Mail Sorter/Distributor 6 
871-3 Maintenance Procurement Specialist 16 
743-3 Maintenance Service Clerk 9 
872-3 Maintenance Service Dispatcher 16 
711-3 Manuals Production Assistant 9 
712-3 Manufacturing Document Processor 9 
839-3 Manufacturing Records Planner 16 
773-3 Manufacturing Records Reconciler 11 
730-3 Manufacturing Scheduler 14 
734-3 Material Estimator/Scheduler 11 
738-3 Material Procurement - Maintenance 11 
841-3 Material Review Board Investigator 16 
742-3 Material Service Worker 4 
747-3 Medical Records Clerk 6 
749-3 Medical Technician 14 
748-3 Medical Technologist 18 
750-3 Messenger - Mail 1 
772-3 Micrographics Technician 12 
713-3 Numerical Control Computer Systems 
Attendant 10 
779-3 Orderwriter 11 




Code Job Classification Title grade 
756-3 Package Messenger 5 
762-3 Paymaster Clerk 9 
759-3 Payroll Processing Accountant 13 
771-3 Photographic Supply Person 6 
775-3 Price Estimator 12 
781-3 Purchase Order Processing Clerk 7 
880-3 Receiving Audit and Processing Clerk 6 
792-3 Records Center Technician 9 
675-3 Reproduction Equipment Operator 7 
788-3 Safety and Industrial Hygiene Technician . . . 11 
789-3 Secretary 10 
704-3 Spares Procurement/Customer 
Property Clerk 9 
897-3 Special Trainee * 
797-3 Standard Tool Reconditioning Analyst 14 
726-3 Switchboard Operator/Receptionist 7 
814-3 Technical Illustrator 17 
817-3 Termination and Surplus Material Clerk . . . . 10 
821-3 Tool Designer 18 
827-3 Tool Planner 18 
828-3 Tool Planning Clerk 8 
830-3 Tool Planning Trainee 14 
824-3 Tool Procurement Analyst 16 
868-3 Tooling Process Surveyor 18 
875-3 Transportation Equipment Dispatcher 12 
832-3 Travel Reservation Clerk 7 
834-3 Typist 1 
745-3 Typographic Technician 11 
"Not in Labor Grade Structure 
FIELD DUTY ASSIGNMENT CODE 
Employees assigned to Field Duty shall have the fourth digit 
of the code listed for their classification in this Supplement 
designated by the number (9) for the period during which 
they are on such assignment. During such assignment their 
base rate shall be adjusted upward in the amount of thirty-
five cents (35c) per hour. Upon return from such assignment, 







LOCAL LODGE 709 
JOINT STATEMENT OF POLICY FOR 
APPLICATION OF JOB DESCRIPTIONS 
The following basic principles governed the preparation of 
these descriptions; these same principles are to govern 
their use; 
1, The title selected for an occupation and/or classifi-
cation is that which most clearly indicates the general 
nature and character of the work performed, and yet 
serves to set the occupation and/or classification apart 
from others described. 
2. The Occupational Summary developed for each 
occupation is a brief description of the occupation as 
a whole, the purpose of which is to set it forth in sep-
aration from other occupations. 
3. The job description describes typical and normal 
requirements. These requirements are characteristic of 
the job and illustrate a level of difficulty of work and are 
not intended to list or describe all work operations 
done within the classification. These requirements may 
not fit a(i specific individual work assignments, as the 
description when written was stated so as to be broad 
enough to include all variations of work in the occupa-
tion and/or classification as it existed throughout the 
Company. 
4, The work operations, duties and other distinguishing 
characteristics described in a job description are those 
which are performed under guidance or instruction 




5. The descriptions were prepared on the basis: 
a. That as a part ot promotional procedure a work-
er may occasionally perform some of the work of 
higher-rated jobs under close guidance and 
instructions in order to qualify for advancement. 
b. That a worker performs the work of iower-rated 
jobs when required. 
c. That the normal duties of any worker may 
include assistance to other workers on work oper-
ations, and 
d. That normal job relationships between workers 
include giving guidance and instruction to each 
other, as long as such guidance and instruction is 
not extended to conflict with the duties of a Lead. 
6. The job description is written to define and illustrate 
the job standard to be established and as such shall be 
interpreted and applied in its entirety as a composite 
picture of the job requirements. This means that the 
Occupational Summary, Work Performed, (Typical 
Materials, Tools and Equipment Used, when appli-
cable) and Knowledge and Ability Required, 
all must be considered in arriving at the proper 
classification. 
In order to secure, or hold the classification, the 
employee must be assigned regularly and consistently 
to that work which distinguishes the occupation and 
classification from other occupations and classifica-
tions. An employee's classification shall be deter-
mined in the light of the overall requirements for knowl-
edge, ability and skill necessary to perform his regularly 
assigned duties. In making this determination, duties 
that are performed infrequently or rarely shall not be 
considered or made the basis of granting the higher 
classification. This would not be applicable, however, 
to intermittent duties of a higher level to which the 
employee is specifically assigned in an area where the 
prevailing day to day routine may fall in lower level 
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requirements. If the employee on such an assignment 
is expected to possess and apply the knowledge, skill 
and ability necessary for performance of the higher 
level work, he is entitled to the higher classification 
even though the majority of his work time may be 
spent on the lower level work. In such a case the 
employee is assigned to bring to the job the higher 
skills which he is expected to use as requirements 
demand. 
To cite examples: 
a. An employee on a jig where Assembly Workers-
Structures are working, is assigned the responsibility 
and is retained in the group for the specific purpose 
of working off difficult M.C.N.'s and difficult 
reworks. His other daily activities are no different 
from that of the remaining employees on the 
assembly. The employee has had only three diffi-
cult rework jobs in three weeks and four difficult 
M.C.N.'s in the last month. This employee is prop-
erly classified as an Assembly Worker-Structures 
Senior due to his assigned responsibility of per-
forming, as requirements demanded, difficult 
structures work on the assembly. 
b. At a production rate of one ship every two 
weeks, assume that the ship's hydraulic system 
requires two days for checkout. Assignment to this 
work would require classification as a Hydraulic 
and Plumbing Controls Checkout Mechanic. 
7. The job descriptions herein referred to are of a com-
posite nature and do thereby not require an individual 
employee to perform all of the work therein mentioned. 
8. The job descriptions are not intended for, and should 
not be confused with operation sheets, work instruc-
tions, or work assignment sheets, etc. 
9. The classifications assigned in the initial application 
of these descriptions shall be taken as generally 
indicative of the proper future application of such 
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descriptions. This statement, however, is not intended 
to approve any misclassification, nor is it intended to 
bar correct classification of any work or any employee, 
subject to the limitation set forth below, or to bar griev-
ances alleging improper classification, subject to the 
limitation set forth below. During the life of this 
Agreement the classification held by an employee as 
of the effective date of this Agreement shall be the 
classification which such employee shall continue to 
hold unless and until there is either a change in the 
duties such employee performs or such employee is 
assigned to a different job. This provision does not 
mean that other employees assigned the same duties 
after the effective date of this Agreement shall be enti-
tled to be so classified. Nothing stated herein modifies 
in any way the provisions set forth in Article IV, Section 
3, 9, 10, and 11, and nothing stated herein shall pre-
vent assignment of such employee to a different job 
where different duties are performed. 
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A GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND PHRASES 
AS USED IN LOCKHEED MARTIN 
AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS 
FACTORY JOB DESCRIPTIONS 
In preparation of the job descriptions the following terms 
and words are given definition and meaning to clearly indi-
cate the common and consistent interpretation to be 
placed in them by all persons using the descriptions. 
The meaning of words and phrases not included in this 
Glossary shall be as defined by Webster's Collegiate 
Dictionary. 
Adapts: 
Means to utilize for other purposes than originally intended. 
Angle, Compound: 
Means the angle between the two non-coinciding sides of 
two oblique angles which are in different planes and have 
a vertex and one side in common. Making a compound 
angle usually presents a coordinating tolerance problem 
since it results from the holding within tolerances of two 
adjoining component angles. 
As Required: 
Means performance of work operations if and when such 
are necessary, as long as they are within the level of diffi-
culty described. 
Authorized Document: 
Means any type of document which is used by the 
Company to transmit to the worker what is to be done, and 
how it is to be done, and/or what specifications or require-
ments are applicable to the work. 
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Blueprints, Assembly and Installation: 
Are blueprints which provide information for the installation 
and/or assembly of fabricated and accessory parts into an 
assembly. 
Blueprints, Detail: 
Are any class of blueprints which give necessary detailed 
information for fabricating one or more parts. 
Blueprints, Detail Assembly: 
Are blueprints which provide information for assembling 
parts together with the necessary information for making 
some or all of the individual parts. 
Check, Functional: 
Means to determine or ascertain whether a unit of or por-
tion of a system performs the function for which it is 
intended and whether rework or alteration is required. 
Check Out, Operational: 
Means making a complete check of an entire completed 
independent system to determine if rework or alteration is 
necessary. 
Contour: 
Means a curved surface having radii of different lengths all 
of which lie in parallel planes or the same plane, such 
planes being perpendicular to the curved surface, or a 
curved line having radii of different lengths all of which are 
in the same plane. The surface of a cone or section there-
on, a typical airfoil surface, the curved edge of a profiled 
plate and the curved layout line guiding the making of a 
router block are examples. Contour surfaces composed of 
sections of cylinders and edges whose profile is a section 
of a circle are excluded since the radii are the same length. 
Contour Compound: 
Means a curved surface having radii of different lengths 




Means a contour that reverses its curvature so that it has 
both concave and convex portions. 
Coordinated Tolerances, Coordinated Dimensions: 
These expressions are used only when exacting tolerances 
are implied. It should be understood that the mere location 
of a point by two or more reference dimensions does not 
in itself mean that the dimensions themselves are coordi-
nated. An example of truly coordinated dimensions is 
shown in the following: The precision dimensions between 
two holes must be held while at the same time the preci-
sion dimensions locating each of the holes must also be 
held with respect to another reference point or line. 
Detait Bench Assembly: 
Detail Bench Assembly is that type and size of assembly 
work where size of parts, jigs and fixtures allows their 
being worked on a bench. Floor type jigs of similar size are 
included. 
Develops, Development: 
Means to develop information and/or build or make new 
parts, assemblies and installations or patterns, and tooling 
where exercise of a thorough knowledge of the shop 
theory involved is necessary and further is a recognizably 
difficult assignment which is characterised by requiring 
ingenuity {skill in devising) and originality (creative in doing) 
to accomplish the assignment satisfactorily. 
Fabricates Completely: 
Means to perform all necessary fabrication operations 
required to produce a finished article ready for use in an 
assembly, airplane or the plant. 
Fixtures: 
Refers to holding, production, or established fixtures, or 
standard tooling designed to hold, align, or coordinate 
workpiece for machining, fabrication, installation, assem-




Includes those portable tools used by hand by the work-
man in the norma) performance of duties and tasks of the 
occupation in which he works, 
Helps: 
Means to assist or aid an employee in the performance of 
the duties as set up in the particular job description where 
the phrase exists. The assisting worker is not expected to 
work wholly independently but rather cooperatively and, 
further, is entitled to, and should receive, the guidance and 
instructions considered usual and normal under these cir-
cumstances. 
Improvises: 
Means to contrive or make use of makeshift tooling and/or 
methods to meet immediate needs or requirements. 
Improvise Shop Aids (etc.) to Facilitate Fabrication, 
Assembly, and/or Installation as Required: 
This does not mean to go into a tool making program or to 
conflict with the duties of those engaged in tool making 
occupations. 
Knowledge, Complete: 
Means full understanding of, and ability to apply, all facts 
that must normally be known by the worker in the occupa-
tion. 
Knowledge, Elementary: 
Means that the employee is not expected to carry out the 
technical functions of his classification completely without 
guidance from supervision or more senior fellow workmen. 
Knowledge of: 
Means knowledge of the inherent elements or details of a 





Means the marking of points and lines which will deter-
mine the exact location and/or dimensions of the part, 
tool, or assembly. 
May: 
When used as the first word of a sentence or phrase, 
means that the function is performed by some of the per-
sonnel holding the classification or, that the function is 
occasionally performed, but is not a requisite for the clas-
sification. 
May Furnish Information to Authorized Liaison 
Personnel, Regarding Defective Parts, Tooling or 
Assemblies or Incorrect Assembly Sequence: 
This phrase starting with the word "may" (see definition 
above) is merely recognition that on some job details a 
worker is in a better position to give information than any 
one else. Such information should be given only at request 
of his supervision. 
May Suggest Changes in Instatlation to Engineers or 
Others and Assist Them in Interpreting and Applying 
Customer Specifications Relating to Armament: 
"May Suggest", when used in a statement of this type, is 
not compulsory, but of an optional nature. 
Points Out Need for Tooling, Part, or Installation 
Corrections: 
a. This phrase is intended to cover suggestions by 
the employee to the lead or supervisor as to how 
to do the job better, easier or quicker, and is 
optional and not compulsory, or 
b. This phrase is intended to cover the worker's 
responsibility to show or give information as to 
faulty parts, tools, or practices. The worker is 




(Airplane Components, or Assemblies.) An inclusive term 
covering various finishes, etc., such as: anodizing, cadmi-
um plating, etching, painting, oiling, passivating, fabric 
doping, chromodizing, pickling, plating, degreasing, sand-
blasting and similar operations which do not change the 
basic structure of the materials processed. 
Production Illustrations: 
Are blueprints or sketches which are used as an aid in 
visualizing parts and/or their assembly and are usually iso-
metric, perspective, pictorial or third angle projection 
drawings or photographs. 
Removal and Rework of Aircraft Power Plants: 
This means to remove and undress the power plant, to 
rework the removed parts and reinstall such as carbure-
tors, governors, fuel, oil and injection pumps, starters, 
generators, manifold pressure regulators, ignition harness, 
spark plugs, etc. It does not mean the reworking of the 
engine. 
Rework: 
Means that type and kind of work, including pickup, involv-
ing disassembly, modification, repair, and/or rebuilding of 
any part, assembly, or installation as set forth and 
described in the Work Performed section of the job 
description within the limits of the occupation or classifi-
cation in which the rework is to be performed. 
Set-Up, Sets Up: 
Includes the various necessary physical work operations 
or steps, (other than layout) which must be accomplished 
before actual fabrication can proceed. Set-up of machines 
or equipment might include such operations as selecting 
and aligning proper tooling, positioning and securing 
material, and setting speeds, feeds, stroke, travel, 
pressure, flow, etc. In most assembly operations set-up 
(e.g., positioning parts, obtaining parts) is so closely inter-
mingled with fitting and joining together that set-up is not 
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customarily designated as such. This is generally true of 
operations where machine operation is not the primary job 
factor. 
Shop Mathematics: 
Is that form of mathematics normally used by shop work-
men in the performance of the duties of the occupation in 
which he works. 
Shop Mathematics, Including Trigonometry: 
Means the use of trigonometry to solve any problem that 
may arise in the work to which assigned. 
Shop Practice: 
Means the generally accepted method of performing a 
basic, common, or usual operation under specified condi-
tions. It covers the knowledge which is common to the 
occupation itself and to most manufacturing shops using 
the operation under consideration. Besides knowledge 
and ability to use required hand tools and equipment, it 
includes knowledge of general safety practices, conduct, 
rules o( cleanliness, neatness, good housekeeping and 
care of equipment. When used in the phrase "shop prac-
tices and procedure", practice need not imply other than 
practice or methods learned or acquired at the Company. 
Shop Theory: 
Implies a knowledge of "why" as well as "how" a given 
task should be done. It implies a real understanding of the 
diversity of work in an occupation, of the capacities and 
limitations of machines used, and of the skills involved. It 
is acquired by a combination of observation, experience 
and schooling. 
Tolerances, Close: 
Means those tolerances which are held by the machine, 
operator and/or fixture without great or special care, effort 
or skill on the part of the workman. This term expresses a 
level of difficulty rather than preciseness of linear, angular 




Means those tolerances which require special care and 
attention on the part of a skilled workman to obtain or hold. 
These tolerances would be difficult, if not impossible, for a 
semi-skilled or unskilled workman to hold consistently at a 
good production rate. This term expresses a level of diffi-
culty rather than a preciseness of linear, angular or other 
measurement. 
When So Assigned: 
Means that the work operation, function or job duty is usu-
ally and normally performed after or as a direct result of an 
order, work assignment or request from recognized super-
visory personnel. Means an occasional or incidental job 
requirement. 
Where Complete Information Is Not Readily Available: 
a. This phrase is not to be interpreted as requiring 
the worker to develop his own information, except 
for such information which falls into the category 
of acceptable shop practice. 
b. Where this phrase is used in a job description it 
is understood that all workers in the classification 
wiil work under these conditions as required. 
With or Without the Aid of Tooling: 
This phrase means that in some cases where tooling does 
not exist or is faulty, the worker may be required to work 
around such a condition. At times when this condition 
does not exist the worker may still hold the classification, 
provided other qualifying factors of the classification are 
present in the job. 
Work from Production, Pre-Release, Check, Detail, 
Assembly and Installation Blueprints, D.A.T.'s, 
Sketches, or Other Authorized Documents: 
This statement when used in a job description does not 
mean that a worker must have a complete knowledge of all 
the above-mentioned documents, but only to the extent of 
the difficulty described in the description where used. 
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Works with Authorized Liaison Personnel as Necessary 
(or When Required): 
a. This phrase is intended to cover situations such as when 
trouble develops on a job the worker goes to his lead or 
supervisor who in turn may call in a liaison man, and then 
the worker, being more familiar with the job, will cooperate 
with the liaison man to straighten out the trouble. 
b. Under this phrase it is not intended that workers are to 
contact or to be contacted by liaison men, except through 
their supervisor. 
It is understood that all statements used in specific job 
descriptions are to be interpreted on the basis of the level 
of difficulty contained in the respective descriptions. 
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A GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND PHRASES AS USED 
IN LOCKHEED MARTIN AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS 
TECHNICAL AND OFFICE JOB DESCRIPTIONS 
In preparation of the job descriptions the following terms 
and words are given definition and meaning to clearly indi-
cate the common and consistent. interpretation to be 
placed in them by all persons using the descriptions. 
The meaning of words and phrases not included in this 
Glossary shall be as defined by Webster's Collegiate 
Dictionary. 
As Required: 
Means performance of work operations if and when such 
are necessary, as long as they are within the level of diffi-
culty described. 
Assists (Helps): 
Means to assist or aid an employee in the performance of 
the duties as set up in the particular job description where 
the phrase exists. The assisting worker is not expected to 
work wholly independently but rather cooperatively and, 
further, is entitled to, and should receive, the guidance and 
instructions considered usual and normal under these cir-
cumstances. 
Basic Knowledge: 
To know the fundamental principles and operations of a 
specific job or function, but does not require the ability to 
apply such knowledge. 
Check: 
A clerical function of examining and comparing facts, figures 
or other data to determine completeness and accuracy. 
Determine: 
To choose, judge, or decide; to select pertinent data or 




To introduce by a first act; originate; begin. 
Knowledge: 
To know and understand the principles, operations, and 
procedures required of a specific job or function and the 
ability to apply such knowledge to the performance of the 
specified job. 
Liaison: 
The act of investigating problems, coordination activities 
and contacting personnel with a view to arriving at mutu-
ally acceptable agreements, changes, etc. 
Material: 
Used to designate raw stock or purchased items which 
must be subjected to processes of manufacture before use 
in an airplane. 
May: 
When used as the first word of a sentence or phrase, 
means that the function is performed by some of the 
personnel holding the classification or, that the function 
is occasionally performed, but is not a requisite for the 
classification, 
Process: 
Receive forms or documents, check to determine that 
necessary information is shown, make records from or 
add any required data to document, and send to next 
destination. 
Reconcile: 
To bring into agreement. To check (as facts, figures, 
accounts, etc.) one against another and make, or arrange 





To examine, select, and check data, and determine the 
accuracy and/or adequacy of the information contained. 
When Assigned: 
Means that the work operation, functions or job duties are 
usually and normally performed after, or, as a direct result, 
of an order, work assignment or request from recognized 
supervisory personnel. 
Working Knowledge: 
To know or understand the fundamental principles and 
operations of a specific job or function and the ability to 
apply that knowledge as a minimum requirement for the 
performance of the given job. 
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Letters of Procedure and Understanding 
CODE SUBJECT 
1. Payment of the Difference Between the Amount of 
Weekly Disability Benefit Paid Under Georgia 
Workman's Compensation Law and the Amount of 
Weekly Disability Benefit Payable for Non-
Occupational Illness or Injury Under the Lockheed 
Employees' Group Insurance Plan. 
2. Uniform Items Furnished Firefighters. 
3. Eligibility and Work Week Assignment of Stewards in 
the Fire Department. 
4. Method of Riling Vacancies in the Fire Department. 
5. Clarification of Article IV, Section 1, Paragraph (1) 
With Regard to Transfer of Employees to Another 
Plant or Division Who Are Later Transferred Back to 
the Marietta Plant. 
7. Pay for Weekend Overtime Worked by an Employee 
in His Old Department When a Change in Status is 
Effective or\ Saturday. 
9. Rate Establishment Upon Promotion or Rehire to 
Formerly Held Job, and Savings Plan and Group 
Insurance Participation for Rehires. 
11. Recall Rights of Downgraded Probationary 
Employees. 
14. Shift Transfer. 
15. Authorization of Time Off the Job for the Steward and 
for the Handling of Emergency Situations Under 
Certain Conditions. 
16. Inclement Weather - Flight Line Employees. 
17. Department and Shift Placement for Prolonged Leave 
of Absence Returnees. 
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18. Assignment of Certain Assembly and Installation 
Work on Production Aircraft to Certain Job 
Classifications. 
19. Special Departmental Union Representation to be 
Afforded Employees Represented by Aeronautical 
Machinist Local Lodge 709 in the Event They Are 
Being Given a Disciplinary Suspension. 
19A. Special Departmental Union Representation. 
20. Performance of Certain Work of the Mechanic-
Maintenance Classification by Employees Classified 
as Welder-Maintenance. 
21. Placement Request and Bypass Notification. 
23. Field Duty. 
24. Attendance Irregularities - Sick Leave. 
26. Informational Meetings. 
27. Scheduling of Split Vacations. 
28. Leave of Absence Conditions for Union Officials. 
29. Nullifying Discipline. 
30. Union Security. 
31. Use of Part-Time Employees. 
32. Employees in Trainee Classification. 
33. Refusal of Recall. 
35. Retirement Agreement. 
36. Union Orientation New Employees. 
37. New Technology. 
38. Return of Employees Who Take Disability (Total and 
Permanent) Retirement Upon Sufficient Recovery. 
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39. Consideration of Experience of an Employee 
Removed From a Job Classification Through the 
Arbitration Process. 
40. Posting and Filling Trainee Openings. 
41. Payment of Union Senior Board Member for Work 
Performed Regarding Employee Benefits. 
42. Alternate Recall. 
43. Quality Letter. 
44. Training for Employees in Jobs Combined in 1989, 
1993, 1996, 1999 or 2002 Negotiations. 
45. Recall/Retreat Rights to Previously Held Jobs 
Combined During 1989, 1993, 1996, 1999 or 2002 
Negotiations. 
49. Facilities Subcontract Review Meetings. 
50. Substantial Change Grievance Procedure. 
52. Union Security and Rights of Employees 
53. Functioning of the General Safety Committee. 
54. Seniority Ordering of Employees Hired the Same Day. 
55. Testing and Proficiency Demonstrations. 
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1 December 13, 1971 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
932 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
The original letter of understanding dated June 11, 1958, 
from Jack W. Farnell, Labor Relations Manager, to Mr. E. A. 
Demcheck, President, Aeronautical Industrial District 
Lodge 33, and included in the 1968 Agreement as Code 1, 
Supplement "F", Letters of Procedure and Understanding, 
is continued as follows with the underlined addition under 
paragraph "b" included to reflect the actual practice as 
agreed upon. 
"This letter agreement is written to confirm the under-
standing reached following the 1958 negotiations 
regarding the payment of the difference between the 
amount of weekly disability benefit paid under Georgia 
Workmen's Compensation laws and the amount of 
weekly disability benefit payable for non-occupational 
illness or injury under the Lockheed Employees' Group 
Insurance Plan. 
"This provision, which is a part of the Memorandum of 
Understanding in the 1957 Company-Union 
Agreement was inadvertently omitted from the 
Memorandum of Understanding in the 1958 Company-
Union Agreement and reads as follows: 
a. Change the definition of "Dependents" in the 
Group Insurance Plan for Dependents to refer to 
"spouse" rather than "wife." 
b. Provide for payment of the difference between 
the amount of weekly disability benefit paid under 
Georgia Workmen's Compensation laws and the 
amount of weekly disability benefit payable for 
non-occupational illness or injury under the 
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Lockheed Employees' Group Insurance Plan. 
Such payment will be made for not to exceed 
twenty-six (26) weeks and only for weeks the 
employee is absent from work due to such occu-
pational illness or injury and in which he draws 
weekly disability benefits under Georgia Work-
men's Compensation laws, except that any 
amount up to the full amount payable for weekly 
disability benefits will be made for the first week of 
disability if it is not payable under Workmen's 
Compensation. This provision will be applicable 
only to employees insured under the Lockheed 
Employees' Group Insurance Plan. 
"As agreed, it is the intent of the Company to continue 
for the duration of the present Agreement, the practice 
established as the result of inclusion of the above pro-
vision in the 1957 Company-Union Agreement. 
"If this represents your understanding of the agree-
ment reached, please so indicate by signing in the 
space provided below, returning one copy for our file 
and retaining one for yours. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
-Georgia Division-
s/Jack Farnell 
Jack W. Farnell 
Labor Relations Manager 
APPROVAL: s/E. A. Demcheck 
E. A. Demcheck, President 
Aeronautical Industrial 
District Lodge 33" 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
J. R. Akins 
Assistant Director of Industrial Relations 
APPROVED: 
Reeves Bowen, Jr. ^ 
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2 January 1,1978 
(Revised 2002 Negotiations) 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 Clay Street, S. E. 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
The following understanding was reached during 1977 
negotiations concerning uniform items furnished 
Firefighters and Fire Inspectors. 
The Company will issue the following items as needed 
on a replacement basis: (Replacements will cover 
tattered, significantly worn, permanently stained or 
unusable clothing.)** "(ADDED 2002 Negotiations) 
FIREFIGHTERS AND FIRE INSPECTORS 
Item Quantity 
Dress trousers (all season) 3 
Dress jacket (all season) 1 
Summer shirt (short sleeve) . . . .3 
Winter shirt (long sleeve) 3 
Cap Service 1 
Coveralls (work) 1 
"Coat (winter) 1 
'(ADDED 1980 NEGOTIATIONS) 
American flag, LM-Aero badge and sleeve patches will be 
sewn onto uniform items when they are issued. 
In addition, the Company will provide a limited number of 
coveralls in the B-4 and B-25 fire stations for the firefighters 
when they are cleaning, polishing, and servicing the fire trucks. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
s/J. R. Akins 
J. R. Akins 
Director, Labor Relations 




3 July 10, 1958 
Mr. E. A. Demcheck, President 
Aeronautical Industrial District Lodge 33 
International Association of Machinists 
112 Waverly Way 
Marietta, Georgia 
Dear Mr. Demcheck: 
This is in confirmation of an agreement reached by the 
Company and the Union in a meeting attended by S. R. 
Krysiak, W. J. Willcox and T. I. Thrasher for the Company; 
E. A. Demcheck, H. D. Galloway and G. C. Cook for the 
Union, in the Labor Relations Office on July 10, concerning 
assignment of Senior Chairmen within the Fire Department. 
It was agreed that the existing practice established under 
the joint agreement between the Company and the Union 
on May 20, 1957 is to be continued. 
Each Chairman (Group and Senior) shall be an employee, 
other than a Leadman, regularly assigned to work on the 
same shift as the employees he represents. The Senior 
Chairman will be regularly assigned to work week one (1) 
as expeditiously as practicable following receipt of notifi-
cation-by the Labor Relations Department of such status, 
The Senior Chairman, at the end of his term of office; shall 
revert to the work week which he held at the time he was 
elected Chairman. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
- Georgia Division -
s/Jack Farnell 
Jack W. Farnell 
Labor Relations Manager 
JWF/SRK:as 
APPROVED: 
s/E. A. Demcheck 
For the Union 
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4 August 18, 1965 
Mr. Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinist Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1100 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 
Dear Mr. Williams: 
This supersedes and cancels the letter of January 10, 
1963, which deals with the manner in which vacancies are 
to be filled by Firemen in the Fire and Safety Department, 
90-52, and will confirm the understanding reached by the 
Company and the Union on the filling of vacancies. 
Written requests for shift assignment will be accepted 
by the Fire Chief each month for the duration of this 
contract. Preference cards will allow employees one 
specific shift preference. Shift assignments will be 
made by the Fire Chief in accordance with shift prefer-
ence cards on file at the time of any shift reassignment. 
(A) In filling an opening on any shift, preference 
shall be given to the most senior qualified employ-
ee who has a written request card on file request-
ing the shift on which the vacancy occurs, subject 
to the limitations set forth in (H) below. 
(B) In filling a work week vacancy occurring on any 
shift which does not involve a change in manpow-
er on the shift, preference shall be given on the 
basis of seniority to the most senior qualified 
employee on the shift. The surplus employee on 
the work week where the excess exists may dis-
place the least senior of any less senior employee 
on any other work week on the shift. Additional 
vacancies or displacements thus created shall be 
filled in a like manner. 
(C) (1) If there exists a surplus on a shift which 
involves the movement of personnel to another 
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specified shift, employees on the surplus shift 
who have requests on file for the shift to which 
employees are to be moved will be allowed to 
move instead of the least senior employee on 
the shift where the surplus exists. If no 
requests as outlined above exist, the least sen-
ior employee will be moved. 
(2) In the application of (C) (1) above, if the 
employee moving from the surplus shift has 
greater seniority than an employee on any 
work week on the shift to which he is moved, 
tie may displace said employee on that work 
week.. 
(3) If an employee is displaced as in (C) (2) 
above from his work week, he will remain on 
his shift and may be placed on a work week in 
accordance with his seniority. If the employee 
has less seniority than any employee, he shall 
be placed on a work week in accordance with 
the Company's need. 
(4) In effecting the above moves, the employ-
ees on the shift where the surplus exists and 
the shift to which employees are to be moved 
are the only affected employees. 
(5) In effecting these shift moves, the limita-
tions of (H) below apply. On filling of work 
week vacancies only, the limitations in item (H) 
do not apply. 
(D) In filling any vacancies as a result of the 
employee's request, the employee will take any 
necessary days off to effect the reassignment; 
however, in the event that requirements are such 
that some other employee must be brought in on 
his sixth or seventh day for coverage occasioned 
by the above, the employee scheduled to take the 
time off to accomplish the move will be allowed to 
work instead of the sixth or seventh day man. This 
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will apply to the sixth and/or seventh day of the 
employee's old work week. Such time, if premium 
time for the employee making the move, will not 
be included for purposes of the normal overtime 
rotation roster. 
If an employee is moved for the convenience of the 
Company, sixth or seventh day overtime will be 
paid if such-move necessitates work on the sixth 
or seventh day for the employee being moved, 
(E) The Company shall have the right to place a 
probationary employee on any shift and work week 
for orientation and training until completion of his 
probationary period at which time a shift and work 
week vacancy will be considered to exist and will • 
be filled in the manner prescribed herein. The 
Company shall have the right at any time, during 
the employee's 90-day probationary period, to 
declare the existence of a shift and work week 
vacancy to be filled in the manner prescribed 
above; in this event the probationary employee will 
not be moved again at the expiration of his 90-day 
probationary period. 
The Company will make every reasonable effort to 
place probationary employees on other than Work 
Week 1, Day Shift, at the earliest possible date fol-
lowing hire consistent with the practical require-
ments of the Department to provide adequate 
training during the probationary period. The 
Company will not normally place more than two (2) 
probationary employees on swing shift for training 
purposes at any one time. 
(F) In effecting the reassignments, employees 
classified as Fire Inspector will be considered as a 
separate group on the basis of special qualifica-
tions. 
(G) In the event that an employee changes shifts, 
he may elect to file a new preference card. 
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(H) In the filling of shift vacancies as established by 
the Fire Chief, no more than four shift moves shall 
be made under (A) above (the initial move and 
three resultant moves). 
(() An employee filing a written request for shift 
assignment preference shall be given a written 
receipt setting forth the date the request was 
received by the Fire Chief and showing the shift 
requested. 
(J) For purposes of application of the above, an 
employee request move shall be any move result-
ing from a request from an employee where such 
moving employee obtains a choice of work week 
or shift by virtue of exercising his seniority to 
obtain such work week or shift. A Company 
request move shall be defined as a move resulting 
in the placement of an employee in a work week or 
shift vacancy where the employee did not exercise 
his seniority to obtain such vacant shift or work 
week opening. 
It is agreed that the interpretation and application of the 
provisions of Article IV, Section 10 - Filling of Shift and 
Work Week Vacancies - in the Agreement between the 
Company and the Plant Protection Lodge 615 dated 
December 21, 1971, will be binding and controlling for 
Firemen in exactly the same manner as such practice is 
applied for Guards should any question arise regarding fill-
ing of shift or work week vacancies for Firemen under the 
above-stated provisions. (PARAGRAPH REVISED 1974 
NEGOTIATIONS) 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
s/J. R. Akins 
J. R. Akins 
Labor Relations Manager 
s/Clyde Williams 
Clyde Williams, President 
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5 June 20,1960 
Mr. E. A. Demcheck, President 
Aeronautical Industrial District Lodge 33 
International Association of Machinists, 
A.F. of L-C.I.O. 
1100 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 
Dear Mr. Demcheck; 
This letter is written to clarify the meaning of Article IV, 
Section 1, paragraph (1), by answering questions raised by 
the Union Negotiating Committee during our current con-
tract negotiations. 
The latter part of this paragraph states, "An employee who 
is transferred for regular employment to another Plant or 
Division of the Corporation, who thereafter is transferred 
back from such other Plant or Division to immediate 
employment with the Marietta Plant of the Georgia 
Division, shall have seniority dating from his original hire or 
rehire." The Company's interpretation and application of 
this sentence is as follows: 
1. To be eligible to be covered by this clause, an 
employee must have been employed at the 
Marietta Plant prior to being transferred to another 
Plant or Division. 
2. Such employee upon leaving such other Plant or 
Division must be transferred to immediate employ-
ment at the Marietta Plant. This means that an 
employee would not be covered if he had been 
placed on recall at the other Plant or Division and 
was subsequently employed at the Marietta Plant. 
The employee must be transferred immediately to 
the Marietta Payroll. 
3. Such employee will not be eligible to be trans-
ferred to tf)e Marietta Plant unless all Marietta 
Plant employees who have prior rights to the job 
opening as defined in Article IV, Section 10, have 
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been given an opportunity to exercise such rights. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
- Georgia Division -
s/Jack Farnell 
Jack W. Farnell 
Labor Relations Manager 
7 October 19, 1962 
Mr. Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
1100 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 
Dear Mr. Williams: 
This is to confirm the discussion in my office between you, 
Mr. Key, Mr. Wilson and myself concerning overtime for 
employees on Saturday or Sunday. 
You will recall that I explained that under the agreement to 
pay employees on Thursday that all changes of status in 
the future, commencing about the middle of November, 
would be effective each Saturday. During the recent nego-
tiations, we agreed that overtime work on Saturday and 
Sunday would be paid a week later than at present. Our 
understanding was that the payroll would be closed at the 
end of swing shift on Friday. This, of course, envisioned 
making changes of status effective Saturday morning. By 
doing so, it is conceivable that some employee might 
allege that another employee who is transferred with a 
change of status effective Saturday was no longer in the 
affected group (releasing department) for overtime purpos-
es. As we both agreed, it was the understanding in nego-
tiations that such employee would be considered in the 
releasing department for purposes of any overtime for 
which he might be eligible. In the event such an employ-
ee is eligible and works on either Saturday or Sunday he 
will be paid the new rate of pay if higher or the rate he was 
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receiving in his old department in the event that he has 
been downgraded. 
This letter is being sent to you to assist both your staff and 
my staff in the future application of the overtime provisions 
of the Agreement. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
s/Jack W, Farnell 
Jack W. Farnell 
Labor Relations Manager 
JWF:mm 
9 October 20, 1980 
(1962 LETTER REVISED AND REWRITTEN 
1980 NEGOTIATIONS) 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
1032 Clay Street, S.E. 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
A. The policy of the Company relative to establishment 
of rates of pay for employees promoted to a job previ-
ously held will be to have their rates of pay established 
on the following basis: 
Upon promotion to a classification previously held 
wherein the employee has either continuous sen-
iority or broken seniority since previously holding 
the higher classification, such employee will 
receive his current rate, or an ingrade rate consis-
tent with the rate such employee held at the time 
he previously held such classification, whichever is 
greater. 
8. The policy of the Company relative to establishment 
of rate of pay for employees promoted to a classifica-
tion not previously held is to establish the rate at his 
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then current rate at the time of promotion, or the mini-
mum of the higher classification, whichever is greater. 
C. The rate of pay of an employee recalled under the 
provisions of Article IV, Section 4, Recall, to a previ-
ously-held classification will be established at an 
ingrade rate in line with such employee's position in 
the rate range at the time that such employee was 
downgraded. However, in the event such employee is 
recalled to the classification after holding a lateral or 
higher classification and subsequently surplused and 
not placed in the classification due to insufficient sen-
iority, such employee shall have his ingrade rate estab-
lished at the same ingrade position to which he would 
have been entitled had he been placed in the classifi-
cation at the time of the above-named surplus. 
D. Any former employee who at any time since 1950 
accumulated two years' seniority and left employment 
with any plant of the Corporation since that date, 
whether through layoff or quitting, shall upon rehire 
without seniority: 
1. Serve no waiting period for group insurance 
coverage. 
2. Be eligible for savings plan participation upon 
completion of his probationary period. 
3. If rehired in a classification held in his previous 
tenure with the Company, have his rehire rate 
established at an ingrade rate at least as high as 
the rate position held in such classification during 
the previous tenure. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
s/J. R. Akins 
J. R. Akins, Director 




11 January 9,1959 
Mr. E. A. Demcheck, President 
Aeronautical Industrial District Lodge 33 
International Association of Machinists 
112 Waverly Way 
Marietta, Georgia 
Dear Mr. Demcheck: 
This confirms the understanding reached regarding the 
matter of recall rights of employees to job classifications 
held for a portion of their probationary period and from 
which they were downgraded in lieu of layoff prior to 
acquiring seniority rights. This issue arose in connection 
with a grievance by Mr. H. G. Cagle, ST-355. 
It is agreed that from this date forward employees here-
after downgraded from an occupation in lieu of layoff dur-
ing their probationary period, and who subsequently 
acquire seniority while holding the lower classification, will 
be placed on the recall list to the classification from which 
they were downgraded during their probationary period. It 
is also understood that this agreement regarding recall 
rights does not include employees heretofore downgr-
aded in lieu of layoff during their probationary period, and 
who thereafter never held the classification from which 
they were downgraded during their probationary period. 
This agreement does not include employees laid off during 
their probationary period. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
- Georgia Division -
s/Jack W. Farnell 
Jack W. Famed 




14 July 22, 1965 
Mr. Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
1100 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 
Dear Mr. Williams: 
SUBJECT: Shift Transfers 
This letter confirms the understanding reached by the 
Company and the Union during the current contract nego-
tiations regarding shift transfers. 
A. All transfers are subject to and made on the basis of 
operational requirements of the Company. 
B. In the event it becomes necessary to transfer an 
employee from one shift to another to fill a vacancy, 
the following conditions and method of selection will 
apply. 
1. The Company shall first offer the available open-
ing to those qualified employees within the same 
classification in the department in which the open-
ing exists, in order of seniority. 
2. If an insufficient number of employees accept 
the transfer as provided in paragraph 1 above, the 
Company may then transfer the required number 
of qualified employees in inverse order of seniority 
from the classification and from within the depart-
ment where the vacancy exists and such employ-
ees shall be required to accept such a transfer. 
C. It is recognized that exceptions to the basic rule set 
forth in B above may occur where specific skills are 
needed on a particular shift. This requirement may 
result in an employee being retained or transferred out 
of sequence to the degree necessary to obtain or 
retain persons of specialized skills not possessed by 
the affected employees. 
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D. 1. Employees transferred to another shift for a 
temporary period shall be returned to their former 
shift upon completion of their assignment. The 
Company will discuss with the employees involved 
and the appropriate shop steward the reasons for 
such temporary assignment. 
2. To the maximum extent consistent with operat-
ing requirements, requested transfers will be made 
and at the earliest practicable date. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGiA COMPANY 
s/J. R. Akins 
J. R, Akins 
Labor Relations Manager 
APPROVED; 
s/C!yde Williams 
Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
15 July 22, 1965 
Mr. Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
international Association of Machinists 
1100 Ciay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 
Dear Mr. Williams: 
This is to set forth certain understandings reached regard-
ing the authorization of time off the job for the Steward for 
the handling of emergency situations under certain condi-
tions. 
it is expected that employee complaints or grievances 
shaii be handied by the Steward during the periods regu-
larly allotted by the Agreement for such matters. 
It is recognized, however, that situations sometimes occur 
which could create hardship, hazardous working condi-
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tions, or deny the employee beyond recovery his contrac-
tual rights if not handled promptly. Such situations do not 
occur very often which cannot be properly and adequate-
ly handled during regularly allotted periods. 
In those instances where It is established that a bona fide 
emergency does, in fact, exist which requires the 
Steward's attention at that particular time, he will be 
authorized the extra time off upon request to his 
Department Manager. Requests for this extra time off shall 
not unreasonably be denied, However, it is understood 
such requests for extra time off shall be maintained at an 
absolute minimum and furthermore shail be no more fre-
quent and for no longer than the immediate requirement of 
the emergency demands. 
Any question or dispute regarding this matter wilt be 
referred to the Division Manager for final determination. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
s/J. R. Akins 
J. R. Akins 
Labor Relations Manager 
APPROVED: 
s/Clyde Williams 
Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Locai Lodge 709 
16 Juiy25, 1965 
Mr. Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Locai Lodge 709 
international Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1100 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 
Dear Mr. Williams: 
SUBJECT: Inclement Weather • 
Flight Line Employees 
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This letter confirms the understanding reached by the 
Company and the Union during the current contract nego-
tiations, relative to the Company's practice of sending 
Flight Line employees home because of inclement weather. 
1. When inclement weather prevails at the start of an 
employee's shift, the Company may send him home at 
that time. If sent home, the employee is to receive four 
hours' pay. 
2. When inclement weather prevails at the start of an 
employee's shift and the employee is required to work, 
he will be retained for the entire shift. This also applies 
when inclement weather sets in subsequent to the 
start of an employee's assigned shift. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
s/J. R. Akins 
J. R. Akins 
Labor Relations Manager 
APPROVED: 
s/Clyde Williams 
Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
17 July 25, 1965 
Mr. Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1100 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 
Dear Mr. Williams: 
SUBJECT: Department and Shift 
Placement for P. A. Returnees 
This letter confirms the understanding reached between 
the Company and the Union during the current contract 
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negotiations, relative to department and shift placement 
for employees eligible to return from prolonged teave of 
absence. 
The employee shall be reinstated in his former department 
and on his former shift, provided his physical condition is 
such that he is able to perform the work, and further pro-
vided that his job classification, department, and shift are 
available to him in accordance with his seniority rights. 
The Company may offer the returning employee placement 
in an available opening elsewhere in his classification 
which the employee may accept in iieu of placement as set 
forth above. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
s/J. R Akins 
J. R. Akins 
Labor Relations Manager 
APPROVED: 
s/Clyde Williams 
Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
18 July 25, 1965 
Mr. Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1100 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 
Dear Mr. Williams: 
This represents a letter of understanding with regard to 
assignment of certain assembly and installation work on 
production aircraft to certain job classifications. 
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Affected job descriptions and their application in accor-
dance with Supplement "C" notwithstanding, the 
Company shall assign to employees classified in existing 
assembly jobs in Labor Grade 11 the assembly and/or 
installation of functional or structural items planned for 
installation or assembly on production aircraft models, 
including and following commencement of the manufac-
turing assembly sequence point known as major body 
mate (as distinguished from major section mate). Such 
work to be reassigned is further identified as any and ail 
work in the manufacturing sequence as defined heretofore 
performed directly upon the aircraft by employees classi-
fied as Structures Assembler and Assembler Installer, 
Labor Grade 7, and of the character of work as described 
by the job descriptions therefor. 
It should be understood that assignment of personnel in 
compliance with this letter, and any promotions resulting 
therefrom, shall be accomplished within 90 days following 
the effective date of the new Agreement by the depart-
ments affected, consistent with the maintenance of pro-
duction efficiency and under the provisions of the existing 
promotion procedure, 
It is estimated that approximately 600 employees will be 
affected. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
s/E. G. Mattison 
E. G. Mattison 
Director of Industrial Relations 
APPROVED: 
s/Clyde Williams 
Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 




19 July 25, 1965 
Mr. Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1100 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 
Dear Mr. Williams: 
This is to set forth certain understandings reached regard-
ing special departmental Union representation to be 
afforded employees represented by Aeronautical 
Machinists Local Lodge 709 in the event they are being 
given a disciplinary suspension. Such an employee, under 
the conditions enumerated herein, will be permitted to see 
his Steward, if the employee so requests, for a period of up 
to ten (10) minutes prior to his exit from the plant due to 
such disciplinary suspension. Supervision may elect to be 
present at such time to clarify to the Steward the reason 
for the employee's suspension. 
The criteria for determining employee entitlement to such 
special Union representation and the procedural rules to 
apply are as follows: 
(1) The employee is being suspended and escorted 
from the plant prior to the end of the shift, and hence 
will not be in a position to see his Steward during the 
period contractually allotted for the Steward to con-
duct Company-Union business under Article II, 
Section 1 (2) (a) of the Agreement. 
(2) The employee's suspension has not created an 
inflammatory situation, such as fighting or insubordi-
nation, where his continued presence in the plant can-
not be tolerated.. 
(3) At the time disciplinary suspension is decided, suf-
ficient time remains prior to the end of the shift for such 
Steward contact to be made. 
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(4) The time set forth in the first paragraph of this 
letter is not to be used for writing out a grievance, 
(5) Following such contact by the employee, as 
provided above, the Steward will return to his regular 
work assignment. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
s/J. R. Akins 
J. R. Akins 
Labor Relations Manager 
APPROVED: 
s/Ciyde Williams 
Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
19-A December 13, 1971 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
932 Glay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
SUBJECT: Special Departmental 
Union Representation 
Dear Mr. Bowen'. 
This is to set forth understandings reached regarding spe-
cial departmental Union representation to be afforded an 
employee represented by Aeronautical Machinists Local 
Lodge 709 during the administration of disciplinary action 
in the plant. Such employee may request of his Manager 
and the Manager will have his Steward present under the 
conditions enumerated herein. (LAST SENTENCE 
REVISED 1974 NEGOTIATIONS) 
(1) If the employee's offense has not created an 
inflammatory situation, such as fighting or insubordi-
nation, where his continued presence in the plant can-
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not be tolerated. 
(2) If the employee desires the presence of his 
Steward. 
(3) If there is more than one management person pres-
ent when the employee is being criticized in the 
Department Manager's office or advised that discipli-
nary action is to be taken. (REVISED 1974 NEGOTIA-
TIONS) 
(4) The Steward may be present only as an observer or 
witness. 
(5) Such Steward will return to his regular work assign-
ment immediately following such disciplinary meeting. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
J. R. Akins 
Labor Relations Manager 
JRA:cm 
APPROVED: 
Reeves Bowen, Jr. 
20 August 19, 1965 
Mr. Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
1100 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 
Dear Mr. Williams: 
This is to confirm certain understandings reached with ref-
erence to the usage of the Welder - Maintenance classifi-
cation insofar as performance of certain Maintenance 
Mechanic's work is concerned. 
These understandings were reached following discussion 
of this matter in a meeting between Messrs. George 
Alexander, H. K. Gammon, Carson Green, Clyde Williams 
and W. P. Key. 
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It is understood that (1) Welder-Maintenance employees 
may perform certain Maintenance Mechanic work which is 
directly related but incidental to their primary function of 
performing work in their own classification; (2) Welder-
Maintenance employees who perform their function in the 
shop will not be assigned to installation of the equipment in 
some other area ot the Plant unless (a) it is required tor job 
continuity, (b) such installations require performance of 
welding work; and (3) it is not the intention of the Company 
to assign Welder-Maintenance employees to the perform-
ance of Maintenance Mechanic work assignments if no 
welding functions are involved. 
tt is the intent of the Company to make every reasonable 
attempt to assign the work to the classification which 
appears at the time to be the most affected of the two clas-
sifications. 
If this represents your understanding of the agreement 
reached, please so indicate by signing in the space provid-
ed below, returning one copy for our files and retaining one 
for yours. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
s/W. P. Key 
W. P. Key 
Acting Labor Relations Manager 
APPROVED: s/Clyde Williams 
Clyde Williams, President 
Aeronautical Machinists 
Local Lodge 709 
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21 February 22, 2002 
(Revised 2002 Negotiations) 
Mr. James M. Carroll, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 S. Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
Dear Mr. Carroti: 
SUBJECT: Placement Request and Bypass 
Notification 
This will confirm the agreement reached in negotiations 
that the Hourly Personnel Requirements Department will 
notify employees with upgrade requests regarding the fol-
lowing: 
All employees with valid Placement Requests, who are 
deemed by the parties to be not qualified will be notified in 
writing and informed as to what part of the criteria they did 
not meet. 
Additionally, any employee that has been deemed qualified 
by the parties who is bypassed out of seniority due to lack 
of appropriate security clearance or access, will receive a 
notice of bypass. The notice will be sent within ten (10) 
calendar days of the bypass and will contain the effective 
date of the promotion for which the employee was 
bypassed. 
At the time of receipt by the bypassed employee, the 
notice of bypass shall be signed and dated by the employ-
ee and initialed by the Company representative who deliv-
ered the notice. 
It is understood between the parties that any employee 
who has been bypassed as a result of not possessing a 
security clearance or access who has not already applied 
or been denied clearance or access, will be encouraged to 
contact Hourly Personnel Requirements to request the 
necessary paperwork to initiate the clearance process. 
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J. R. Lambert 
Site Manager 
People & Organization Services 
23 December 13,1971 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
932 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
SUBJECT: FIELD DUTY 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
Seniority, operational requirements, surplus vulnerability, 
and qualifications are among the considerations in the 
selection of employees for Field Duty assignments within 
the continental limits of the United States. Consideration 
shall be given to rotating appropriate affected personnel in 
such selection. 
Any grievance filed must be within specified time limits 
from commencement of the field duty assignment being 
contested. Any retroactive monetary adjustment shall be 
limited to any overtime lost if a difference in hours exists 
and the amount of adjustment lost based on change in 
base rate specified for employees assigned to field duty. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
J. R. Akins 
Assistant Director of Industrial Relations 
APPROVED: 
Reeves Bowen, Jr. 
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24 February 17, 1999 
Mr. B. W. Myrick, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 South Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, Georgia 30060-2899 
Dear Mr. Myrick: 
This will confirm the agreement reached during the 1999 
Negotiations concerning the use of sick leave pay and 
attendance irregularities. 
Paid sick and injury leave may be taken in either a one {1), 
two (2), three (3), four (4), five (5), six (6), seven (7) or eight 
(8) hour increment. Any partial or full day absence for 
which an employee receives sick leave pay shall not be 
counted as an attendance irregularity. A partial day sick 
leave must be requested prior to the start of the leave; 
however, an employee who is not present at the start of the 
employee's assigned shift may request within the first two 
(2) hours of the start of the shift and shall be granted a par-
tial or full day sick leave. In the event an employee 
requests a partial day sick leave and takes more time than 
originally requested, the employee will be charged with an 
irregularity. 
(1971 Letter Revised and Rewritten 1989, 1993 and 1999 
Negotiations) 
Sincerely, 
LOCKHEED MARTIN AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS 
s/Thomas A. Coffey 
V.P. Human Resources 
TAC:pb 
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26 October 2,1974 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
SUBJECT: Informational Meetings 
This letter confirms the understanding reached during the 
current contract negotiations regarding the holding of joint 
quarterly informational meetings. 
Quarterly informational meetings will be held with senior 
management with the subject matter of such meetings to 
include production, experimental, and tooling subcontract-
ing. Such meetings to be attended for the Union by the 
Union members of the Labor Relations Committee. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
J. R. Akins 
Labor Relations Manager 
JRA:cm 
APPROVED: 
Reeves Bowen, Jr. 
27 October 2,1974 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
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Dear Mr. Bowen: 
SUBJECT: Scheduling of Split Vacations 
This letter confirms the Company's policy regarding the 
scheduling of split vacations as follows: 
Schedule together, in seniority order, the vacations of 
employees eligible for and who are taking a consecu-
tive vacation and employees who are eligible for and 
are taking the primary (first) portion of vacations which 
they have elected to split. 
Following this basic scheduling, schedule in seniority 
order the secondary portions of the split vacations. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
J. R Akins 
Labor Relations Manager 
JRA:cm 
APPROVED: 
Reeves Bowen, Jr. 
28 October 2, 1974 
REVISED 1999 NEGOTIATIONS 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 30060-2899 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
SUBJECT: Leave of Absence Conditions 
for Union Officials 
It is the policy of Lockheed Martin Aeronauticai Systems to 
grant indefinite leaves of absence to Lockheed Martin 
employees who become full-time paid official officers of 
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unions (including the international) which have and contin-
ue to have representation at LM AERO - MARIETTA. Such 
leaves of absence ars for the purpose of recognizing fuliy 
accumulated seniority in the event such an official returns 
to his former LM AERO - MARIETTA position as an 
employee within 60 days foiiowtng his severance as a 
union employee. Retirement Plan eligibility of such offi-
cials will be governed by the terms of the applicable retire-
ment plan. 
While on leave of absence, it is LM AERO - MARIETTA pot-
icy to permit elected fuii-time local union officials to par-
ticipate at no cost to the company in the group medical 
(including optional plans) and life insurance plans in effect 
for 1AM represented employees. Officers selecting a pian 
which does not provide life insurance coverage wil! be 
entitled to select life insurance coverage from the appro-
priate group plan providing it. Full premiums at group 
rates for the coverage selected by the union official are to 
be paid directfy to the selected earner. LM AERO - MARI-
ETTA will make whatever arrangements are necessary with 
the carrier to ensure that the coverage when requested is 
provided. 
This policy applies both prospectively and to ex-employ-
ees who are now union officials as defined above. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
J.R. Akins 
Labor Relations Manager 
JRA:cm 
29 January 1,1978 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 




Dear Mr. Bowen: 
This confirms the understanding reached during 1977 
negotiations concerning nullifying verbal warnings, 
Employee Performance Notices, and disciplinary suspen-
sions in the records of empioyees. 
it was agreed if there has been no further disciplinary 
action taken for the same type offense during the two (2) 
year period following the issuance of such discipline, the 
verbal warning, Employee Performance Notice, or discipli-
nary suspension shall be considered as voided, and the 
documents and documentation in question shall be 
removed upon employee request. (REVISED 1983,1986 & 
1989 NEGOTIATIONS} 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
J. R. Akins, Director 
Labor Relations and Plant Personnel 
JRAxm 
30 January 1, 1978 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
The following represents the understanding reached dur-
ing negotiations on the subject of Union Security: 
If at any time during the term of the Company-Union 
Agreement now being negotiated, the provisions of the 
Georgia Code applicable to union security, that is, union 
shop or agency shop, are repealed or amended by the 
Georgia Legislature, or if during that time Section 14(b) o 
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the National Labor Relations Act is amended or repeated, 
with the result that those provisions of the Georgia Code 
are repealed or invalidated, then to the full extent permit-
ted under Georgia law the Company-Union Agreement will 
be amended to incorporate the same union security provi-
sions contained in Article f, Section 9 of the Agreement 
between the Lockheed-California Company and 
Aeronautical Industrial District Lodge 727 and the 
International Association of Machinists and Aerospace 
Workers eliminating any requirement that employees 
become or remain members of the Union and excepting 
from the coverage of such provisions the same categories 
of employees excepted from the application of the union 
security provisions of the Union-Lockheed-California 
Company Agreement, it is intended that employees with-
in the coverage will be required to pay, to the extent per-
mitted by the above-described changes in law, the same 
initiation fees and dues as regular members of 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709, but shall not be 
required to be union members. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
J. R. Akins 
Labor Relations Manager 
APPROVED: 
Reeves Bowen, Jr. 
31 January 1, 1978 
(Revised 1996 Negotiations to Reflect Job Title Changes) 
Mr, Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
1032 Clay Street, S.E. 
Marietta, Georgia 30062 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
This confirms the agreement reached during 19-77 negoti-
ations between the Company and the Union concerning 
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the use of "part-time" employees. Unless mutually agreed 
otherwise, the use of "part-time" employees is limited to 
the Long Distance Switchboard Operator/Receptionist, 
726-3, Accountant-General/Cashier, 653-3; and to other 
classifications which have no recall list. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
J. R. Akins 
Labor Relations Manager 
JRA;cm 
32 October 20, 1980 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
1032 Clay Street, S. E. 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
This is to confirm our understanding regarding any 
employee placed in a Trainee classification who subse-
quently is found to be unable to meet the requirements for 
continuation in the program or who is removed from the 
Trainee classification due to surplus. 
Such employee, upon removal from the Trainee classifica-
tion under either of the above-referenced circumstances, 
will be placed back in the same classification held imme-
diately prior to his placement in the Trainee classification, 
seniority permitting. The rate of pay for such employee 
shall be not less than his ingrade rate immediately prior to 
his placement in the Trainee classification. 
If such employee does not have sufficient seniority for 
such placement, he shall be declared surplus in the classi-
fication held immediately prior to his placement in the 
Trainee classification and placed in accordance with the 
applicable provisions of Article IV of the Agreement, 
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Further, any such employee who lost recall rights to any 
other classifications) because of his promotion to the 
Trainee classification shall have such recaii rights reinstat-
ed upon his placement under the second and third para-
graph of this letter. 
It is further agreed that employees who have accepted 
downgrade to enter a Trainee classification and are subse-
quently promoted from such Trainee classification to that 
classification for which trained, shall be paid not less than 
the ingrade rate (based on the rate immediately prior to the 
downgrade) in the classification from which downgraded, 
plus the standard promotional increase. Such rate shall 
not exceed the maximum rate for the classification to 
which promoted. (REVISED 1986 NEGOTIATIONS) 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
J. R. Akins 
Director, Labor Relations 
and Plant Personnel 
JRAxm 
33 February 29, 1996 
(1980 Letter Revised 
1996 Negotiations) 
Mr. James M, Carroll, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 S. Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
Dear Mr. Carroll: 
Employees on the active payroll of the Company who are 
notified that they are to be recalled shall not be permitted 
to refuse recall unless they sign and submit to the 
Company a "Refusal of Recall" form within three (3) work-
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ing days or date of notification. Such form is to be made 
a part of the employee's record with the Company. 
Upon receipt of the signed and dated "Refusal of Recall" 
form, the employee's name will be removed from the recall 
list. An employee on prolonged absence at the time of 
recall shall have three (3) working days upon return to the 
active payroll of the Company, to accept or refuse such 
recall, seniority permitting. An employee accepting recall 
will be placed into the opening on the Monday following 
the next scheduled hourly surplus date provided the 
employee has sufficient seniority to be placed. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED MARTIN AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS 
R. L. Whiliock 
Vice President Human Resources 
RLW:pb 
35 October 20, 1980 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
SUBJECT: Retirement Agreement 
This letter summarizes certain provisions of the agreement 
reached during the current contract negotiations regarding 
the Hourly Retirement Plan. 
The Company and the Union entered into an Agreement 
for a Retirement Plan as of December 16, 1961, which 
superseded the retirement plan agreement of March 27, 
1957. Since 1961 the parties, including during the 1980 
negotiations, have entered into amendments to the 1961 
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Agreement which have added additional benefits and pro-
vided for certain understandings concerning the Plan. 
During the 1980 negotiations the Retirement Plan 
Amendment Agreement provided specifically for certain 
protections in the application and administration of the 
Plan to assure that changes to the Plan resulting from the 
restatement of the Plan during the period of 1977-1980 
would not reduce or eliminate the rights or benefits of Plan 
Members which existed prior to the restatement. 
Specificalty, the Retirement Plan Amendment Agreement 
provided as follows: 
The Plan having been amended and restated as of 
December 25, 1976, for the sole purpose of compli-
ance with ERISA, while incorporating the provisions of 
the Plan as in effect December 25,1971, as specifical-
ly amended by the parties through negotiations in 
" 1974 and 1977, there was and is no intent of the par-
ties, by virtue of said amended and restated Plan, to 
reduce, limit, or eliminate any pre-existing rights and 
benefits of the Members of the Plan, including those 
represented by the Union. 
Therefore, notwithstanding any other provision of this 
Agreement or any previous agreement pertaining to 
the Plan and notwithstanding any policy, practice, or 
interpretation of the Company in the administration 
and application of the Plan, if the application of any 
term or condition of the Plan as in effect prior to the 
Pfan amendment and restatement of December 25, 
1976, would be more favorable to a Member or retiree 
than would result from the application of any term or 
condition of the Plan as amended and restated effec-
tive December 25,1976, the term and condition of the 
former shall apply. 
The purpose of this letter is to effect broader dissemination 
of the specific agreement set forth above. 11 is not intend-
ed to change or replace the formal agreements of the par-
ties concerning the retirement plan which, among other 
things, provide that no matter respecting the Plan is sub-
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ject to the grievance procedure of the collective bargain-
ing agreement. In that regard, the 1961 Retirement Plan 
Agreement, which continues in effect, provides for a joint 
Company-Union Board to make certain determinations 
concerning Plan rights and benefits and a procedure for 
settling disputes arising out of the joint Board delibera-
tions. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
J. R. Akins 
Director, Labor Relations 
and Plant Personnel 
JRA:cm 
36 October 24, 1983 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 30062 
SUBJECT: UNION ORIENTATION NEW EMPLOYEES 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
This is to confirm the agreement reached during the 1983 
Negotiations regarding Union Proposal to participate in the 
one-time orientation of represented newly hired employ-
ees. In response to such it is agreed that during such ori-
entation an appropriate video tape of less than 10 minutes 
duration prepared and provided by the Union will be 
played by the Company representative. The subject of 
such tape to be limited to Union orientation. 
A Union Officer of Local Lodge 709 may be present at the 
showing of such video tape during orientation of newly 
hired hourly represented employees for the purpose of 
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answering questions which may arise following the show-
ing of the tape, and the distribution of application for Union 
membership cards and dues deduction cards. (REVISED -
1986 NEGOTIATIONS} 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
J. R. Akins, Jr. 
Director of Labor Relations 
and Piant Personnel 
JRA;mld 
37 October 24,1983 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 C!ay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 30062 
SUBJECT: NEW TECHNOLOGY 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
1. The Union and the Company agree that employee job 
security may be affected from the Company's introduction 
and utilization of new machinery and equipment such as 
automated machines, and robots, tt is further agreed that 
the utilization of the safest and most efficient machines, 
processes, methods, and materials is to the mutual bene-
fit of the Union, the Company, and employees, 
2. The term "new technology" shall be defined as the 
installation or introduction of automated manufacturing 
machines, robots, and computer aided manufacturing sys-
tems which cause the direct elimination of work which has 
been performed manually by an hourly represented 
employee. 
3. Technological advances such as those referred to in "2" 
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("new technology") above necessitate changes which 
could affect jobs and the employees assigned thereto, in 
recognition of the Union's expressed concerns the 
Company wiil establish a committee which will deal with 
the introduction of new machinery and equipment with the 
goal of assuring that the employees whose jobs are direct-
ly eliminated by the introduction of new machinery and 
equipment wif! be offered retraining in the event that equiv-
alent job opportunities are not avaiiable. Normally, this 
training wiif be accompiished on the employees own time 
and is intended to provide equal or better job opportunities 
than would have existed had the new machinery or equip-
ment installation not occurred. Such training will oniy be 
for a job for which the Company foresees a requirement. 
4. The committee wiii be made up of the Director of Human 
Resources, Director of Manufacturing, Director of 
Engineering, Director of information Services and will be 
chaired by the Vice President for Operations. Quarterly 
meetings will be held with the Union Senior Negotiating 
Committee to acquaint them with substantive develop-
ments in this area including timely advice to the Union 
regarding Company plans to introduce new technoiogy as 
defined in Paragraph 2 above. 
5. Any new job classifications created as the result of tech-
nological change wit! be reviewed in advance with the 
Union. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
J. R. Aktns, Jr. 
Director of Labor Relations 




38 September 15, 1986 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 30062 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
SUBJECT: Return of Employees Who Take 
Disability (Total and Permanent) 
Retirement Upon Sufficient 
Recovery 
This will confirm the agreement reached in negotiations 
concerning the return to work of employees who take dis-
ability (total and permanent) retirement and draw Social 
Security for totai disability but later lose coverage of both 
because of sufficient recovery to return to work. 
An employee who lakes disability (total and permanent) 
retirement on or after January 1, 1987, and draws Social 
Security for total disability and later loses coverage of both 
because of sufficient recovery to return to work shall be 
entitled to return with full seniority. Such employee shall 
be placed in the last classification held immediately prior 
to disability retirement, subject to possessing sufficient 
seniority, and to any physical restrictions/limitations as 
determined by the Company Medical Department. 
In the event the employee cannot be so placed because of 
insufficient seniority or physical restrictions/limitations, the 
employee will be considered as surplussed from the last 
such classification held and handled under the surplus 
provisions of the Labor Agreement. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
s/J. R. Akins, Director 




39 October3, 1986 
Mr, Reeves Bowen, Jr„ President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
international Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 30062 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
The fotlowing is to confirm agreement with respect to the 
removal of an employee from a job classification through 
the arbitration process. 
In those instances wherein an arbitrator holds the place-
ment of an employee into a classification as improper and 
the employee is removed from such classification as the 
result thereof, the time spent by the employee in the clas-
sification is not to be referenced in the future as countable, 
qualifying experience. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
s/J. R. Akins, Director 
Labor Relations & Plant Personnel 
JRArmfd 
40 February 28, 1986 
(1986 Letter Revised 1996 and 1999 Negotiations) 
Mr. James M. Carroll, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 S. Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, Georgia 30062 




Dear Mr. Carroll: 
This will confirm the understanding reached during 1986 
Negotiations assuring the continuance of past practice in 
posting and filling Trainee openings, including the selec-
tion of qualified employees in order of seniority from active 
placement requests. Posting of Trainee openings and 
expression of employee interest will be done through elec-
tronic media. Employees will be considered whether it is 
an upgrade, lateral or downgrade. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED MARTIN AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS 
s/R.L. Whillock 
Vice President Human Resources 
RLW:pb 
41 September 15,1986 
Mr. Reeves Bowen, Jr., President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 Clay Street 
Marietta, Georgia 30062 
Dear Mr. Bowen: 
This is to confirm the understanding reached regarding pay 
for the Union Senior Board member assigned to work with 
bargaining unit employees regarding employee benefits. 
The Company will pay one-half the salary of the Union 
Senior Board member up to a maximum of four (4) hours 
so assigned on the one day each week that such work is 
accomplished. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
s/J. R. Akins, Director 
Labor Relations & Plant Personnel 
JRA:mld 
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42 September8, 1989 
Mr. J. C. Wall, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
Internationa! Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 South Cobb Parkway 
Marietta, Georgia 30062 
Dear Mr. Wall: 
This will confirm the understanding reached during the 
1989 Negotiations by the Company and the Union that 
there are no provisions for "alternate recall". 
In addition, it is agreed if a laid off LASC-Georgia employ-
ee who has recall rights is rehired with seniority at the 
LASC-Georgia Marietta Plant facility into a classification 
not previously-held, the President of Local Lodge 709 will 
be notified by letter of such rehire within five (5) working 
days subsequent to the date of rehire. All employees on 
the payroll who have active placement request cards on 
file for that classification will be notified of the rehire of 
such laid off employee within ten (10) calendar days sub-
sequent to the date of that rehire. 
Sincerely, 
LOCKHEED AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS 
COMPANY-GEORGIA 
sT, E. Heiserman, Director 
Hourly Personnel & Union Relations Division 
TEH:mld 
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REVISED 1999 NEGOTIATIONS 
Mr. B. W. Myrick, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Locai Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 South Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, Georgia 30060-2899 
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Dear Mr. Myrick: 
During the 1999 Negotiations, the parties recognize 
defense budgets, production costs, and competition for 
business impacts greatly upon the Company, its employ-
ees, the Union and its members. The Company and 
Union agree that it is in both parties' best interests to 
produce a high quality, cost effective product and to that 
end, both parties will support this position. 
We are dedicated to the concept that through effectively 
involving all employees and working together at all levels 
with mutual trust, respect and honesty, we can increase 
the viability of our Company. 
tn an effort to develop better working relationships, if the 
parties can mutually identify areas which are of a nature 
that affects cooperative working relations, both the 
Company-Union Negotiating Committees will agree to 
attend a joint training program on same. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED MARTIN AERONAUTICAL 
SYSTEMS 
s/Thomas A. Coffey 
Vice President Human Resources 
TAC:pb 
44 January 25,1993 
(1989 Letter Revised 1993, 1996, 1999 and 2002 
Negotiations) 
Mr. J. C. Wall, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 South Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
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Dear Mr. Wall: 
The Company shall provide traintng as required for 
employees who are placed in classifications combined 
during either the 19&9, 1993, 1996, 1999 or the 2002 
Company-Union Negotiations. 
Each affected employee during their working hours shall 
be provided on the job and/or classroom training by sen-
iority, by classification, by department, and by shift for 
required skills not possessed. No disciplinary action for 
inability to perform will be taken against an employee who 
has made a positive effort to be trained. 
Each department shall publish the skills required for each 
combined classification used in the department and shall 
maintain a record noting the skills possessed by each 
employee in the department office based on the employ-
ee's record. Such records will be made available to the 
employee and/or the employee's Union representative 
upon request. 
An employee will not be assigned to perform a duty in a 
combined classification unless the employee 1) should be 
able to perform the duty in question based on the employ-
ee's work history both at Lockheed and employment out-
side of Lockheed, 2) has been provided training for that 
duty, or 3) is currently being trained on the job duty not 
previously performed. 
Sincerely, 
LOCKHEED AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS 
COMPANY-GEORGIA 
T. E. Heiserman, Director 




45 February 3, 1999 
(1989 Letter Revised 1993,1996, 
1999 and 2002 Negotiations) 
Mr. B. W. Myrick, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 S. Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, Georgia 30060-2899 
Dear Mr. Myrick: 
This will confirm the agreement reached in the 1989, and 
reconfirmed in subsequent Negotiations that an employee 
who has contractually established recall rights or retreat 
rights to any previously-held classification(s) which 
become part of a job combination during either of those 
Contract Negotiations shall retain such contractual rights 
to the newiy combined job(s). 
Additionally, rehired Lockheed-Martin Marietta Plant 
employees who earn recall and/or retreat rights to previ-
ously-held jobs in accordance with the provisions as set 
forth in part B, Article IV, Section 3 (A), Subparagraph (5}(c) 
may exercise such rights to previousty-hetd jobs which 
become part of a job combination during either the 1989, 
1993, 1996,1999 or 2002 Contract Negotiations. 
Functional tine placement rights into a job combination 
estabfished during either the 1989, 1993, 1996, 1999 or 
2002 Contract Negotiations shall be in accordance with 
the most recent functional line charts as negotiated by the 
Company and the Union. 
Sincerely, 
LOCKHEED MARTIN AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS 
s/Thomas A. Coffey 




49 January 25, 1993 
Mr. J. C. Wall, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 South Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
Dear Mr. Wall: 
This will confirm the agreement reached during the 1993 
Company/Union Negotiations regarding the Facilities 
Subcontract Review System. 
The Maintenance Division Manager wilt meet on a month-
ly basis (time and date to be mutually agreed upon) with 
the Vice President of Local Lodge 709 and the appropriate 
Business Representative to review facilities projects that 
are being considered for subcontracting. 
Facilities projects to be subcontracted will be thoroughly 
reviewed by Management, and a list of those projects will 
be furnished to the Vice President and the appropriate 
8usiness Representative for discussion and problem solv-
ing. 
It is understood that the above review system in no way 
modifies Part B; Article I, Section 14 of the 
Company/Union Agreement in regard to Subcontracting. 
Sincerely, 
LOCKHEED AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS 
COMPANY-GEORGIA 
T. E. Heiserman, Director 




50 January 25, 1993 
REVISED 1999 NEGOTIATIONS 
Mr. J. C. Wall, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 South Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
Subject: Processing of Substantial Change Grievances 
Dear Mr. Wall: 
Set forth below is the new procedure for processing sub-
stantial change grievances. 
When a substantial change grievance is filed, without 
negotiations or any attempt to settle, the Department 
Head shall promptly sign and date the grievance. Within 
five (5) working days after receipt of the grievance by.the 
Department Manager, the Department Manager shall con-
vene a meeting attended by the Department Manager, the 
Steward, the appropriate Human Resources 
Representative and one member of the Union's 
Classification Grievance Committee in order to develop an 
appropriate job duty resume which shall set forth those 
duties which have changed since the ratification date of 
the current contract. If after such a review the parties can-
not agree, the parties shall develop separate job duty 
resumes. 
After the appropriate job duty resume(s} has been devel-
oped, the grievance shall be submitted by the Union 
directly from Step 1 to Step 3. If between the time the 
joint job duty resume (or job duty resumes) is submitted 
to Step 3 and the time the grievance is heard by the 
Substantial Change Review Committee the Union is of 
the opinion that an additional change has occurred since 
the initial meeting to develop the joint job duty resume, 
the appropriate Department Manager, Steward, Human 
Resources Representative and Classification Grievance 
Committee member shall reconvene in order to develop 
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an addendum to the initial joint job duty resume (or job 
duty resumes). If after such a review the parties cannot 
agree, the parties shall develop separate job duty resume 
addendums. 
A Substantial Change Grievance Review Committee shall 
be established in order to review all substantial change 
grievances. The representatives of the Union shall be the 
Union's Classification Grievance Committee. The repre-
sentatives of the Company shall consist of a like number, 
all such representatives being members of the Company's 
Negotiating Committee. The Company's committee shall 
be chaired by the Director of Labor Relations. The 
Substantial Change Grievance Review Committee shall 
convene quarterly to review all substantial change griev-
ances at Step III. 
The Company will pay for one-half of the time of Union 
members of the Union Classification Grievance Committee 
up to a maximum of four (4) hours on days during the reg-
ular work week when they meet with the Company on 
Company-Union business for the purpose of hearing sub-
stantial change grievances. 
The decisions of the Substantial Change Grievance 
Committee shall be considered as final if the majority of 
the Union representatives and a majority of the Company 
representatives concur. 
If the Substantial Change Grievance Committee decides to 
grant the substantial change grievance, the Company shall 
provide to the Union's Classification Grievance Committee 
a draft of the new job description for discussion between 
the Committees; thereafter, the Company shall furnish the 
Union with the new job description and shall submit for 
its approval the functional line placement and the rate 
established for such job in accordance with Article VIII, 
Section 1. 
If the Company and the Union Committees do not agree, 
then the party seeking arbitration must deliver to the other 
party written notice of such intent to proceed to arbitration 
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within five (5) working days after the Substantial Change 
Grievance Committee has rendered its decision. 
Within one month after ratification of the contract, the par-
ties shall request the Federal Mediation and Conciliation 
Service to submit a list of fifteen (15) persons from which 
the arbitrator shall be chosen. The Union and the 
Company shall alternatively strike one (1) name from such 
panel (the right to strike the first name having been deter-
mined by lot) until only one (1) name remains and that per-
son shall be the arbitrator. 
Such arbitrator shall be assigned to all substantial change 
grievances to be arbitrated. However, either party may 
request during the month of February each year that a new 
arbitrator be selected in accordance with the above provi-
sion. Within one month of notification of the death/inca-
pacity of an arbitrator, a new arbitrator shall be selected in 
accordance with the above procedure. 
In the event an arbitrator rules that a substantial change 
has occurred and a new job is written whose rate is chal-
lenged by the Union and referred to arbitration, the parties 
shall use the same arbitrator who heard the initial substan-
tial change case for purposes of determining the rate. 
With the exception of the selection of the arbitrator, all 
other provisions of Article III, Section 5 shall be applica-
ble. 
Sincerely, 
LOCKHEED MARTIN AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS 
COMPANY-GEORGIA 
s/T.E. Heiserman, Director 




52 March 6, 1996 
Mr. J. M. Carroll, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 S. Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, GA 30060 
Dear Mr. Carroll: 
This will confirm the agreement reached during the 1996 
Negotiations concerning union security and rights of 
employees. 
In the event a declaratory judgment is awarded by a court 
of competent jurisdiction declaring that Air Force Plant No. 
6 is a federal enclave with exclusive jurisdiction such that 
the Georgia right-to-work statute regarding agency shops 
is without effect, the following language will be immediate-
ly incorporated: 
(1) Membership in the Union is not compulsory. 
Employees have the right to join, not join, maintain, or 
drop their membership in the Union as they see fit. 
Neither party shall exert any pressure on or discrimi-
nate against an employee as regards such matters. 
(2) Each employee in the bargaining unit shall, begin-
ning on the 91st day following his/her employment, 
rehire, reinstatement, reemployment, recall, transfer or 
regression into the bargaining unit, as a condition of 
continued employment in the bargaining unit, execute 
and deliver to the Company a union payroll deduction 
authorization card. 
(3) Any employee within the bargaining unit who is 
required to contribute to the Union as provided for in 
the above paragraph of this Section and who is 
subsequently transferred or promoted out of the 
bargaining unit or laid off shall not be subject to any of 
the provisions of this Article during the period of time 
such employee remains outside the bargaining unit or 
is laid off. 
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(4) No employee within the bargaining unit shall be 
required to pay fees or dues covering any period dur-
ing which the employee was not in the bargaining unit 
or was not on the Company's active payroll including 
layoff. 
(5) An employee within the bargaining unit shall be 
considered in good standing for the purposes of this 
Article when such employee tenders the amount of 
money equal to the Union's regular and usual initiation 
fee (due and payable only once per employee without 
regard to any interruption in service) and its regular, 
uniform and usual weekly dues through payroll initia-
tion fees/dues deduction. Upon written demand from 
the Union, the Company shall terminate any employee 
within the bargaining unit who fails to tender the sum 
due the Union under Section (2) of this Article within 
thirty (30) days from the date such sum is due provid-
ed the Union informs the Company and the employee 
in writing and allows him/her an additional fifteen (15) 
days after notification by the Union, the Company will 
terminate the employee effective the end of that pay 
period. 
(6) Any dispute arising out of the interpretation or appli-
cation of this Article, when reduced to writing as a 
grievance, shall be subject to the grievance procedure 
by initially referring the grievance to Step Three (3). 
(7) Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, an 
employee shall not be required to become a member 
of or continue membership in or pay a sum equal to 
Union weekly dues or continue to pay any sums equal 
to the weekly Union dues, as a condition of employ-
ment, if it is determined that such is unlawful by the 
NLRB or by any court or administrative body of com-
petent jurisdiction. It is understood and agreed that 
the Union will defend, save, hold harmless and indem-
nify the Company from any and all claims, demands, 
suits or any other forms of liability that shall arise out 
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of the execution, placing in effect or carrying out of the 
terms of this Article by the Company. 
Very truly yours, 
LOCKHEED MARTIN AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS 
R. L. Whillock 
Vice President Human Resources 
RLW:pb 
53 February 3,1999 
Mr. B. W. Myrick, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 S. Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, Georgia 30060-2899 
Dear Mr. Myrick: 
The safety and health of our employees is vital to our suc-
cess and is of utmost importance to the parties. 
Environmental, Safety and Health (ESH) integration into 
business operations is essential if we are to meet our 
objectives. Lockheed Martin Aeronautical Systems {LM 
AERO - MARIETTA) has had a safety committee structure 
in place for a number of years. The purpose of these com-
mittees is to deal with ESH issues at the lowest level in the 
organization, thereby fostering ESH consciousness and 
integration into the business function. 
The Company and Union have agreed to five GSC mem-
bers whose responsibility is divided among the north 
industrial area, the flight line and swing shift. The purpose 
of the committee is to ensure employee participation in, 
and awareness of, ESH issues. 
Each employee must accept the responsibility for integrat-
ing ESH issues into our operations and make ESH aware-
ness and compliance an ingrained part of everyone's job. 
If safety issues are raised, immediate action must be taken 
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to fix the issue or the ESH department shall be called 
immediately. ESH will notify the appropriate General 
Safety Committee member on the issue and will apprise 
the GSC member of the action being taken. 
ESH departments investigate complaints received from 
the GSC members and respond back to them. If a GSC 
member is needed to investigate a serious issue or partic-
ipate in a company wide safety issue, the ESH representa-
tive will contact the employee's supervisor to obtain 
release for the time necessary, without a loss of pay, with 
a commitment from the GSC member to return to their 
work station as soon as possible. 
The General Safety Committee meets twice monthly. 
There is a one hour pre-GSC meeting, which serves to 
alert management to potential issues to be discussed at 
the regular monthly meeting. The monthly meeting con-
venes three days after the pre-GSC meeting and the com-
mittee members discuss open old business and present 
any new items for discussion and resolution. The union 
GSC members raise safety issues which their constituents 
have not resolved at the local level. On an as-needed 
basis, committee members also participate in regulatory 
inspections to include entrance and exit briefings. 
Committee members may request meetings on other 




s/Thomas A. Coffey 




54 February 5, 1999 
Mr. B. W. Myrick, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers 
1032 S. Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, Georgia 30060-2899 
Dear Mr. Myrick: 
During the discussions leading to the resolution of the 
1999 contract, the Union raised the issue of seniority 
ordering for employees hired on the same day. 
To resolve this issue, the parties agreed that employees 
previously hired at the Marietta facility should be given 
seniority preference. To accomplish this, when two or 
more employees have the same seniority date, all employ-
ees with employee numbers beginning with "5" will be 
grouped and the employee with the lowest last five digits 
will be considered senior. Thereafter, employees possess-
ing numbers beginning with "x" will be grouped and the 
employee with the lowest last five digits will be considered 
senior, Finally, all remaining employees will be grouped 
and the employee with the lowest five digits will be con-
sidered senior. 
Article IV, Section 3, Paragraph (A), Sub-Paragraph {1} 
titled "GENERAL LAYOFF" and Article IV, Section 4, 
Paragraph (A) titled "RECALL" shall remain as currently 
defined in the Company-Union Agreement. Employee 
numbers cannot be used for the purpose of displacing into 




s/Thomas A. Coffey 




55 February 16,1999 
Mr. 8. W. Myrick, President 
Aeronautical Machinists Local Lodge 709 
international Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace workers 
1032 S. Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, Georgia 30060-2899 
Dear Mr. Myrick: 
As part of the 1999 contract bargaining, the parties have 
agreed to continue the understandings previously 
reached on the use of testing and proficiency demonstra-
tion in the selection and development of employees. The 
principles of those understandings are restated here in 
significant part: 
Tests and Proficiency Demonstrations have been used in 
the selection of new hires and as a part of the criteria for 
Promotion of existing employees to certain classifications. 
While they will continue to be used for these purposes, the 
parties have agreed to shift the priority of their use toward 
that of employee development. To facilitate this, certain 
changes in procedure will be adopted. 
Written tests and Proficiency Demonstrations will only be 
used as one of the factors of job eligibility for existing 
employees where specific manual clerical skills are 
required or where the parties have agreed the complexity 
of the work warrants skills testing. The parties have 
agreed to a list of the occupations that currently meet 
those criteria. 
Tests developed for career advancement will be made 
available to employees for developmental purposes and 
will be administered voluntarily on an after-hours 
basis. Employees taking tests either for promotion or 
for developmental purposes, will be given the results by 
the Training Department with an explanation of their 
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strengths/weaknesses and referral to academic, voca-
tional, or other types of training that wilt help them 
develop their skills. 
In order to ensure that tests are predictive of success on 
the job and helpful to employees in developing their ability 
to perform, Union officials may gain input from employees 
experienced in the job and may work with supervision and 
the Training Department to incorporate that input into 
Tests and Proficiency Demonstrations. Appropriate Union 
officials will have complete access to al! test materials and 
test results to ensure the Union's ability to properly repre-
sent its Membership. Confidentiality will be maintained by 
all to avoid embarrassment to anyone regarding test 
results and to ensure the validity of the testing on an ongo-
ing basis. 
!t is recognized that, despite our efforts, a small number of 
people may be placed on jobs they cannot perform. In 
these cases, where an employee has the background, the 
recommended training, with proper job instructions, have 
received an opportunity to do the work, and stii! cannot 
perform, the employee will be returned to the last classifi-
cation held, or to the highest classification that the 
employee would have been recalled to had he/she not 
been promoted, seniority permitting, 
The parties are making these changes based on their 
shared commitments both to the development of people 
and to the performance of the organization. The parties 
agree that placement on a job is less dependent on the 





s/Thomas A. Coffey 




ATTENDANCE STANDARDS - HOURLY EMPLOYEES 
I. PURPOSE 
To improve attendance, establish reasonable standards 
of employee attendance, provide a uniform means to 
enforce those standards and provide recognition for reg-
ular attendance. 
A. Regular attendance by each employee is essential 
to the operation of the Company's business and 
key to the financial well being of the individual 
employee. 
B. This agreement sets forth the standard to be used by 




1. Outstanding attendance or significantly 
improved attendance records should normally be 
given special recognition. Special emphasis 
should be placed upon proper recognition and 
commendation of employees with exceptional 
attendance records. For example: 
a. One year - Commendation, form 5910, 
signed and issued by department manager. 
b. Two years - Commendation signed and 
issued by division manager at staff meeting. 
c. Three or more years - Commendation signed 
and issued by branch head at staff meeting. 
2. in evaluating attendance records to determine if 
an employee should receive a commendation for 




a. Perfect Attendance: No full or partial-day 
absence in any 12 consecutive - manth peri-
od while on the active payroll. Do not count 
codes B/, E, E4, F, G, H, HE, SF, SZ, SV, TF, 
TZ, TV, U, or Z as an absence. 
b. Outstanding Attendance; No chargeable 
attendance irregularity in any 12 consecutive 
- month period while on the active payroll. 
However, for purposes of issuing a commen-
dation for outstanding attendance, a depart-
ment leave, attendance code "L" will be 
considered a chargeable attendance irregu-
larity and will disqualify the employee. 
3. In the absence of a department manager, divi-
sion manager, or branch head, the designated 
delegate should issue the commendation at the 
appropriate staff meeting. 
B. Attendance 
1. Definitions: 
a. Absence - A full day's absence (excluding 
vacation and holiday - when not scheduled 
to work). 
b. Tardy - A part-day absence at the start of the 
shift. 
c. Short-time - A part-day absence after 
reporting for work. 
2. An employee's attendance will be considered 
unacceptable if the employee has six or more 
chargeable attendance irregularities in any con-
tinuous six-month period of active work. 
3. Paid sick and injury leave time shall not be 
counted as an attendance irregularity. 
4. Any absence from work caused by a reason 
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deemed excusable under the terms of the Family 
Medical Leave Act shall not be considered an 
attendance irregularity. 
5. Consecutive days of absence caused by the 
same illness will be considered as a single 
occurrence; However, in instances where the 
Company determines that this consideration is 
being abused, the employee wit! be notified in 
writing and thereafter, each day of absence wilt 
constitute a separate irregularity. When an 
employee is so notified, it may be taken up as a 
grievance. 
6. All absences must be reported, preferably in 
advance, but in any event within two hours of the 
start of the first shift of absence, to the depart-
ment's designated absence report number. When 
reporting absence, if an employee anticipates 
that the absence wilt be for three days or less, 
the day of contemplated return should be speci-
fied. Thereafter, it wili not be necessary to report 
the absence unless the employee cannot return 
to work on the day specified, if the expected 
absence is for more than three (3) days, the 
employee must call to report the continuing 
absence each three (3) days. Any unreported 
absence without a reasonable explanation for 
failure to notify the Company will be an infraction 
of this Attendance policy. 
C, Attendance Related Discipline 
1. It is the intent of this policy to encourage regu-
lar attendance and to be corrective rather than 
punitive. It is recognized however, that if 
employees do not comply with this agreement, 
successively severe disciplinary penalties 




2. Progressive disciplinary action for unsatisfactory 
attendance will be imposed in the following 
sequence. 
a. Verba! Warning - An employee whose atten-
dance is unacceptable wiil be issued a 
Verba! Warning. At this step, and at each 
subsequent step of the process, the 
employee's Shop Steward will be notified in 
advance that this is occurring and will be 
encouraged to attend the meeting and 
counsel the employee on the importance of 
good attendance, 
b. Employee Performance Notice - An 
Empioyee Performance Notice wiil be issued 
to an employee who has been verbally 
warned about his/her attendance and who 
has had a subsequent period of unaccept-
able attendance. At each step of the 
process, only those infractions since the fast 
step of forma! discipline will be considered. 
c. Empioyee Performance Notice Plus Three (3) 
Days Off - An employee who has a third peri-
od of unacceptable attendance will be 
assessed an Employee Performance Notice 
and three (3) unpaid days away from work. 
d. Termination - An empioyee who is not 
responsive to the above outlined disciplinary 
sequence, and who has another period of 
unacceptable attendance, will be dis-
charged. Before the final decision is made 
regarding termination, the employee's 
Business Representative or the Local Union 
President, Division Manager, a Division 
Manager or higher level Manager from anoth-
er area, and the Company's Director of Labor 
Relations or his/her designee wiil convene to 
consider any mitigating circumstances which 
would weigh in the favor of the empioyee, 
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After that consideration, a final decision will 
be made. 
3. Disciplinary action for unsatisfactory attendance 
should be taken on a progression basis. It starts 
with a verbal warning and progresses to stronger 
measures if the problem continues to exist 
(based on the irregularities since the date of any 
prior discipline for attendance). Should the time 
span on the active payroll between the prior dis-
cipline and the current discipline exceed 12 
months, the previous discipline will be repeated, 
and should the time span on the active payroll 
exceed 18 months, the discipline to be currently 
issued will revert to the step taken prior to the 
last previously administered discipline. However, 
in no instance shall the discipline currently being 
administered revert to less than the discipline 
normally administered for a first offense. The 
attendance record should be reviewed with your 
Human Resources representative prior to issuing 
discipline for unsatisfactory attendance. 
4. At each step of the process, Union 
Representatives and members of the Human 
Resources branch of the Company are available 
to counsel employees. 
5. Attendance Related Discipline may be mitigated 
based on a serious demonstration of attendance 
improvement as follows: 
a. If, after assessment of a disciplinary penalty, 
an employee maintains perfect attendance 
for a period of six (6) months, while on the 
active payroll i.e., no absences, tardiness, or 
early departures except those caused by 
Military Duty, Union Business, Jury Duty, full 
week scheduled paid time off or Holidays, 
the penalty will be canceled insofar as 
issuance of subsequent disciplinary actions, 
(i.e., the disciplinary action remains on the 
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record but is not considered in the event of 
subsequent unsatisfactory attendance). 
b. If, after assessment of a disciplinary penalty, 
an employee does not receive subsequent 
attendance related discipline for a period of 
twelve (12) months while on the active payroll 
the penalty will be reduced one step for pur-
poses of assessing future attendance related 
discipline. 
c. If, after assessment of a disciplinary penalty, 
an employee does not receive subsequent 
attendance related discipline for a period of 
twenty-four (24) months while on the active 
payroll his/her attendance will be considered 
acceptable and all attendance-related disci-
pline will be removed upon employee 
request, 
D. Responsibility and Authority 
Responsibility for good attendance rests with each 
individual employee. Responsibility for maintaining 
attendance standards rests with each organization 
manager. It is the responsibility of the Union to encour-
age high standards of employee attendance and counsel 




PLANT-WIPE OVERTIME AGREEMENT 
Reference 
Company-Union Agreement, Article VII, Section 
5, Sub Paragraph (7) 
"Overtime will be divided as equally as practi-
cable among affected employees." 
Applicability 
The provisions of this policy are separately appli-
cable to each department/supervisory group in 
the plant. 
Note:This policy supersedes all prior written 
and oral agreements regarding the distribution 
and administration of overtime within each 
department of the plant. Furthermore, the policy 
cannot be deviated from nor amended without 
prior review and approval of the representatives 
of the Company-Union Negotiating Committees. 
General 
To ensure that overtime is distributed in a con-
sistent manner and in accordance with the 
Company-Union Agreement, the administration 
and application of this overtime agreement shall 
be by joint participation of the Manager and 
Shop Steward. Employees of the same classifi-
cation within a department/supervisory group 
shall constitute an overtime group. 
Principles of Operation 
Affectability 
1. Each Manager/designee shall establish and 
maintain by classification and/or supervisory 
group, an overtime list/roster which shall ini-
tially be established by seniority and consist of 
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affected employees assigned to the overtime 
group. These lists wilt be given to the Shop 
Steward or his designee to be checked for accu-
racy. Errors found must be corrected immedi-
atehy so that the appropriate employee may be 
asked to work. A list shall be posted to bulletin 
boards within the department with a master list 
retained in the department office. All lists are 
subject to review by the Shop Steward or his 
designee. 
2. Any employee who desires not to be contacted 
for voluntary overtime can advise the Company. 
Thereafter, the employee will not be contacted to 
work overtime unless the entire work group has 
been offered the opportunity or they are the only 
employee capable of doing the job. 
3. "Affected Employees", reference Part B, Article 
VII, Section 5, paragraph (7) is normally defined 
as employees in the same classification assigned 
to a particular department/supervisory group. 
Based on the nature of the work in the area, 
overtime groupings have historically been estab-
lished either by employees in the same classifi-
cation in a department or employees in the same 
Classification in a supervisory group. For pur-
poses of this implementation, overtime groups 
as they exist February 20, 1999, will be contin-
ued as they are then constituted. Thereafter, 
overtime groups may be changed when changes 
in volume or process warrant such change sub-
ject to the approval of the Company-Union 
Negotiating Committees. 
4. Overtime should be offered as soon as the 
Company is aware of the need to work. 
Generally, weekend overtime should be offered 
on Thursday. When an employee has been 
offered and accepted weekend overtime on 
Thursday and then is absent from work on 
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Friday, {except for scheduled vacation) the 
employee will be replaced and will not be eligible 
for the offered weekend work. The employee will 
be charged as if the weekend work had been 
refused. 
Recording 
1. There will be one overtime list for each classifi-
cation by department/supervisory group which 
will show the hours asked, worked, refused and 
charged for the date needed and the cumulative 
total year-to-date. This list will include in-week, 
weekend and holiday overtime charges. Where 
the Shop Steward and Department Manager 
agree that it is desirable to maintain separate 
lists for daily, weekend, and/or Sunday/Holiday 
overtime, this may be agreed to subject to the 
approval of the Company-Union Negotiating 
Committees. 
2. Charges shall be made on an hours-paid basis 
rather than actual hours worked. For example, 
an employee working eight (8) hours at time and 
one-half will be charged with twelve (12); an 
employee working eight (8) hours at double time 
will be charged sixteen (16). 
3. A refusal to work wilt be charged in the manner 
as if an employee worked the hours asked. 
4. Employees who are absent on days that overtime 
is offered will be charged with available payable 
hours. Employees who accept overtime hours 
and then do not work will be charged with two 
times the available payable hours. 




A - Absent 
B - Borrowed and working in the department 
L - Loaned out 
O - Employee option to not be considered 
P - Leave or Temporary Salaried 
R - Refused 
S - No security clearance 
V - Vacation 
W -Worked 
Z - Paid Union Releases 
6. New employees entering an overtime group will 
be charged with the then current average over-
time hours for that group. 
7. Employees returning from a prolonged leave of 
absence shall be charged in the same manner as 
new employees. 
6. Employees who are required to attend military 
training when overtime is being worked and are 
asked to work overtime and refuse will be 
charged with the hours refused. 
9. Employees released for paid union business will 
be responsible tor notifying the Company of their 
location so they can be notified regarding avail-
able overtime. 
Loans 
1 . An employee assigned to a department on a loan 
basis wili be treated as a new employee for pur-
poses of overtime distribution and recording. 
2. When an employee returns to their regular clas-
sification and department from being on loan to 
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another department, the hours worked while on 
loan will be charged to their total in their regular 
overtime group. 
3. When an employee is loaned for the purpose of 
overtime, it shall be by the lowest accumulative 
overtime hours. They will be affected for over-
time only in that area in which they are loaned. 
Employees cannot be loaned for the purpose of 
placing them in preferred positions with respect 
to overtime. 
Distribution 
1 . The employee with the lowest amount of charged 
hours on the overtime list will be offered overtime 
first. In cases where job continuity is an issue, 
the spread of hours between the employee 
offered the work and the employee lowest in 
hours on the overtime list will not exceed fifty 
(50) hours. Favoritism to an employee in the 
application of this agreement will not be tolerat-
ed. 
2. If, during a Saturday shift, it is determined that 
overtime will have to be worked on Sunday 
where none had been scheduled, the employees 
working on Saturday will be considered first 
before calling in other employees from the 
department. 
3. The overtime differentiation between the high 
and low active employee on the overtime list 
shall not exceed fifty (50) hours at any given 
time. 
4. If after all employees in the classification in an 
overtime group are scheduled or have been 
given an opportunity to work, additional employ-
ees are needed, employees in the same classifi-
cation within the department on the same shift 
shall be asked first. Thereafter, employees in the 
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same classification in the department on other 
shifts shall be asked. If a sufficient number of 
employees are still not available, employees in 
the same classification and on the same shift as 
that where the overtime exists will be asked in 
the following sequence: from the division, then 
the branch, and finally company-wide. 
5. An employee temporarily transferred to salaried 
status will not be entitled to participate in hourly 
overtime on the weekend of the temporary trans-
fer to salary, during the temporary assignment to 
salaried status, or on the weekend of the return 
to the Bargaining Unit. He shall be charged all 
overtime that he could have worked while hourly 
had he not accepted the salaried assignment. 
6. At the end of each calendar year, all overtime 
lists will be "zeroed out", i.e., take the employee 
with the lowest amount of hours and make them 
zero and subtract their total hours from each per-
son in the overtime group. These new totals 
would be effective in January of the following 
year. 
7. In situations where overtime has not been sched-
uled and it becomes necessary to call employees 
in, a record of the cali-in effort will be made. If 
available, the Shop Steward or Committeeman 
or their designee in the area will be asked to wit-
ness the call-in. Any employee working as a 
result of call-in will be charged the hours worked. 
Any employee who cannot be reached or refuses 
the call-in overtime work will not be charged. 
B. The Supervisor must furnish the Shop Steward a 
list of the employees who accept or reject the 
opportunity for weekend and holiday overtime 
prior to the overtime being worked. A reason-
able effort will also be made to apply this provi-
sion to in-week overtime. 
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Any overtime equalization disparity agreed to 
between the parties wilt be remedied by the fol-
lowing methods: 
(t) If the Supervisor is notified by the Shop 
Steward in writing before the overtime is j> 
worked that his selections are not the affect-
ed employees and he refuses to correct his 
mistake, the affected employees wii! be 
made whole by monetary settlement. 
(2) If the Supervisor is not notified by the Shop 
Steward in writing before the overtime is 
worked that his selections are not the affect-
ed employees, the affected employee will be 
offered the next available overtime, tf the 
Company fails to offer the employee the next 
overtime opportunity, the employee will be 
made whole by monetary settlement. 
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This Agreement, which becomes effective as of April 29, 
2002, is accepted and agreed to by the parties hereto as 
indicated by the signatures of the parties' duty authorized 
representatives which appear betow: 
AERONAUTICAL 
MACHINISTS 






s/R, D. Gossage 
s/R.V. Johnson 
s/J.C. West 
LOCAL LODGE 1027 




s/S. K. Critchfieid 
s/S.D. Hamlin 
s/R. W. Hudson 
s/J. R. Irwin 
s/T.G. Love 
S/L. £. Shaffett 
s/R.E. Sibley 
LOCAL LODGE 2386 
s/J. D. Williams 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
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